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U. S. House Passes Anti-Gay Amendment

Houston Police charged
with physical abuse and
harassment of gays
The fatal shooting of Houston gay
activist Fred Paez by an off-duty
policeman will beljiken up by the U.S.
Civil Rights Commission when it meets
in Washington, D.C. in September,
and is expected to put the spotlight
. on the Commission’s forthcoming rec
ommendations to remedy police abuse
of civil rights, including harassment
of gays.
The Commission, which has set a
watch on police relations with minor
ity communities in a number of cities
since violence erupted in Miami’s black
community, also said it was stepping
up its monitoring of police dealings
with the gay community in Houston.
Commission members noted that
Houston was one of two cities where it
held formal hearings on police-minority
relations, and that the political club
that Paez was an officer in had offered
testimony on police abuse o f gays in
Houston.
—
" I t’s a very serious matter and we’re
keeping our agency informed of it,’’
said Richard Avena, the Commission’s
southwestern regional director.
“ My impression from the hearings is
that ihere are severe problems with
police-gay community relations in
Houston,’’ said Avena. "1 think there
is a definite built-in bias against gays.
There are obvious problems in claims
and charges o f physical abuse, har
assment, very similar to the complaints
we get from blacks and Hispanics,’’^ .
Avena noRfd that one reason the
Commission e le c t^ to hold hearings in
Houston was that the city had the
highest number orbolice-innicted fatal
shootings of any city in the nation.
While the then-police chief had dis
puted the Commission’s statistics at
that time. Avena said, the chief testi
fied that he “ gave 44 caliber guns to
the police because he said that was the
largest gun he could find. He said he
would give them napalm if he could.’’
Late this fall the Commission is ex
pected to release its findings and make
recommendations designed to remedy
the abuses it believes are occurring. In
a preliminary report issued shortly
after the Miami disorders, which left
dozens dead, the Commission sent a
clear message that it sees serious prob
lems in police relations with minorities,
(Continued on page ¡0)
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Fear and Loathing in the Southwest:
The Death of Fred Paez
by Greg Carmack
Montrose is a fifty square mile sec
tion of Houston with a concentration
of gay life as heavy, it seems, as
San Francisco’s Castro or West Holly
wood’s Boystown. Here, gay bars are
rambling complexes of old farmhouses
connected by patios. A literal sea of
humanity—mostly men—fill its space
day and night with festive partying that
spills into the streets. The air is electric
with freedom —hard fought and
hard won.
Two blocks from the hub o f M ont
rose, Ray Hill sits in the control room
of KPST-Radio, Houston’s listenersupported Pacifica station. A team
consisting of Hill and a handful of
others—backed by the monied gay bar
and business establishment—are re
sponsible for Houston’s emergence as
the gay grande dame of the South. It
was Hill in earlier days who placed
himself on the block as the commu
nity emerged from cellar to street level.
His voluntary arrest at every Houston
Police Department raid on every gay
establishm ent became a Southern
anachronism, galvenizing a fledgling
gay political establishment and an
emerging mass of gay pride.
Today, the man who more than any
other brought gay freedom and pride
to Houston is in a shambles, moving
through the motions of his job as
general manager of KPST. Associ
ates who were once amazed at his
brilliant strategies and unrelenting drive
worry about his holding up under the
strain of the greatest challenge yet to
meet Houston’s gay community.
In a farmhouse south beyond the
city limits of Houston, I sit in the
neatly-made bedroom of Fred Paez.
The only evidence that Fred once lived
here are the sparse personal effects on
a dresser, bedside table and bookshelf.
Books on criminology line the shelf.
A couple of blue 4-H ribbons are stuck
in a crack of a mirror. A picture of
Fred—a big, strapping farmboy—has
been tacked to the wall by his family.
Next to it is a Letter of Commen

IN M E M O R IA M
Ernest De Bacca (1903-1980)
O w ner and m anager of C liff’s variety store since 1941
San Francisco's gay com m unity w ill remember him (or
his warm th and his integrity.

dation from the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission. It thanks “ Mr. Paez for
outstanding work contributed to the
Commission’s investigation of Houston
Police Department abuse of gay men
and women.”
It is T l". day, July 22, less than 24
hours after my return to Houston.
There is anger in the streets of Hous
ton. Three weeks before, respected
community leader, activist, and friend,
Fred Paez, was killed by a Houston
police officer under conditions so sus
picious as to warrant the on-the-spot
intrusion of the FBI and the Justice
Department. Tonight’s demonstration
will be the first march on the head
quarters of the HPD. The last bastion
of gay oppression and reckless brutality
are being called to account. There are
1,000 people in the streets of Houston.
We want to know how, why—even
where—Fred Paez was killed.
Charles Brydon, co-executive direc
tor of the National Gay Task Force,
delivers a droll speech to the crowd,
politely, thought not warmly received.
Charles Brydon would fare better

tonight before the Houston Chamber
of Commerce: he has never been to
Houston, in a paddywagon, or a victim
o f Houston (or any other city’s) police
brutality. It is activist movement vet
eran Troy Perry who touches the
crowd most.
“ We are a peaceful people, but we
will not stand for this,” he says. “ We
are drawing the line on the Houston
Police Department.”
After a march from the City Hall
rally to HPD headquarters, the crowd
breaks into chants, later reverently
sings “ America,” then prays aloud.
Candles are lit and after organized
parading, the march disbands.
According to the Houston Police
Department, Fred Paez was shot acci
dentally by a Houston Police Officer
early on the morning of June 28—
the day before Houston’s Gay Pride
Parade. Officers K.M. McCoy and
S.A. Cain reported Paez stopped the
car he was driving, approached them
and grop>ed McCoy, who immediately
(Continued on page 6)

C u b a n R efugees
D ue To A rriv e
Program leaders struggle
with unforseen obstacles
by Chris Kerby and Sue Zcmel
The first group of gay Cuban refu
gees will be arriving in San Francisco
within “ the period of the next one to
seven days,” says John Wahl, co-chair
of the Gay and Lesbian Cuban Refugee
Program.
As sponsors wait on-call for the
arrival of the 2S refugees to be flown
here from Elgin Air Force Base in
Florida, the Refugee Program leaders
have been wrestling throughout the
week with a variety of unforseen
obstacles.
Last Wednesday, a story went over
national AP wires reporting State De
partment official Louis Guzman’s
statement that San Francisco’s Refugee
Program had been indefinitely sus
pended. “ We don’t know when they
are going to be shipped out,” the
report quoted Guzman. “The opera
tion was suspended because of excessive
publicity. It will resume operation
when we feel it can be resumed under
controlled conditions.”
The report came as a surprise to the
coordinators o f the Refugee Program
in San Francisco who were absorbed
in preparing for the refugees’ arrival.
(Then, as now, the specific arrival time
was in terms of “ the next few days.” )
Meetings were scheduled throughout
the week to brief the sponsors as to
the responsibilities they would assume
shortly and to coordinate the airport
pick-up of the refugees, arranging for
buses to transport the Cubans to MCC
program headquarters.
Co-chair Wahl stated unequivocally
that “ the statement that the program
is indefinitely suspended is incorrect.”
“ I think it was more a problem of
the State Department not wanting the
exposure that might endanger these
people,” said Bob Havens, media
coordinator of the Refugee Program.
“ They want to make sure the refugees’
privacy is protected.”
Apparently the “ excessive publicity”
which the State Department feared was
the brain-child of Ken Maley, a pub
licity consultant who volunteered to
act with the Fundraising and Media
Committees of the Refugee Program.
Acting without the approval of the
Executive Committee of the Program,
Maley held an interview with a Chron
icle reporter providing misleading in
formation about the arrival time of the
refugees. A story with this informa

tion broke in the morning headlines
of the Chronicle and was picked up by
various radio, newspaper and television
sources who deluged the Program
office demanding further information.
Maley, according to Wahl, also con
tacted ABC-TV and CBC-TV, who
then set up vans outside o f Elgin Air
Force Base to report on the departure
of the refugees from Florida. News
crews were also apparently on-call to
rush out to San Francisco International
Airport to cover the Cubans’ arrival
to the Bay Area.
Because the resettlement agency
working with the local program.
Church World Services, has a strong
policy o f limiting media coverage of in
coming refugees let alone, in this case,
of gay refugees whose status in the
United States is still uncertain, the
State Department issued the statement
Wednesday announcing the indefinite
halt.
Informed Sentinel sources indicate
that the Immigration Department also
appears to be responsible for various
delays in processing Cubans—gay and
non-gay—out of the camps.
The State Department is negotiating
with “ friendly” South American gov
ernments such as Peru and Brazil,
according to informed sources, to
receive several thousand Caribbean
Boat People. How this may affect the
status of all Cubans waiting to leave
the refugee camps is uncertain at
this time.
After phoning around the country
to the State Department and Church
World Services, the Refugee Program
got itself back on keel by the end of
the day. “ We’re proceeding with our
plans,” said Wahl.
Yet that night, the three local net
work television stations ran stories on
the late editions of their news show
reporting the bare details of the offagain/on-again status of the program.
Local stations Channel 2 and Channel
7 carried video-footage of statements
taped from the Metropolitan Commu
nity Church, headquarters of the Refu
gee Program.
By Thursday the arrival of the Cuban
refugees had become a “ hot item” in
the press. Film crews descended on the
Program offices and calls from report
ers continued to come throughout
(Continued on page 6)
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a p p ro v a l o f H o u s e

by Larry Bush
The U.S. House of Representatives,
in its first recorded vote on a gay issue
in three years, overwhelmingly ap
proved an anti-gay amendment spon
sored at the behest of the New Christian
Right. The amendment, barring the
use of Legal Services Corporation
funds “ in promoting, defending, or
protecting homosexuality,” carried by
a substantially larger margin than a
similar 1977 bffort.
The successful effort, which may be
repeated shortly in the U.S. Senate,
lays the groundwork for similar
amendments striking the use of federal
funds for a host of gay programs, pre
dicted Gay Rights National Lobby
Director Steve Endean.
A similar effort aimed at showing
Congressional disapproval of abortions
has resulted in a cut-off of all federal
funding for those programs, Endean
noted, saying that gay community cen
ters, health clinics and research pro
grams stand to lose millions of dollars
in federal grants.
Like the 1977 anti-gay vote, this
year’s amendment was first defeated in
a voice vote but then carried by a wide
margin when members were forced to
record their votes and thus face possible
constituents’ backlashes. The July 21
vote was 290-113, while somewhat dif
fering language in 1977 passed 230-133.
“ We had predicted that it would
come up and probably win despite
what we could d o ,” said Endean,
“ but I did not think they could increase
the margin by this much. I was shocked
and blown away by their margin in
this victory.”
Endean and several members of
Congress attributed the wide victory in
part to the language of the amend
ment, which suggested federal funds
had been spent to promote homosexu
ality, and to the emphasis on tax money
rather than basic civil rights issues.
The measure now passes to the Sen
ate, where a specific effort will be
required to delete the anti-gay provi
sion. The first opportunity to accom
plish that may come up as soon as
today, when the bill is slated for mark
up in a Senate subcommittee chaired
by South Carolina Democrat Fritz
Hollings.
Unlike other bills, which originate
independently in both branches of
Congress, appropriations bills are first
passed by the House and then sent to
the Senate for approval. Any changes
in House language requires specific ac
tion by the Senate, with differences

a c tio n

thrashed out in a conference commit
tee of both houses.
The 1977 anti-gay amendment died
in such a conference committee and
never became law. That amendment
was to an authorization bill, however,
rather than an appropriation bill, and
allowed the Senate to kill the measure
without any discussion of the issue. Of
course, this procedure cannot be fol
lowed this time.
Senate observers nevertheless expect
the anti-gay amendment to be stricken,
most likely at the request o f Senator
Lowell Weicker (R-Conn.), a Senate
gay rights bill co-sponsor and ranking
minority member of Holling’s com
mittee. Whether Weicker can win ap
proval of the committee, however, is
in doubt since both Sen. Paul Laxalt
(R-Nev.) and Sen. Jake Garn (R-Utah),
closely identified with the New Chris
tian Right, also serve on that body.
Hollings, the chairman, is on record as
saying no candidate will run to the
right o f him in this year’s election.
Although Endean forsees that a
Weicker effort may be successful, he
also predicts that the House language
would be re-inserted on the floor, pos
sibly by ultra-conservative leader Jesse
Helms (R-NC).
_
“ We can see probably Jesse Helms
leading the fight to put this prohibi
tion in on the floor,” Endean said.
“ They’re going to ask for a roll call
vote on the floor, and 1 think we have
to expect that we’re gbing to lose.
They’re scared to death of the election,
probably more so in the Senate than
the H ouse.”
The newly approved House language
closely follows a provision from Sen.
Paul Laxalt’s Family Protection Act,
and has been a focal point for the New
Right. Both Christian Voice and the
Moral Majority, fundamentalist lobbies
with an anti-gay program, strongly
endorsed the measure and emphasized
that it was a taxpayer issue an^T not a
civil rights concern.
The House action was bitterly de
nounced by several members of Con
gress, including John Burton (D-Calif.)
who termed it “ a very disheartening
exhibition on the part of the House . . .
which does discredit to the House.”
The amendment also was quickly
opposed by the White Hpuse, which
issued a statement that Administration
lobbyists would back a change.
The impact of full Congressional ap
proval of the anti-gay provision on
funding for low income people in
volved in gay rights cases, the ostensible
(Continued on page 8)

Republicans Endorse
New Right Goals
Party leaders insist gay interests
not compatible with conservative
political philosophy
Ronald Regan’s courtship with the
New Christian Right at the Republi
cans’ Detroit convention left would-be
gay Republican insiders on the outside
and intensified concern that some Rea
gan supporters may use gays as a scape
goat in the upcoming fall campaign.
Reagan campaign aides, who did not
meet with gay Republicans at the con
vention, later sought to downplay such
concerns, emphasizing Reagan’s earlier
statements opposing discrimination
against homosexuals. They also sought
to dispel fears that a Reagan Admin
istration could be coaxed by Funda
mentalists into broadening existing
federal discrimination against gays,
but said that resolving current dis
criminatory practices would likely be
a low priority.
The Republican convention itself,
however, held out no such olive
branches, as fundamentalist forces
hostile to gays took firm control of the
party platform and infrastructure,
leaving gay Republican activists the
choice of taking their lots or bolting
from the parly.
“ Unfortunately, your contention

that ‘your interests are basically com
patible with a conservative political
philosophy’ is hardly shared by Repub
lican conservatives,” wrote platform
coordinator Roger Smerad to the gay
caucus. “ To suggest that the gay life
style is compatible with a conservative
philosophy is unrealistic.”
Gay Republicans were divided over
a future course of action at the con
vention’s close. Illinois delegate Tim
Drake, an Anderson supporter, an
nounced he would continue his work in
the state and local party but campaign
for John Anderson this fall. New York
alierndffc delegate Chuck Thompson,
president of an influential Republican
club and uncommitted at the conven
tion, said he will support Reagan. The
two men. were the first openly gay
Republicans to be elected to their
party’s national convention.
“ The right wing forces, the Moral
Majority, controlled that convention
from beginning to end,” Drake said.
"They have adopted what has to be
the most right wing platform ever
adopted. There is no way we could
(Continued on page 7)
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Fundraisers
for Cuban
^Resettlement

State’s Only
Gay Rights
Lobbyist Resigns

(San Prancisco) Several fundraising
benefits have been scheduled to raise
money to help resettle gay Cuban
refugees in the Bay Area.
A musical benefit will be hosted by
the Unitarian Universalist Gay Caucus
on Friday, August I at 8 p.m. in the
Chapel of the First Unitarian Church,
located at Geary and Franklin.
Several musicians will provide the
evening’s entertainment. David Kelsey
and Pure Trash will perform Dixieland
jazz renditions, while Jack Pentaleo
will perform on the harp. Chris Tanner,
a gay/feminist songwriter, will present
some of his original music.
Contributions will be collected at the
door for the refugee fund which the
Unitarian Universalist-Gay Caucus will
use to provide assistance to members
who sponsor refugees.
A weekly benefit has also been an 
nounced by the Alamo Square Saloon
in the Hotel Casa Loma.
Starting tonight, the Conan Band
will be performing every Friday at
8 p.m. at the bar located at Fell and
Fillmore.
According to hotel manager George
Roll, a S2 donation will be collected
to funnel into the fundraising pool of
the Gay and Lesbian Cuban Refugee
Program.

(Sacramento) California’s only re
maining gay rights lobbyist resigned
this month due to financial hardships
of the California Human Rights Advo
cates, the gay rights lobby organiza
tion in the state capital.
Alan Robertson is the last o f the
CHRA full-time employees to resign
following organizational budget cuts
from $3300 per month a year ago to
$1200 per month today. Robertson
has left his paid position with $5200
in back wages owed to him.
CHRA will continue limited opera
tions with anywhere from five to twelve
volunteers staffing offices most week
day afternoons and with an answering
machine to take calls when the office
is closed.
“ In spite of my resignation, I am
going to try to keep some o f the
appointments I’ve made.’j Robertson
told San Diego Update, hoping to push
for introduction of gay rights legisla
tion in the next legislative session.
CHRA incoming revenues from gay
organizations around the state have
been dwindling ever since the March
on Sacramento failed to secure state
wide gay legislation last January and
the defeats in Santa Clara County last
month.
“ CHRA knows what to do; it needs
the support of the community it rep
resents,” Robertson told Update. Rob
ertson noted the need for the presence
of a well-staffed lobby in Sacramento,
estimating that an annual budget of
$75,000 to $100,000 would be the bare
minimum for effective operation of
the organization.

Customs Ordered
To Deliver
Gay Publications
(New York) The U.S. Customs Serv
ice has thirty days to appeal a federal
court decision directing the Customs
Service to deliver several gay-oriented
publications which it seized.
Judge Leonard Sand o f the Southern
District o f New York ordered Customs
and the U.S. Postal Service to deliver
copies of the Swedish gay liberation
publication Revolt and the German
publication Gay Man which Customs
had seized, contending they were "ob
scene, immoral, lewd, lascivious, sala
cious, and patently offensive.”
Judge Sand ruled that the magazines
are not obscene and are protected by
the First Amendment because the mag
azines contain articles o f serious value
concerning the gay movement in addi
tion to the sexually explicit photographs
which might be consideret^obscene.
Judging the content of the maga
zines "as a whole,” Sand ruled that
Custom s had violated the First
Amendment.'
“ The major significance of this case
is the judge's ruling that articles about
the gay movement have serious politi
cal value,” said attorney Robert Roth.
“ His decision specifically recognizes
that serious gay publications are pro
tected by the First Amendment because
o f their gay political content.”
Dr. Bruce Voeller, president of the
Mariposa Education and Research
Foundation and former co-director of
the National Gay Task Force, expressed
his pleasure with the ruling. “ I am
delighted that we have won an inter
nationally important First Amendment
case which both the American Civil
Liberties Union and the New York
Civil Liberties Union declined to handle
in the belief the case would lose,” he
said. “ Free flow of information be
tween countries is essential to the gay
movement.”

Womerv’s Programs
Scheduled

WAIKIKI
307 Lewers St. (2nd fl.)
(808) 923-1852

SACRAMENTO
2551 5th Street (916) 443 1515
{;0 1n

S iin iL r y M i x u t i y T lM irs (l.iy

BERKELEY
FRESNO
2107-4th Street (415) 845-8992 1551 'E'Street (209) 237 8505

(San Francisco) On Sunday, August
3, Tory Hartmann will hold a benefit
brunch at 520 Church Street to help
send the members of the Democratic
Women's Forum who were elected as
delegates to the Democratic Conven
tion. Carter delegates Larry Eppinette
and Jane McKaskie Murphy, and Ken
nedy delegates Eileen Caplan and Anne
Daley will attend the convention in
New York.
Another celebration, A Woman’s
Place Is in City Hall, is planned for
August 5 at the Potrero Hill Neighbor
hood House at 953 De Haro. A cham
pagne reception benefitting San Fran
ciscans for District Elections 1980 cam
paign against Proposition A on the
August 19 special election ballot, will
be held. San Francisco women are cele
brating the “ 60th Anniversary of the
Ratification of the 19th Amendment
Three Weeks Early . . . because we
can’t afford to wait until August 26th,”
explains the invitation to this event.
"Somehow the men behind Prop A
seem fearful of giving women political
decision-making power because they
want to return to a system that effec
tively denies it,” explained an insert
included in the benefit invitation. The
event is sponsored by Mayor Dianne
Feinstein, Supervisors Ella Hill Hutch,
Louise Renne, Carol Ruth Silver,
Nancy Walker, and Doris Ward.

Forum on
Anti-Gay Violence
by Students
(San Francisco) As a result o f four
attacks on gay people last week by
gangs of young teenagers from the
summer school sessions of Everett
Junior High in the Mission District,
a meeting was called to develop solu
tions to the problems o f physical and
verbal harassment of gays by students.
The meeting, moderated by the San
Francisco Human Rights Commission,
brought together representatives o f the
Mayor’s Criminal Justice Council,
Community United Against Violence,
San Francisco Unified School Dis
trict, Gay Teachers Association, San
Francisco Police Department, Super
visor Harry Britt’s office, and others.
Reserving discussion o f long-term
solutions for the August 1 meeting
Mayor Feinstein has scheduled to deal
with anti-gay violence, the representa
tives agreed on several short-term solu
tions to cope with the remaining four
weeks of the summer school sessions.
The School District announced plans
to hire five para-professional security
aides for Everett Junior High and ten
for Mission High School. Two campus
control officers will be stationed out
side of each building during school
hours.
The Police Department announced
plans to increase its patrol time in the
area of the two schools and add
another police officer to the beat.
Everett Summer School Principal
Renee French consented to send a
memo to the teachers indicating that
“ faggot” remarks were not acceptable
and asking them to “ set the tone” by
reprimanding students for using such
slurs.
David Mazer, a Mission resident
who requested this forum, was pleased
with the results, but noted the earlier
difficulties he faced to get a response.
“ Attacks on gay people just aren’t
taken seriously,” he said. “ It shouldn’t
have taken more than the first attack
to get some results. Yet these people
really had to be prodded. But I guess
f’m satisfied now'.’’

Portraits of
Gay Leaders
Commissioned
(New York) The Mariposa Educa
tion and Research Foundation has
received gifts exceeding $I0,(XX) to
commission portraits of twelve Amer
ican gay men and women who have
contributed outstandingly and ongoingly to the gay movement through
out the past decade.
Don Bacardy, California portraitist
and long-time lover of writer Christo
pher Isherwood, has accepted the com
mission to do the pxjrtraits. His por
traits of Igor Stravinsky, W.H, Auden,
and Christopher Isherwood have re
cently been acquired by the Metropol
itan Museum of Art in New York and
the National Pbrtrait Gallery in Wash
ington, D.C.

D.C. University
Fights Gay
Student Groups
(Washington, D.C.) Georgetown Uni
versity has reacted to a lawsuit brought
by gay student groups seeking official
university recognition by filing a coun
tersuit against the groups.
The Gay People of Georgetown Uni
versity and the Gay Rights Coalition of
Georgetown University Law Center
have charged the University for violat
ing, the District of Columbia Human
Rights Act (which forbids discrimina
tion on the basis of sexual orienta
tion), in the school’s refusal to grant
recognition of the groups as legitimate
campus organizations.
Attorneys for the university have
denied the charges and have countersued the groups in an attempt to stop
them from using the name of the
school in the organizational titles.
Across town, a gay black student
group has formed at Howard Univer
sity, according to the Washington Post.
The Lam bda Student Alliance is
believed to be the first gay student
organization on the campus of a black
university or college.

EEOPLE
Author Rita Mae Brown denied
rumors that she and tennis star
Martina Navratilova had formalized
their “ courtship” in a lesbian mar
riage ceremony.
"H ad we decided to do that, I can
assure you the house would be full of
wedding presents,” said Brown.
An attempt is being spearheaded to
evict the two women from their 27room mansion in Charlottesville, North
Carolina, by Jeb Bush, the son of GOP
Veep nominee George Bush.

Speaking of George Bush, he ex
plained to New York Magazine that
” Yeh, . . . Well. Maybe I could
accept homosexuals in White House
staff positions if there were positions
for which they were uniquely quali
fied.” Pausing, George seemed at a
loss to elaborate on which unique posi
tions he might consider.

Lawyers Guild
Promotes Gay Issues
(New York) The National Lawyers
Guild, an organization consisting of
over 6,000 progressive lawyers, law
students, and legal workers, recently
adopted guidelines requiring the organ
ization to promote gay issues in its
coalition work.
The guidelines call for the Guild and
its members to include gay groups
when forming coalitions and to suggest
gay speakers at coalition-sponsored
programs and conferences. The guide
lines also call on coalition members to
educate other groups who have nega
tive ptositions' toward gays and to dis
continue participation in any coalition
in which gay people or groups are
explicitly excluded.
The National Lawyers Guild is cur
rently involved in a lawsuit that aims
to legally require the Federal Bureau
of Prisons to accept gay-oriented pub
lications which are sent to inmates.
This summer the Bay Area Chapter
of the Guild is sponsoring the organi
zation’s 5th annual summer project,
focusing on "Police Abuse in the Gay
Community.”

Getting struck by a lightning bolt
has proven quite therapeutic for Edwin
Robinson o f Falmouth, Maine. The in
cident restored his eyesight, which he
had lost as a result of a traffic mishap
nine years before, and his hearing,
impaired in the same accident. Robin
son’s physician also reports that there’s
been an additional development to the
victim’s once-bald head: " It’s amazing.
All on top there’s hair coming in,”
he marveled.

Sally Field, the director of the
Joffrey II dance company, recently
assured the press that the Joffrey is
"gay free.”
"A ll the boys in my company are
straight . . . ,” she said to reporters
who inquired about Ron Reagan, son
of the GOP presidential nominee and
niember of the company. Field hastened
to add, "R on has a wonderful girl
friend.”

Baltimore Council
Downs Gay Bill
(Baltim ore) As 200 homosexuals
watched from the audience, the Balti
more City Council killed a bill last
Monday that would have outlawed dis
crimination against gays.
The Judiciary Committee had re
ported unfavorably on the measure
and the council voted 12-6 to accept
’the report.
The bill, which had ten sponsors and
once had seemed destined to pass,
failed after intensive lobbying by relig
ious groups, especially Roman Catholic
Archbishop William Borders.
Prior to the vote. New Ways Min
istry, a Catholic group ministering to
gay people, had responded to the
hom ophobic statements issued by
Borders.
The response by New Ways denied
Borders’ assertion that the ordinance
would be a “ betrayal” o f church doc
trine. New Ways suggested that while
homosexuality might be outside of thd
church’s moral doctrine, this stand
doesn’t preclude a policy supporting
civil rights and social justice.
In contrasting the Church’s strong
defenses o f human rights and the
opposition of some church leaders to
gay rights legislation. New Ways said
that the Church faces the accusations
o f “ hypocrisy, double-talk or out
right persecution of homosexual people.
" It is distressing to us as ministers
o f justice . . . to realize that while the
Klu Klux Klan can have their rights to
burn forth racial hatred protected in
law, our homosexush sisters and broth
ers in our community are denied fun
damental human and civil liberties,
protection against unjust discrimina
tion and the respect and dignity due
to all of us as people of God. ’’
The group’s response also countered
Borders’ objection to the ordinance
because homosexuality involves>«6tions
"contrary to G od’s will” by^pointing
out that this is a "dangerous policy”
reminiscent of the Inquisition, witch
burning, and Nazi Germany.
New Ways also quoted Fr. Philip
Keane, a moral theologian at Balti
more’s St. Mary’s Seminary who said
that “ With a)l the bias and unjust
treatment homosexuals have received
in the past they especially need to
belong. Thus they especially need to
be welcomed by the Church.”

The $15 million invasion of privacy
suit against San Francisco Chronicle
columnist Herb Caen, brought by
Oliver Sipple, who deflected Sara Jane
Moore’s arm when she attempted to
shoot President Gerald Ford in 1975,
has been thrown out of court. Sipple
claimed damages because Caen re
vealed to the world that Sipple is gay.

Werner Erhard
est founder Werner Erhard resur
faced in San Francisco last week to
promote his film Today Is fo r the
Championship. Following the film’s
screening Erhard shared his thoughts
about the documentary and life in gen
eral. "Life is a splendid torch,” and
“ You are on your own in this one,”
proclaimed Erhard.
The famed initiator of The Hunger
Project explained that the primary pur
pose of the film (production costs
$500,000) was “ to convey the exper
ience that Life M atters.”
★
★
★
“ The Kisser,” Joao Moura, finally
managed to make good his vow to kiss
Pope John Paul II. After his unsuc
cessful attempt in Rio de Janeiro to
implant a blessing on the portable
FKjntiffs lily lips, Moura then made his
way to Manaus, Brazil. He took up a
position at 4:00 a.m. at the site where
the Pope was to later celebrate an
outdoor Mass.
Several hours later, when John Paul
passed on his way to the attar, Moura
was there and kissed the Pope’s feet.

As the Republicans recover from
their spectacular convention (where
Donnie and Marie punched out some
toothful tunes, Debbie Boone lit up
everyone’s life), and the Democrats
strategize for what promises to be a
sweaty session, the Kosmick Ladye
issued no promises from her planetary
campaign office.
She did, however, send word of her
p a rty ’s "M in e P latfo rm /P lan k s,
Spknters/bones ’n nails of conten
tion.” These include;
■ Individual retention of dignity/no
more detention by a society which is
criminal.
• Wars and insanity will be illegal;
even death will die. for we will no
longer belie Cosmic Rules of the
Road.

At the CBS annual meeting to pre
view next season’s air fare for the
nation’s media critics, reporters com
plained to Vice President Robert
Chandler, anchor Ed Bradley and "60
Minutes” pundit Andy Rooney about
this year’s program, “ Gay Power, Gay
Politics.”
While several reporters and critics
called the program "deceitful” and
“ unprofessional,” Chandler defended
the program’s accuracy and Rooney
complained about “ special interest
pleadings.”
Some of the journalists who ques
tioned Chandler about “ GP-G P” are
now threatening legal action against
CBS if it doesn’t apologize for
Rooney’s remarks.

Police in Plainview, New York
arrested a well-known magician and
TV performer and charged him with
child pornography-related offenses.
Nassau County officials have charged
Marvin Mallhow with three counts in
volving “ use of a child in a sex per
formance” and “ promoting a sexual
performance by a child.” Matthow has
appeared on many national TV shows
in the character o f "B ald y the
Clown.’’ He is also famous for his
performance as “ The Human Seal.”

he comfort and hospitalin of a
beautiful!) restored Victorian man
sion await you. Located near the
(^tro and Folsom areas in .San
Francisco's "sunbelt," we ofihr a
rooftop sundeck. solar-heated hoi
tub Jacuzzi and a unique tanning
room." large guest rooms feaiure
wet bars or kitchens and Eunv
pean-st)le shared baths with com
plimentar) continental breakfa.si
sened in our traditional double par
lor The Inn's friendl) staff will a.ssisi
yon in finding what you want in
,San Francisco. Public transportation
and the BART s)stem are nearb)
Rates begin at $19 single or double
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The Inn San Francisco
943 South Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco 94110
Iblephone 419/641-0188

549 C ASTR O -S A N FRANCISCO 1217 POLK

Send for our brt)chure

Mayor Dianne Feinstein recently
announced the appointment of Donna
Hitchens, the director and staff at
torney of the Lesbian Rights Project,
to the City’s II-member Commission
on the Status of Women. Hitchens is
presently representing Denise Kreps,
the Contra Costa lesbian fighting for
an appointment with the sheriffs de
partment there.

A crew of scientists and adventurers
is setting off to search for the wreck
of the Titanic, the ’’unsinkable” luxury
liner that rammed into an iceberg and
sank in the North Atlantic sixty-eight
years ago. Expedition leader Mike
Harris says there’s a 99'% chance of
finding the ship, believed to rest in
12,000 foot deep waters in a 60-squaremile area 380 miles southeast of the
coast of Newfoundland.

Zohn Artman escorts the divine Miss M through a throng of
several hundred admirers lined up to get autographed copies of
her new book, A View from a Broad.
•
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Congregation
of the Golden Gate
P.O.BOX5S40
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94101
PHONE (415)621-2871

Weekly Shabbat Services are
held every Friday night, 8:15PM
promptly (doors open at 7:45)
at the Jewish Community
Center, 3200 California Street,
San Francicso.

Reaching out to the Jewish
Lesbian and Qay Com
munity of th«,Bay Area.
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MCC PEOPLE

I

Norma and Marguerite Scroggle
are part of the family at MCC.
Our community of faith, friendship, and service has been the
church of San Francisco’s Gay
Community for ton years.. You
are invited to make It your family.
Metropolitan Community Church
150 Eureka St., S.F. 94114
'(415)863-4434
Worship: Sunday, 10:30arr), 7pm
Christian Education:
Wednesday, 7:30 pm

A S£H/S/BL£ RENTAL LOCATION SERVICE

2317 MARKET
(Castro/Noe Sts.)

pen Doors

8 8 4 .S 5 S 5

IF Y O U N E E D A G A Y

TENANT
ROOMMATE
RIDER
W E G O T *EM - F R E E !
FAIR, FAST, CHEAP, & OTHER GOOD STUFF
11-7 M onday thru Friday — 12-5 S atu rd ay & Sunday

KENSINGTON TRAVEL
A FULL SERVICE AGENCY,
O W N E D A N D OPERATED BY A N D FOR
THE GAY C O M M U N IT Y
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS AND TICKETS
TOURS AND CRUISES
SPECIAL ALL GAY TOURS
^
COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS

KENSINGTON TRAVEL, INC
2338 MARKET ST.
S.F., CA 94114
(41S) 431-4880

Group Plans
Documentary of
Cuban Refugee
Resettlement

Cuban Refugees Find Sponsors'
Among San Francisco Gays
by Sue Zcmel

(San Francisco) A film documenting
the resettlement of gay Cuban refugees
in the San Francisco gay community
has begun production this week.
The documentary Mira! Mira! Mari
cón! (Look! Look! Queers!) will focus
on the experiences of gay Cuban refu
gees and their sponsors. It will also
examine the larger picture of the
115,000 refugees’ expulsion from Cuba
and the political, social and legal com
plexities of this worldwide event.
For a period of six months, the film
company, KVELL on Film, will ex
plore the difnculties of meeting survival
needs in an alien culture; breaking
down language and cultural barriers,
acquiring marketable job skills, locat
ing permanent living space.
The 60-minute, 16 mm color produc
tion will examine the effects of social
freedom on members of a previously
imprisoned, tormented and persecuted
minority.
The gay community’» effort to or
ganize assistance for the individual
sponsors and refugees will form a piv
otal part of the film. The documentary
will also emphasize how the “ adop
tion” of refugees affects the sponsors’
lives.
Beyond simple documentation of
culture shock on both refugee and
sponsor, the film will stress how both
parties benefit when people give of
their resources to others in need. Mira!
will also demonstrate how the mobjlization of the gay community at large
was necessary to provide support and
opportunity for the individual spon
sors, and how, in turn, the entire gay
community is enriched by their out
reach to the refugees.
“ In the wake of recent medi^ repre
sentations of the San Francisco gay
community,” said film producers Steve
Gibson and Sue iJemel, ” we feel com
pelled to document and broadcast a
program that will reveal the gay com
munity’s willingness, determination
and commitment to share our resources
and privileges with people in need.
“ We want to emphasize that we in
tend to respect the right to privacy of
both the refugee and sponsor,” the
producers added. "W e’re fully aware
of the bearing that this plays on the
touchy question of immigration of
homosexuals, an issue that we intend
to bring to light in the documentary.”
The film is co-sponsored by the San
Francisco-based Human Rights Foun
d ation, a n o n p ro tit organization
founded in 1977 to develop programs
to eliininate popular misconceptions
about gay men and lesbians.
“ The Human Rights Foundation is
proud to be acting as co-sponsor and
fiscal agent for the production of
the documentary Mira! Mira! Mari
cón!," explained HRF directors Bill
Henry and Stan Criollas. ” We believe
this film is a vital project which
deserves our overall support. The film
will also help foster a sense of com
munity within the gay and lesbian
populations throughout the world.”
Once completed, the film will be
marketed to television networks, thea
tres, gay and other organizations, and
colleges and universities. Ninety per
cent of the revenue generated by the
sale of this film will be used to estab
lish a gay media fund to supi>ort gay
efforts in videotape, film, and the var
ious print media. The fund will be ad
ministered by the Human Rights Foun
dation. The remaining ten percent will
be retained by the production com
pany, KVELL on Film.
Any proceeds from the rental of the
film to schools and community groups
will be funneled into existing refugee
funds.
“ We want this film to be a real
community effort,” said the producers.
The process of making the film is just
as important in our view as the product.
If gay power is anything, it’s the power
of the communal effort to bring to-

tempt to “ take care of our own,”
"The definition of a sponsor can be
without relying on government funds.
summed up in one word—love,” said
“ We don’t want to frighten people
Reverend Robert Falls, program co
o ff,” said Stracener, “ but sponsorship
ordinator of the San Francisco Gay
entails a firm moral commitment to the
and Lesbian Cuban Refugee Program.
refugees that extends beyond just pro
” 1 just primarily feel that I have a
viding room and board. Sponsors
moral duty, if nothing else, to become
will be helping the refugees find em
a sponsor,” said Les as he filled qut a
ployment, assisting them in learning to
sponsorship application form at the
speak English, and helping them assim
weekly Wednesday night orientation
ilate into the community. “ We are
meeting at Metropolitan Community
stressing self-reliance,” said Stracener.
Church at 150 Eureka Street.
“ The sooner these people can establish
Les is a Cuban gay who came to the
a new life for themselves the better
United States in 1938, he says, long
for everyone.”
before there were any problems for
homosexuals. Forty years later an esti
The CStiy and Lesbian Refugee Pro
gram will aid the sponsors and refu
mated 15,000 gay men and lesbians
gees by establishing ongoing support
have arrived in the United States,
systems. “ Culture shock will take
reporting stories of terrible oppression
place on both sides,” noted Stracener,
in their country. “ You might say 1 feel
“ and the resettlement process doesn’t
a family duty to assist these people,’’
suddenly come to an end in October.
Les explained. “ 1 can’t let those people
, It happens over time.”
stay here in those camps. No way.”
To date, MCC has received over 500
“ Basically, we’re asking people to
inquiries from gays and non-gays in the
do for a complete stranger what they’d
Bay Area regarding the sponsorship
do for a neighbor whose house has
program. However, less than 100 spon
burned down,” said Harold Sullivan, a
sors have been screened and approved.
representative from World Church
While the overwhelming majority of
Services, the refugee placement arm of
sponsors thus far are men, women
the National Council of Churches. Sulsponsors are desperately needed, as
livaji attended the local MCC meeting
there are already over 500 lesbians in
to encourage people to act as sponsors
the four camps who have requested
for what could be as many as two to
placement through MCC.
three thousand gay Cubans who will
Organizers encourage small groups
resettle in the Bay Area.
o f friends, employees, etc. to pool
As the Cay and Lesbian Cuban Ref
their resources to co-spionsor refugees.
ugee Program (GLCRP) goes into full
While the financial burden may be too
swing, with hundreds of volunteers
much for one person, several people
staffing committees to prepare for the
placement of refugees, the need for ^ could contribute into a pool, thus
forming a ‘'cluster sponsorship. ”
sponsors continues to be most critical.
Over 80 refugees are expected to
“ The only way to get the refugees
arrive in San Francisco within the next
out of the camps is through a sponsor,”
several weeks, and according to Rever
said Roger Stracener, head of the
end Falls, while there is for the moment
Screening and Counseling committee.
a surplus of spionsors, several hundred
“ We’re looking for responsible indi
gay and lesbian refugees still wait to
viduals, families, organizations, or
leave the camps. “ We need more spon
cluster groups of people who are will
sors as soon as possible,’’ he stated.
ing to make a commitment to take one
“ I have three roommates, two gay
or more refugees into their homes and
men and a lesbian, and together, we’re
provide them with basic necessities for
sponsoring a refugee,” explained Bill
a six month period of time,” he stated.
after the general orientation meeting
An application and screening process
for sponsors. “ All you have to do is
has been established by the local com
put yourself in the Cubans’ situa
mittee to facilitate the placement of
tion. It’s the way a lot of gay people
sponsors and refugees. Potential spon
felt when they grew up in the midwest,
sors are first requested to fill out a
and had to leave. We were refugees
confidential questionnaire and then
already.”
undergo interviews conducted by pro
Neil, a gay man who works on the
fessional counselors. A similar pro
committee, explained that one reason
cedure is taking place with refugees in
he’s sponsoring a refugee has to do
the four camps in Arkansas, Wiscon
with his own family background. “ My
sin, Florida, and Pennsylvania. Dos
grandparents were refugees from Hun
siers are being provided to MCC re
gary, and I lost family to Nazis in
garding the refugee’s age, job skills,
Germany,” he said. “ I also feel a deep
education, ability to speak English,
sense of commitment to being gay. My
and health.
involvement in this resettlement work
While sponsors have no legal obli
has given me a lot of joy inside.”
gation to the refugees, according to
David says that for him becoming a
Stracener, they should expect to pro
sponsor “ fills the altruistic and roman
vide the refugees with a private bed,
tic needs everyone has. It’s not a matter
and approximately SI00-S150 for food,
of ego,” he explained, “ but one likes
clothing and expenses per month. Rev
to reach out and touch someone.” He
erend Robert Falls stated that while
also stated that his involvement in the
the Cubans will be eligible for MediCal
refugee resettlement effort has made
and state general assistance funds (food
him feel “ much more like a world
stamps), “ we don’t want to place the
citizen. I’m not just being complacent
burden on the welfare rolls.” He em
here in San Francisco,” he said. “ Being
phasized that the gay community at
gether a work which will depict our
community—by members of the com
munity—unlike the distorted straight
versions.
“ This, of course, requires money.
We’re reaching out to the gay com
munity as well as to public and private
foundations to get the funds together
to pull off this film, which presents
such a positive statement about the San
Francisco gay community.”
A fundraiser has been scheduled for
Monday, August 11, at 8 p.m. at Ivy's
Restaurant to raise the initial revenues
for the project, expected to cost almost
SI50,000. A S5 donation will be col
lected at the door, 398 Hayes St. (cor
ner of Gough and Hayes).
The producers o f KVELL on Film
have attracted the services of several
award winning directors and cinema

D'WAVE
SEA FOOD RESTAURANT

gay is part of being a person living on
the planet.”
Though the particular reasons for
participating in the spontorship pro
gram vary from person to person,
Rpger Stracener observed that the over
riding motivation is “ the simple desire
to help somebody out.”
While the media coverage of the gay
community’s efforts has been fairly
supportive, the questioning of motives
has surfaced in various fashions. In an
article that appeared in the San Fran
cisco Examiner, a representative from
MCC stated to reporters in Fort Chaf
fee that sponsors who happened to
want a sexual arrangement or a houseboy were flatly told that this was done
as a charitable service, and this was
not a matching service.
In talking with local sponsors the
spirit and intentions appear quite hon
orable. “ I’m not a rotten person, but
I haven’t done a wonderful thing for
humanity in my life—at least not yet,”
said one sponsor from Santa Cruz.
“ Helping these people out is a matter
of conscience.”
To become a sponsor, individuals or
cluster groups should contact MCC
at 863-4434, or stop by the GLCRP
office at 150 Eureka between noon and
9:00 p.m. any day of the week. Poten
tial sponsors are requried to complete
an application form which will then be
immediately processed by the Screen
ing and Counseling Commiuee. Inter
ested persons should also attend the
sponsor orientation meetings sched
uled on Wednesday nights at 8:30 p.m.
at MCC.
“ Our efforts to find sponsors will
continue until we empty the camps of
our people,” said Stracener.

tographers to form the core members
of the crew. Nicholas Frangakis, Steven
Katz, and Joan Weidman, all of Los
Angeles, will play key roles in the
production.
Frangakis co-produced the ABC
Afterschool Special, Mighty Mouse
and the Quarterback Kid, and several
award-winning shorts. Katz has most
recently served as Director of Photog
raphy of the Universal Studios pro
duction, The Blues Brothers. Among
dozens of other projects, Weidman
acted as cinematographer for Shirley
MacLaine’s Academy Award nominee
The Other H alf o f the Sky, the docu
mentary shot in the People’s Republic
of China.
Producer Steve Gibson may be con
tacted at 285-4730 and Producer/Writer
Sue Zemel at 552-3829.
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by
Timothy E. Drake (Illinois)
and
Charles H. Thompson (New York)
Dear Governor Reagan:
As delegates to the 1980 Republican
Nationtil Convention, we congratulate
you on your nomination to be the
Republican candidate for President.
We have both long been active in the
Republican party and intend to remain
so. We are also gay.
As gay Americans we are concerned
with issues affecting more than 8 mil
lion gay voters. Particularly important
among these issues are the Equal Rights
Amendment and S.1808. the Family
Prpiection Act.
On behalf of the many lesbians in
our community, we strongly urge you
to reconsider support of the ERA and
express our disappointment at the
failure of our platform to call for its
ratification.
On behalf of all gay Americans, we
wish to call your attention to the
“ Family Protection” plank of the plat
form. This plank supports “ legislation
protecting and defending the tradi
tional American family.” The sponsor

of this plank explained that it was an
endorsement of S.1808, the “ Family
Protection Act,” sponsored by Senator
Laxalt. This bill wanders far afield
from the constructive program for
strengthening the American family set
forth in our 1976 platform.
One section of S.1808 would amend
the Civil Rights Act to state that no
action taken by an employer or labor
organization “ with respect to an indi
vidual who is a homosexual” shall
ever be deemed to be an unlawful
employment practice.
Such provisions clearly contradict
your 1980 policy statement on homo
sexual rights. They also contradict the
spirit o f your courageous opposition in
1978 to California Proposition 6, the
“ Briggs Initiative,” which called for
the firing of school teachers who en
gage in homosexual activity.
We urge you to publicly disassociate
yourself from this section of the
platform.
Gay Republicans, and gay voters in
general, will reject a platform that
states we are not entitled to employ
ment, and that fails to actively support
equal rights for all Americans.

500 Cuban
Women Seek
MCC Aid
(San Francisco) At least 500 Cuban
refugee women still detained in re
settlement camps have requested (o be
processed through the efforts of the
Metropolitan Community Church, ac
cording to Bob Havens, media co-'
ordinator of the local Gay and Lesbian
Cuban Refugee Program.
Whether all the women are lesbian,
hasn’t been established, but each con
tacted Rev. Bob Arthur of MCC
national headquarters, asking to be re
settled through the offices of the gayoriented ministry. A rthur toured
through the. four detainment camps
this month in an effort to meet gay
Cuban refugees, informing them of
the MCC resettlement projects.
The San Francisco MCC’s Refugee
Program reacted enthusiastically to
this report, as it is the'first indication
o f a sizeable lesbian presence among
the refugees.
Norma Scroggie, co-chair of the
Refugee Program, explained that les
bians are probably less visible than the
male homosexuals in the camps in the
same way that they are more invisible
in the Cuban culture.
The Refugee Program will be making
a strong push to find sfionsors locally
for these women, particularly reaching
out to the lesbian community for aid.
An informational and organizational
meeting has been scheduled for Thurs
day, July 31 at the Women’s Building,
18th Street near Valencia, at 8 p.m.
Because the Refugee Program rea
lizes that many lesbians aren’t able to
take on the full financial responsibility
necessary to sponsor a refugee, the
organization suggests that several
women might pool resources to sup
port a Cuban through a "cluster spon
sorship.” The organization also notes
that the lesbian community can aid the
resettlement efforts with a series of
fundraisers to funnel into sponsoYship pools.
The first open lesbian refugees—a
lesbian couple—will arrive in San Fran
cisco within the next few weeks. Both
women are in their twenties; one is a
hotel registration clerk and the other
a schoolteacher.
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Gay Delegates To
Republican Convention
Write Reagan

Republican National Convention delegate Tim Drake (right), an outfront gay, announced he will work in the state and local party, but
campaign for Anderson this fall.

LA Accepts Gays
As Foster Parents
(Los Angeles) The Los Angeles De
partment o f Social Services, after being
threatened with a lawsuit, has begun
licensing gay people to act as foster
parents.
Dr. David Taylor, an upfront homo
sexual, had asked to be approved under
the LA Foster Homes Program to
sponsor two gay adolescents. When

refused, he contacted the American
Civil Liberties Union and threatened
suit.
The city has now accepted Taylor’s
application and will accept similar ap
plications from other quali^pd gays
with parental skills.
“ The issue was important to the gay
community,” says ACLU attorney
Susan McGreivy, "because of the large
number of adolescent gays running
from oppressive b' .e environments
who have ended
on the streets of
Hollywood."

Poll Shows Gay Vote
Clustered for Full Impact
by Larry Bush
A new national poll indicates that
two million Americans live in “ gay
ghettos’’ in major American cities, and
that they are far more likely to vote for
gay rights candidates, contribute to
their campaigns, and volunteer their
efforts.
The poll, conducted by the indepen
dent research firm of Claritas, Inc., is
expected to generate keen interest in
the national political campaigns, which
this year are poised to consider the
impact o f gay support for the first lime.
The research also provides the first
verifiable backing for gay claims that
their votes tue clustered for maximum
impact, and that supportive piositions
on gay rights can influence millions
of votes.
The findings, says Claritas president
Jonathan Robbyns, were possible as
a result of a new method his firm is
pioneering that links neighborhood
residence with attitudinal surveys. Pre
vious polling methods have relied on
tying attitudes to more traditional con
cepts of education, income, race and
sex. Robbyns says his firm’s approach
shows a stronger correlation between
attitude and residence than any other
factor, since his results show Ameri
cans think more like their neighbors
than by other categories in which they '
might be placed.
Robbyn’s work, which already has
drawn national marketing and political
consulting firms as clients, also has the
clear advantage of offering a method
to locate strong supporters, something
which is substantially more difficult in
typical polling research.
Robbyns says his firm has divided
American neighborhoods into 40 cate
gories, or clusters, and that one neigh
borhood consistently showed up as
predominantly gay.
“ They are in cluster 37, what we
call the Bohemian Mix,” Robbyns
said. “ It’s an older area, primarily
apartment buildings, singles dominated
to a large extent.
“ These two million Americans have
a far larger sympathy for gay rights,’’
Robbyns says. “ They are a mixture by
nature, and will have some groups that
co-exist with the gay community at
arms length, but in general that is
where you find your core suppon.
“ They are primarily voters, more
voters per capita than elsewhere,’’
Robbyns noted. “ They would provide
a good target area for candidates that
wanted to emphasize support for gay
issues. They are rather active politi
cally, volunteering and contributing.”
Robbyns said the Bohemian Mix
neighborhoods were found primarily
“in the megacities of the United States,
in and around the Baltimore-Wash
ington, D.C. corridor, heavily in New
York City, Chicago, Minneapolis, to a
certain extent in St. Louis, and in New

Orleans, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Miami, and in Portland. Oregon.”
Robbyns also said that to some
extent he had found gays were moving
in significant numbers into two other
neighborhood clusters, which also
polled as supportive of gay rights.
The specific results of the poll on
gay rights could not be released, Rob
byns said, since it had been performed
for a client who wanted to reserve its
use. Robbyns also said he could not
release the name of the client ^
whether the poll was for political
purposes.
Robbyns said he was not surprised
to find that the gay community could
be found in clearly define'd neigh
borhoods.
“ There have been gay bars in Green
wich Village in New York City going
back into the 40’s," says Robbyns.
“ I wouldn’t exactly say they have been
ghettoized. I think they have cfiosen to
live where they would have more
benign circumstances. I think it is
pretty obvious these circumstances
grew up because it was suitable to
their lifestyle.
“ Now it is changing, because the gay
community is surfacing in environ
ments that are not traditionally gay,’’
Robbyns said. “ So let’s say a gay
couple would like a home in a pleasant
suburb. They may well be able to do it.
1 think it has happened in a number of
communities. They'm ay be moving
more into Cluster 20, which is Young
and Influential, or into Cluster 8,
along the line o f Money and Brains.”
Robbyns said his technique, dubbed
“ geodemographics,’’ would “ defin
itely” offer a technique to reach gay
voters that was previously unavailable.
’’There were significant differences
in the concentration of people one
could infer were gays,” Robbyns says,
“ and a wide range of at)itudes to
wards gays by cluster. They not- only
are different in terms of socio-economic
status, but in terms of neighborhoods.
“ Generally, - while there may be
some unification on a specific issue,
the clout starts very small and is dif
fused," Robbyns notes. “ Some start
and die in Los Angeles or New York
City, because they are well taken there
but they can’t create a grass roots
majority. Our technique is revolution
ary, because we show where the
strength is duplicated in city after city.”
PUBLIC SERVICE
ANNOUNCEMENT
Options for l^diScn'OVer Forty"
Crises—in .housing, career, personal
lives? Choices. Chances. Options.
Connect, meet new friends. Find out
what can be accomplished. For sched
ule of monthly meetings and special
programs, call 431-6405 or 431-6944,
or come by and see us in the S.F.
Women’s Building, 3543 I8ih Street
(at Valencia).
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In the Heart of the City
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AFTER "THE CAMP
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VIA HELICOPTER
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9 a m - 3 p.m
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SUNDAY BRUNCH-ON-THE-BAY
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•utMlay Brunch
1420 Irving St. (bstwpon 15th i 14th Avs.)
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LUNCH 11 o.m.>S p.m.
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HEAOUNES (POLK / CASTRO)
CRAMAPHONE RECORDS (POLK / CASTRO)
A U MACYS / EMPORIUM-CAPWELL STORES

Cham pagne B runch
10 a.m to 3 p.m

Optn 7 doys t1 o.m. to 11 p.m. lonquot t Party Focilitiis

PER PERSON

A D V A N C E TICKET SALES ONLY
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WINE BAR COCKTAILS
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TW O "HAPPY-HOUR" COUPONS (BEER OR CALISTOCAI ENROUTE;
SIRLOIN STEAK CHUCKWACON DINNER WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS AT
THE CAMP;" NARROW-GAUGE STEAM TRAIN RIDE THROUGH THE REDWOODS
TO BEAR MOUNTAIN; LIVE COUNTRY A WESTERN MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
WITH DANCING AND SQUARE DANCE CALLER.
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THE CASTRO STREET FAIR WEEKENDI

Soup
Salad
Vegetable
Potato
Homemade Bread
Com pUm entaiy Dessert

EXCELLENT SEAFOOD

A RO ARING NIG HT
IN A GAY C A M P .

688-4788
B«jy AS Appi« Produ3Uon8i

861-9699
38 kVashburn St
S an Kram .isco

(ialltjry Hotir.-s:
Monday through Friday, 11 anv to 6 pitn.Saturday^ I i am. to K p.m.
A.tiy other time by Appointmem.
lT 2 t Bfinanza'StJreet . (off N. California Blvd.) ■.
Waintot Creek, California
(415) 930-8500

BtVERACES INCLUtXNC BEER . LIQUOR. NOT AVAILABLE AT THE CAMP. HOWEVER. YOU
MAY BRING ANO COEESUME YOUR OWN THROUCHKXIT THE EVENIHC
NOT RESPOEESIBIE FOR LOST / STOLEN ARTICLES'
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Harvey Milk Neighborhood Center

D rive B uilds fo r S. F.
Gay C o m m u n ity B uilding
Cosmetic Dentistry
R estorative a n d P re v e n tiv e Services

DR MICHAEL M OKUJI
490 Post Street. Suite 1228. San Francisco

(415) 433-7810

The Sausage Factory
ITA LIA N RESTAURANT

PIZZA • SPAGHETTI • LASAGNE
RAVIOLI • CANNELLONI • VEAL
EGG PLANT PARMIGIANA
For over a decade The Sausage Factory
Restaurarti has served its famous pizza attd
Italian style food in a friendly atmosphere.

Sunday-Thursday ll:3 0 am -l:0 0 am
Friday and Saturday 'til 2; 00am
Take-out call: 626-1250
517 C astro a t 18th
•
S. F.

Sutter Medical Group
A complete Medical Facility Providing

GENERAL MEDICAL CARE
AND

WALK-IN EMERGENCY CARE
Medical and Surgical Specialists
Psychotherapy and Counselling
Low Cost Venereal Disease Check-ups

•

Open 8:00 am to 8:00 pm 7 Days a Week
Including Saturday and Sunday
•

On Site X Ray, Laboratory and
Medication
■ Save up to 30% Compared to
Most Medical Facilities
•

No Appointment Necessary

at S u i t e r M e d ic a l G r o u p . . . . w e care
1 134 Sutter Street near Polk
San Francisco. C alifornia 9 4 1 0 9
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NEW CHEF NEW MENU
NEW MANAGEMENT
CHEF: Wayne Winters
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by Sue Zemel
From the ashes rise a phoenix, or so
politicial process of developing a con
leCs hope is the case with the Harvey
census opinion on the type of facility
Milk Neighborhood Center.
needed by our community was being
At the center’s 480 Castro Street
shortcut by the way in which the funds
office, community organizer Adrienne
were allocated," said Fuzee.
Fuzee reached into her file cabinet and
"W hat we had not realized is that
pulled out several folders full of pafiers.
acceptance o f Federal funds dictates a
"These are the requirement guide
process incompatible with the reality
lines for HUD/Community Develop
of District S’s needs; that the real
ment Grant funds,” Fuzee explained.
estate market would make the avail
"F or months I was buried in these
able funds look like peanuts, and we
reams of papers, dealing more with
wouldn’t be able to develop the gaydowntown than with the gay com- • oriented center that would serve the
munity.”
low and moderate income members
The focus of Fuzee’s work changed
of our community and direct itself
when the Board of Directors of the.
towards creating ties with our non-gay
HMNC last month resolved to dis
neighbors," she said.
continue their two-year pursuit of
When the Board of the HMNC
S37S,(X)0 in local and federal funds to
decided to forgo pursuing the money
purchase a neighborhood center.
for the center, they then evaluated the
The center, to be located within the
information they had gathered, the
boundaries of District 5, was en
support they had gotten, and the con
visioned to meet the needs of each
tacts they had made. "W e realized
segment of the community, at the same
that it was ridiculous to fold the organ
time having a sensitivity to the special
ization after all the work that had been
needs of lesbians and gay men. "Our
done," said Fuzee.
concept, however, was incompatible
Instead, a new effort based on an
with the maze of HUD and local guide
assessment o f the gay community’s
lines," said Fuzee, detailing the long
needs has been launched from the
and complicated struggle to receive
Castro Street office. Four specific
funding for the project.
projects will initially be undertaken by
According to Fuzee, there was un
the HMNC.
easiness within both the gay commu
“ A resource center will offer services
tyM
nity
3 nd the non-gay communities as to
that will focus on human survival
w h^her the HMNC would be a
needs,” said Fuzee. The center will
broadly-based neighborhood center or
provide referrals, made by telephone
a gay community center. Also, an in
(861-2427) or on a walk-in basis, to
flationary real estate market coupled
sources of low-cost food, clothing,
with the catch-22 nature of grant dis
and shelter.
bursement prevented the HMNC from
“ The resource center will serve as a
acquiring a building. Due to state
clearing-house for inform ation on
budget cuts, social service agencies
alternative lifestyles,” slated Fuzee.
which hoped to be housed in the cen
"O ur services will be broad-based, free
ter were unable to commit to tenancy.
of charge, and available to the com“ From the beginning the Board of
munity-at-large." Fuzee also plans to
HMNC was aware that the organic
compile a local resource directory list

Paez Death
(Continued from fro n t page)
placed Paez under arrest. The report
continues: "
“ Suspect Paez, while being frisked
by officer McCoy, reached behind to
grab officer McCoy’s weapon and
caused it to discharge, wounding Paez
in the back o f the head." Fred Paez
died fifty minutw later at Ben Taufe
Emergency Hospital.
Those who knew Fred Paez don’t
believe this story at all. They maintain
that Paez—a former state peace offi
cer with a great respect and knowledge
for police weaponry—would never
have resisted in the manner described.
Further, ballistics experts brought in
by the gay community certify that the
design of the .43 caliber weapon would
not permit an accidental firing. Delib
erate force was required. In short,
Fred Paez should be alive today.
Ray Hill is a member of the fiveperson Task Force elected to investi
gate Paez’ death. Hill is understand
ably emotional; for years Paez had
been his chief assistant. It was Hill’s
prompting that led Fred to conduct
the investigation for Operation Docu- *
mentation, the successful community
effort to persuade the Civil Rights
Commission to review police abuse of
gay citizens. Hill with Paez also pro
vided a large amount of the glue that
held together the often-turbulent na
tional organizing effort for last year’s
March on Washiiigton.
"They have taken the ugliest heterosexuai myth about homosexuals as
their story,” says Hill, "one which we
recognize as a fraud at once but prob
ably a heterosexual jury will n o t." Hill
regards the outcome with great con
cern: “ They are now killing our lead
ers. It could go either way—there will
be a break in the case and we will come
out ahead or it will be another slapon-the-hand situation like Dan While.”
Other community leaders see it dif
ferently. "W e have them by the balls,”
says NGTF executive commiteeman
Larry Bagneris. “ This is the end of
their bullshit with our community.”
Hill's skepticism of the outcome of
the case is due to the apparent lack of
witnesses as to exactly what did occur
that morning outside the warehouse
used to store vice contraband. With
out witnesses, the officers’ story must
be taken for fact by investigators.
Still, all the seams are not even in
the officers’ story. The discovery of
bloody beercans at the sight, reports
that the officers had been drinking,
why they were making arrests and car
rying weapons while they were offduty, the location of bloodstains on
the pavement—all these are issues not
yet resolved and which the Fred Paez
Task Force, FBI, and Justice Depart
ment are examining.
Central to an understanding of Fred
Paez’s killing is the conditions under
which the gay community here has
emerged, in a town where the aim is to
get rich and get out (as Edmund White,
in States o f Desire puts it: "A cloverleaf on the American road to riches” ),
minority interests are given the back
seat. Plus, when Lady Bird Johnson
was moved by the pitiful shacks and

lean-tos of the poor strewn along
Houston’s Airport Drive, the City
Fathers’ response was to appropriate
S2 million to remove the stoplights and
to plant huge bushes to hide the blight.
Clearly the gays here are involved in
the money-making. They go to work in
the oil company towers downtown,
drive oversized guzzlers like everyone
else, are patriotic to the extreme of
holding meetings up until the flag ar
rives—even sing “ America” at a slain
leader’s wake. The local Gay Political
Caucus (which Paez served as office
manager) has formed important alli
ances with unions, the Democratic
Party, and minority groups. (Interest
ingly, the racial minorities still congre
gate to the back of meeting rooms
here. The gays, however, are usually
in the first three rows with the union
and Demo party chiefs.)
What this emerging, potent force
does not have going for it is the Police
Department and Mayor’s office. Coa
lition politics has finally brought Dis
trict Elections and a few responsive
elected officials, but not enough to dis
continue the tyranny o f HPD or budge
Mayor Jim McConn on Police issues.
The beatings, bar raids, and killings
continue long past their time—and
Houston gays share a mixture of anger,
determination, and fear over the future
of the community. “ We’re not going
back into the closet,” says Larry
Bagneris. “ When you’re out, you’re
out to stay.”
This is the first trip where Fred
didn’t meet me—as he met so many—
at the Intercontinental Airport, and
returning on the bus for my flight, I
am reminded of a past visit.
In July of 1979, a friend from UCLA
and 1 came to Houston to work with
the National Transportation Office for
the March on Washington. It was
Fred, of course, who set us up in
temporary housing and even shuttled
us around. One night we were party
ing at a local gay club and noticed a
scuffle in the doorway. Two pot-bellied
Houston polic^'Sfhcers were viciously
beating a young gay man, who was
lying bloody on the ground begging
them to stop. The doorman was trying
to drag him into the bar, so the cops
started beating the doorman. Now on
the sidewalk, I lost my temper and
shouted insults at the officers, feeling
helpless to do much else. From behind,
someone grabbed me and threw me in
his car, hustling me off into the night.
It was Fred Paez, and for the rest of
my stay in Houston he insisted on
driving me everywhere, making me lie
down on the car floor whenever a
police car drove near. From his
knowledge of the HPD, he maintained,
there was every good chance that those
cops would kill me
and when they
caught up with me.'Trom my cramped
position on the car floor, I would
crack up in laughter and call Fred a
“ paranoiac.”
Good-bye, Fred. You will be missed.
Fred Paez was part o f the Committee
that planned to organize Great Out
doors in Houston in Spring o f next
year. Greg Carmack is the President o f
Great Outdoors.

ing individuals, businesses and co-ops
that provide low-cost services and
possibly discounts to users of the
directory.
A tourist center will be established
at the HMNC which will provide new
comers and visitors with information
on where to slay, and what to do in
the city. “ We’ll set up a ride board
listing travelers seeking or offering
rides, publish a series of maps detail
ing the places gay men and lesbians
frequent, as well as establish contact
with adventure organizations and gay
travel agencies,” Fuzee said. The tour
ist center will also make referrals, and
provide tourists with information on
current events taking place in the city.
Artworks, an information exchange
network, will also operate out o f the
HMNC. The network will offer gay
artists a forum and support group,
provide referrals on supply houses,
publish a newsletter with infom »tion
on cultural events, and a cal^fitiar of
festivals, fairs, and exhihirlons. Art
works will establish a slit^ registry of
lesbian and gay art in
and will help to promote gay and les-'
bian art within the community. The

group plans to create a permanent
gallery space.
The fourth project, still in its plan
ning stages, is the S.F. Gay Library.
The HMNC will work in conjunction
with Charles Gilman, the owner of the
Walt Whitman Bookstore, and the gay
historical research group, to establish
a library and archives.
"W e want to focus on the positivé
qualities o f the gay community,” stated
Fuzee enthusiastically. “ We discovered
the need for more cultural services
that would supplement the social serv
ices provided by gay agencies such as
Operation Concern, the Pride Founda
tion, and the Whitman-Radclyffe
Foundation. For example, you may
not need V.D. screening, but you
might want to find out how the gay
community started in San Francisco.”
The HMNC is appealing to the com
munity for support and financial as
sistance. "W e peed donations of office
supplies and furniture, as well as
people who are willing to volunteer
their time and various skills," said
Fuzee. For further information contact
the HMNC at 861-2427.

Appropriately enough, an attempt was made to secure this abandoned nun
nery behind St. Joseph’s Hospital for San Francisco’s Gay Community Center,
but the Catholic diocese insisted they already have a buyer for the building.

QUESTION

David, juice bar manager:

I think it’s okay as long as
they have a viable input into
the community, and that
they won’t drain the city and
take jobs away from other
gay people. It’s a hard issue
to think about.

What do you think of the
gay Cuban refugees
resettling in San Francisco?
tettato by RABea.i

Dong, photographer: The
only negative aspect of the
resettlement is that the job
situation is so saturated.
But I think that it’s very nice
that people are helping
these people out—because
they’re coming from such an
oppressive government, and
I can’t stand oppression
of any sort.

CaroiR, temporary office
worker: 1think it’s really a
fantastic thing that people
are getting together, and
getting organized and assist
ing people from other
countries. I think it’s far
sighted that people know
about and support the
arrival of gay Cubans.

Barbara, life insurance
worker: I think it’s wonder

ful that San Franciscans can
provide, homes, food, and
shelter for gay (Cubans.
1 support that completely.

Gary, singer: I think that
anyone should be welcomed
in San Francisco. This is
the city that does.
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Gays Against the Draft
Stages Small Vigil,
Plans Counseling
Sessions

Boston Murders
Shock Community
(Boston) In the early morning hours
following the Boston Gay Pride Day
Celebration, the Boston gay commu
nity learned of the murder o f Charles
Kimball, the third gay man to be slain
in that city in the space of three weeks.
Kimball, 47, was found dead in "th e
Fens," a gay cruising area in Boston,
at 3:30 a.m . by a man walking through
the gardens. The victim was lying
straight down, shot in the chest.
Boston Police Detective Sgt. James
Chaisson informed Gay Community
/Yews that “ no substantial leads in the
Kimball murder case have surfaced and
that two plainclothes detectives as
signed to the case haven’t turned up
anything yet.”
This murder follows two other gay
murders in earlier weeks. On June 7,
Amtrak employee Raymond Kindred,
33, was found strangled in his apart
ment. The next day, the body of
Emerson College professor Leonard J.
Riendau was discovered in his apart
ment after being stabbed to death.
Detective Chaisson told G CN that
"one victim died of a gunshot wound,
another by strangulation and the third
o f stab wounds. There is no tie-in

C u b a n R e fu g e e s
(Continued from front page)

the day.
To tone dpwn the "m edia hype” ,
that might again endanger the project,
the Executive Committee adopted a
“ closed-mouth” policy toward the re
lease o f information concerning the
refugees’ arrival.
The Refugee Program therefore an
nounced the scheduling of a press con
ference for tomorrow morning at 10:(X)
a.m. at Metropolitan Community
Church, 130 Eureka, to announce
“ firm positive developments,” accord
ing to Bob Havens.
Despite the confusion within the last
few days surrounding the arrival o f the
first group of gay Cubans to San Fran
cisco, the Refugee Program is still pro
ceeding with its efforts to resettle up
to fwo to three thousand gay refugees
in the Bay ^rea. While the program
has already screened at least 100 spon
sors, the organization still needs spon
sors who individually or with others
are willing to support a refugee (see
related story, this issue). Persons inter
ested in becoming part of the program,
either as a volunteer or a sponsor,
should contact the offices of the Refu
gee Program at 863-4434 between noon
and 9:00 p.m. or attend one o f the
orientation meetings held every Wed
nesday at 8:30 p.m. at MCC, 130
Eureka.
"Every person who has been touched
by this program will never be the same
again,” explained Roger Stracener of
the Screening Committee. "W ith this
act [to help out these refugees in
need), we gay men and women declare
our greatness and for that we should
be proud.”

between the three.”
In response to this murder and fre
quent assaults in “ the Fens,” residents
of the Fenway area formed the Fen
way Gay Alliance to protest the acts of
violence and to plan strategy for com-bating future incidents.
Group members have marked the
site of Kimball’s murder with a wooden cross, flowers and a white paint inscrip
tion on the sidewalk, “ A gay man was
murdered here June 22, 80.”
FGA also sponsored a candlelight
procession through the neighborhood
on June 26 to commemorate Kimball
and to protest the recurrent assaults
in the area.
“ By means of a march, we wanted
to raise awareness that not only gay
men get assaulted but others in the
community as well,” FGA member
Don Babet told GCN. " I t’s not just a
gay issue. In the process, we hope that
we, as lesbians and gay men, gained
further viability in our community and
helped benefit gay people who travel
in the Fens.”

(San Francisco) A small contingent
o f Gays Against the Draft staged a
protest in the Castro District last Sat
urday to voice opposition to the federal
government’s resum ption of draft
registration.
Donning pink velvet armbands, four
members of the organization silently
filed from the corner of Market and
Castro Streets to the Castro Street
Post Office while carrying a “ Gays
Against the Draft” placard.
Disappointed about the small rumout despite publicity efforts at the Gay
Freedom Day Parade and through
mailing campaigns, one marcher re
marked, “ Well, maybe we should have
made it a disco march with Donna
Summers singing ‘D on’t want to be
drafted no more.’ "
“ There is a great deal of apathy in
the gay community toward political
issues in general,” said organizer Fred
Muhiheim. "T h e gay community
needs to get some energy out o f the
candy-store atmosphere and onto more
substantive issues.”
Gays Against the Draft is part of
the anti-draft program of the American
Friends Service C om m ittee. The
organization has prepared a leaflet,
“ I’m Gay: They W on’t Draft Me . . .
Or Will They,” which outlines some
issues important to gays faced with
draft registration.
” We have no idea what’s going to
happen to gay people,” said one organ
ization member. While gays have been
exempted from the service previously,
no official policy has been announced

concerning the status o f gays if the
draft were reinstated. The leaflet ex
plores the possibility that gays might
be drafted for alternative service or
into gay combat battalions.
Counseling s c io n s have been set up
to inform gay p>eople o f the alternatives
to registration and o f the potential
consequences o f coming out to a draft
board officer, including the possibility
that this information might become
part o f the public records and used in
future job screenings.
These sessions will be held at 1021
Sanchez (at 23rd) on Mondays, Wed
nesdays, and Fridays from 7:30 to

2225 fiHmore {between Ctay & Sacramento) * San Sancisco • 563-2219
«AMM

GOP Goals
(continuedfrom front page)
campaign for a platform where the
party says we have no right to em
ployment. I will be working in the
Anderson campaign.”
Drake and Thompson joined in de
nouncing the platform, which calls for
legislation to protect the traditional
American family, a veiled reference to
Senator Paul Laxalt’s bill which con
tains anti-gay provisions, including ap
proval o f employment discrimination.
Both Republicans, however, suggested
Reagan would not be bound by the
platform language, and they said they
had written to Reagan asking for a
reiteratiqn of his earlier position on
gay rights. Reagan campaign officials
said a response was unlikely.
“ The religious factor bothers me,”
Thompson said. “ I felt the religious
tone at the convention. This whole idea
of the Family Protection Act, this
bothers me terribly. I think we as a gay
community have got to go state by

Article
Published on Gay
Health Issues
(San Francisco) The first compre
hensive review of sexually transmitted
diseases and traumatic problems in gay
men to appear in a major national
medical journal has been published
under the auspices of a San Franciscobased association of gay physicians.
The article, "Sexually Transmitted
Diseases and Traumatic Problems in
Homosexual Men” appeared in the
June, 1980 issue of the Annals o f In
ternal Medicine, one of the country’s
leading medical journals.
The paper was written by Bill Owen,
M.D., an internist in private practice
in San Francisco and one of the found
ers of Bay Area Physicians for Human
Rights (BAPHR), an educational or
ganization of over 300 physicians and
medical students formed in July, 1977.
"M ale homosexual contact has been
associated with a variety of bacterial,
viral and protozoal diseases and with
several traumatic problems,” Owen
explained. "T raditionally medical
schools, specially training programs,
textbooks and other medical education
programs have overlooked this as
sociation.
“ Up until this time BAPHR’s major
education thrust has been aimed at
physicians in the San Francisco Bay
Area and at gay health professionals
from throughout the U.S.,” Owen
said. "Now through this review and
articles in other journals read by pri
mary care physicians, we can make
doctors who practice in small towns
and cities in this country and abroad
aware of the prevalence of diseases
they may not have thought about
before.”
BAPHR was recently granted Con
tinuing Medical Education (CME) pro
vider status Bli the California Medical
Association.

9:30 p.m. and at 24 Buellah (at Cole)
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7 to
9 p.m.
The organization is also sponsoring
a workship on August 2 to explore
alternatives for resistance. Topics for
presentation and discussion include
anti-draft counseling, legal concerns,
and non-violent action. The workshop
will be held from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. at
the Friends Center, 2160 Lake Street
(at 23rd Ave.), San Francisco 94121.
F or further inform ation, call the
American Friends Service Committee
at 732-7766 from 1 to 3 p.m.

Bal ony patrons discuss the hom espun, yet hallowed atmos
phere of the beatification rites at the Republican National
Convention last week.

state, and see who our friends are.
This is where the gay community has
clout. We don’t have clout at the
national level, in either party.”
For Drake and Thompson, the issue
at the cofivention quickly became
maintaining the precarious foothold
they had won through party elections.
Both lobbied other delegates on a
variety of issues, and with the help of
committed gay Republican aaivists
from California and Iowa, sought to
put across the message that they, too,
have a place in this year’s RepuNican
party.
That proved to be a moderate suc
cess, as several Republican office hold
ers and party officials turned out for
a reception in honor of the gay dele
gates. Congressman William Green,
who represents Thompson’s New York
City district, and the New York state
Republican chairman attended, as did
several Illinois state legislature repre
sentatives who have backed gay pro
posals there.
" I knew we weren’t going to accom
plish much,” said Drake, “ but we did
accomplish a presence at the conven
tion. We told them we were capable
o f winning elections in the Republican
primaries as well as the Democratic
primaries. They were always under the
impression that it was untouchable
Democratic ground.”
Drake and Thompson say they feel
comfortable within their local Republi
can circles, and will continue to push
to get open gays actively involved in
their party.
At Reagan campaign headquarters,
officials who asked that their names
not be used suggested the best outcome
gay Republicans could hope for is that
their efforts will be ignored. Senior
Reagan advisors are under no illusion
about the reaction of their funda
mentalist supporters to even the mild
est overture to gays.
What may keep Evangelical zealots
in balarice, they suggest, is Reagan’s
personal commitment to “ fairness”
and his unwillingness to support out
right attacks on gays. Those private
assurances that Reagan can be counted
on to quell such efforts, and even to
consider gay discrimination if he is
elected, will not be repeated publicly.
Those aides suggest that publicly,
Reagan most likely will try to hue to
his line opposing discrimination against
gays, sloughing off specific questions
by saying he will take individual mat
ters under “ advisement” at a later time.
Meanwhile Reagan will continue his
courtship with the New Christian
Right, which has promised an unprece
dented effort to get out the vote for
him this fall. On August 21-22, shortly
after the Democratic convention where
gays will have their largest contingent
in history, Reagan will meet with relig
ious leaders in Dallas. Sharing the
stand with Reagan will be Rev. Jerry
Falwell, the national television evange
list who has made a crusade against
gays part of his program. Rev. John
Oimenez, sponsor of the Washington
for Jesus rally last April, and Sen.
Jesse Helms, as well as a potpourri
o f fundamentalists with a long history
o f anti-gay efforts.

Aboard one of Captain Hornblower's big yachts. You live
by the Bay. . . now experience it as you and your friends come
together in a setting of sea air, islands, city and bridges aboard a private
luxury yacht. A midnight cruise is as little as $300.00 for up to forty-nine persons.
A four-hour cruise with ice, glasses, mixers, bartenders, plates & silverware (you bring the
food) runs about $4.(X) per person per hour. A four-hour dinner cruise with hors d'oeuvres,
dinner, dessert and Irish coffees starts at $26.00 per person. So what are you waiting for?
Call us at the Marriott Inn, Berkeley Marina. Board there or at Pier 39, San Francisco.
Com e A board!
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Should S. F. Gays and Lesbians
Support Repeal of District Elections?
gays—that will not be an electoral
majority in the foreseeable future must
by Terry A. Francois
concentrate on activities that will gen
erate the most influence on govern
Former Member S.F.
mental agencies whose decisions af
Board of Supervisors
fect them.
””
Here in San Francisco we now have
two black members o f the Board of
The purpose of participation in poli
Supervisors. There are no Latino mem
tics is to gain influence and shape the
bers and no Oriental members on the
policies that are of greatest concern to
board at the present lime. There is
those who are participating.
one avowed gay supervisor.
Those of us who are black have for
Let's look at what this means and
many years sought to influence politi
how it relates to Proposition A.
cal decision-making in order to secure
When we had city-wide elections I
the same rights for ourselves that the
was the only black member o f the
majority of the American people have
Board of Suptervisors. My presence
always taken for granted: the right to
gave<the black community a direct
vote; the right to be considered for
voice on the board. But the reason my
employment on the basis of our quali-"
fellow supervisors had to listen when
Tications alone; the right to non
I spoke was that they had to face all of
discrimination in housing, education,
the black voters in San Francisco and
and public facilities; in short, equal
answer for their votes.
justice.
I believe the two present black mem
It is a fairly recent phenomenon to
bers of the board—Doris Ward and
judge the success or failure o f black
Ella Hutch—could be successful in
political activities on the basis of the
city-wide elections. They are compe
number of black faces in elective or
tent, effective officials. With a city
appointive political bodies.
wide constituency, not only would their
As a former elected official, I cer
influence be enhanced, but their col
tainly am not-v,^out to claim that
leagues would also have to pay more
blacks and other nttnorities should not
attention to the black vote.
seek office or try to nelp their brothers
In the long run, this is the most
and sisters attain office. 1 am merely
practical means of looking at the situ
saying that our primary purpose in
ation because it will be a long lime—
participating is to influence the deci
and maybe never—before there will be
sions that are made by those who do
six blacks on the Board o f Super
hold office.
visors.
This is a rather long way of putting
1 believe in each instance where I
the question of district elections versus
have discussed the potential influence
city-wide elections for the San Fran
of the black« community under city
cisco Board o f Supervisors into proper
wide elections you could substitute
perspective.
“ gay” and the argument would have
In my view, any minority—whetheryv. equal validity.
it be blacks. Latinos, Orientals, or
I believe the voters of San Fran-

NO!

YES!

Two years ago I v»|alked into City
Flail with dozens of other lesbians and
gay men. We were there to watch
Supervisor Harvey Milk at his first
Board meeting.
1 had beenfn City Hall before, but
this time it was very different. Before,
the machinery of city government had
^ways seemed alien to me. No gay
supervisor ever represented any of us.
Only three women in all of the city’s
history had ever served as supervisor
(today there are five). The only black.
Latino or Asian supervisor got there
first by mayoral appointment, not by
election, and those who were there
represented 'the downtown business
community rather than the poor and
neglected people of their own com
munities. No supervisor had co?tie»v
from the Haight, or Telegraph Hill,
Bernal Heights, or the Western Addi

tion, or the Mission, or from most of
the city’s neighborhoods—in fact, 9
out of the 11 previous suptervisors lived
either in affluent St. Francis Woods or
Pacific Heights.
At last on that day in 1978, we
belonged in City Hall too. The new
suptervisors now lived in 11 widely sep
arated parts of the city. They no longer
were remote figures known only
through an occasional mention in the
press, but people who had fought for
and won the right to represent the part
of the city in which they lived. They
were black and Asian and several of
them were women and one of them—
Harvey Milk—was gay.
What had changed city politics, and
brought all of us who had been on the
outside into City Hall? The previous
year San Francisco voters had ap
proved election o f supervisors by dis
trict, and in the fall of 1977 we chose
representatives who campaigned
among the people rather than those
simply wealthy enough to win election
citywide.
Now, a group of disgruntled con
servatives, led by a supervisor who
abandoned his seat during that change-

cisco are sophisticated enough to judge
candidates for the Board of Super
visors on the basis of their views and
their qualifications for office—and not
their color or their sexual preference.
A gay can be elected to the Board of
Supervisors running city-wide, but the
gay vote can also be brought to bear
on the election o f all the members of
the board. Under the district system,
it might be possible to elect two or
perhaps even three gays to the board,
but a majority is out of the question
and the gay influence on the majority

of the members is virtually nil. In fact,
the district election system could be
said to create anti-gay constituencies
that neutralize the gains from having
one or two districts that gays can
control.
In short, I believe the influence of
any minority group that can coalesce
and work together to achieve common,
practical goals is greatly enhanced by
the at-large election system.
Proposition A will restore minorities
to full participation in San Francisco
politics and it deserves your vote.

by Gwenn Craig
Vice President, Harvey M ilk
Gay Democratic Club

TH E

VvATERGARDEN

O lo s e

over, is trying to destroy what the
people of San Francisco have won.
They have forced the city to sp e n d s
half million dollars for a special elec
tion on August 19 to repeal district
elections. We already have voted on
this issue twice in three years. The
money that it will cost is desperately
needed to provide childcare facilities,
to continue meals programs for bed
ridden elderly, and to keep our libraries
and firehouses open.
Why this costly special election? Can
anyone doubt that the proponents of
the repeal, having lost on two previous
occasions, hope to sneak to victory in
an election held in mid-summer when
tens of thousands of voters leave the
city and conservative voters can be
counted on to turn out?
And who’s pushing the repeal? As
mentioned earlier, they are led by a
former supervisor^who surrendered his
elected position rather than face the
scrutiny of neighborhood voters. One
of their most prominent spokespersons
is Robert Guichard, a lawyer best
known for his attempts to destroy
affirmative action. Another right-wing
former supervisor. John Barbagelata,
best known for his losing campaign
against Mayor George Moscone, has
emerged from retirement for this one.
He argues in the official SF Voter
Handbook that "a powerful coalition
o f radical groups (socialist/communist) almost completely controls your
Supervisors.”
The proponents of Proposition A
ought to give lesbians and gay men
pause.
Should we believe the argument that
repeal of district elections will give the
gay community more power when
Terry Francois,' the author of the initia
tive, recently told the Chronicle that
the Supervisors’ vote to close the street
for the Castro Street Fair was a major
example of what was wrong with district
elections? Should we believe that those

C of C Urges District
Election Repeal

(San Francisco) The Harvey Milk
Gay* Democratic (Tlub has come out
strongly against the repteal of district
elections in the August 19 special elec
tion and has become active in the “ No
on A ” campaign by organizing a “ gay
campaign” effort.
The gay campaign has been active
in registering voters at the comer of
18th and Castro, distributing literature
put out by San Franciscans for Dis
trict Elections, and fundraising for the
campaign. Contributions may be sent
to “ HMGDC District Elections,” P.O.
Box 14368, San Francisco 94114.
“ District elections are fundamental
to having a city government that is
accountable to the people and having
gay representation,” said HMGDC
member Dick Pabich. “ It’s doubtful
that Harvey Milk and Harry Britt
would have been elected under city
wide elections, when big money talks
loudest.”

(San Francisco) The San FranciscoChamber of Commerce has endorsed
the repeal of district election of super-;
visors. Proposition A on the August 19special election ballot.
“ In supporting Proposition A, the
chamber reaffirms its long-standin;
nx
heNfc
position that all the members of the'
Board o f Supervisors should be \
accountable to all of the people of San
Francisco,” said Chamber president
William E. Dauer. “ We believe that
making all 11 supervisors accountable
to all of the people will redirect the
board’s attention and priorities back to
local issues.”
The Chamber also commissioned an
independent public opinion poll on the
district election issue. The survey, con
ducted by Shumate, Smith, and Asso
ciates, reported that almost S07o of
the voters sampled favor repeal, nearly
437« want to retain district elections,
and just over 7 ^ are undecided.

(Continued from fro n t page)
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And what should we think of the
argument that repeal o f district elec
tions would give us supervisors who
would be of a higher quality and who
would represent the larger interests of
the city as a whole rather than the
parochial interests of their districts?
Why must we assume that the present
supervisors are inferior to those of the
past? Is it because five of them are
women, two of them are black, and
one of them is gay? And what are the
“ larger” citywide interests that the
nine former citywide supervisors, who
all lived in St. Francis Woods and
Pacific Heights, looked out for that
those of us who live elsewhere cannot
be trusted to do? Well, one of them
certainly wasn’t gay rights, because our
current strong gay rights law passed
only after we had won a Board ~of
Supervisors elected by district.
But I think most lesbians and gay
men know all this, and that is why as
a community we have always supported
district elutions. (A recent poll shows
of gay-identified people favor
district elections.)
We have not been fooled by the
specious arguments of the past, and I
suspect we won’t be fooled this time.
We have a stake in this election. Our
political power has never been greater.
Distript elections has helped to make
it that way.
On August 19 join the gay people,
the women, the minority people and all
of those who work in their neighbor
hoods to maintain and increase the
special quality of life that brought us
all to San Francisco in the first place
and keeps us here, by going to the polls
and voting No on Prop. A.
And please bring your friends.
Remind everyone you know to vote No
on A. They’re counting on us not to
vote—let’s give them a big surprise.

Milk Club Endorses
District Elections

House Vote

t

who seek to stop us from having a
street fair are interested in helping us
politically?

{¡urpose of the measure was unclear.
L ^ a l Services Corporation said they
knew of some cases that would be
affected.
While the measure, introduced by
Larry McDonald (D-Georgia), a long
time gay rights foe, passed handily.
Congressional sources said the move
offended a large number of members,
who saw no advantage to being re
corded one way or the other on a gay
issue a few short months before the
general election.
“ I think most members felt that
this was not a major issue and they
just weren’t going to give an election
opponent any ammunition with it,”
said Rep. Neal Smith (D-Iowa), a floor
manager o f the bill. Smith said he
initially opposed the provision, like
most members, but later decided to
vote for it with the expectation that it
could be taken care of later. “ It’s just
not something to be taken care of
like this.”
Despite such grousing, McDonald’s
point that members feared being re
corded on a gay rights issue was em
phatically made.
“ I think many of them exhibited
political cowardice,” said key gay
rights bill co-sponsor Henry Waxman
(D-Calif.). “ I think it reflects the
political concern of many members
who are afraid to express a more en
lightened position on the gay rights
issue.
“ It is clearly a mean spirited and
very low appeal to bigotry,” Waxman
said. “ It’s an unfortunate and mali
cious kind of amendment.” Waxman
also said he took “ great offense" at
McDonald’s handling of the provision
since his office broke normal Con
gressional ground rules and refused to
forewarn meihbers oLhis proposal.
The measure was briefly debated on
the floor, where it was sharply criti
cized by John Burton and Rep. Wil
liam Green (R-NY).
“ It was one of those things where I
happened to be on the floor and saw
McDonald get up, and thought some
thing might be going o n ," said Burton.
“ I was disappointed, but unfortunately
things don’t surprise me much.”

In his floor speech. Burton termed
McDonald’s effort "one of the most
outrageous amendiiKnts that ever had
been proposed on the floor of this
House,” and pointedly referred to its
effect on his own gay constituents,
who “ pay as much taxes as many of
us here. You are saying that the tax
dollars that they pay cannot be spent
on legal cases where someone would
discriminate against thepi fully on the
basis of their sexual preference.”
McDonald was the only speaker for
his amendment.
Endean said that, despite the “ de
pressing” loss, he could see some new
support had developed as a result of a
new constituent network Gay Rights
National Lobby had built.
“ L definitely see some votes that
were not there before coming from the
people we targeted in the past few
m onths,” Endean said. GRNL had
contacted 6,000 voters in 127 Congres
sional districts to lobby against the
anticipated McDonald effort.
“ But what is really disappointing is
that some members who had told me to
my face that they would never vote for
anti-gay legislation went against us,"
Endean said. “ We are going to make
gay voters aware o f th at.”
Endean said none o f those switches
came from Northern California dis
tricts, although Rep. Leon Panetta
(D-Calif.), a gay rights bill co-sponsor,
voted for the prohibition. Panetta said
later he had been jarred by the use of
the word “ promoting” in the amend
ment, and that he opposed use of gov
ernment funds to promote heterosexu
ality or homosexuality.
Among those voting for the gay posi
tion were Illinois Republican John
Anderson, a presidential candidate,
and Barry Goldwater Jr., a staunch
conservative Republican.
“ We are going to continue to lose
these votes,” Endean predicted. “ No
body can tell me that S8 million n the
Christians’ war chest versus $50,000 in
ours is an equal fight. We have both
hands tied behind our backs and then
are being told to go out and fight.
“ It is not far from possible that we
could see another section of the Family
Protection Act pulled out, such as
cutting off federal funds for anything
that ‘supports a gay lifestyle,’ ’’ said
Endean. “ The Los Angeles Gay Com
munity Center would lose over one
million dollars and it would cost gays
in cities across the country.”

SPORTS

Gay Rights Protest
Forcibly Averted in Moscow

Volleyball enthusiasts enjoy the sun during outdoor games
every Sunday, 11 AM to 2 PM at Potrero Jr. High School, 18th
and DeHaro.
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The V illag e squeezed by The Cinch last Sunday in a 7 -6 thriller
which kept the fans on their feet.

(Moscow) An Italian gay rights ac
tivist was seized by Soviet plainclothes
officers this week in Moscow when he
tried to chain himself to a fence in
Red Square to protest Soviet laws
against homosexuality.
The activist, Vincenzo Francone, 32,
of Turin had earlier informed some
Western reporters that he intended to
handcuff himself to a stanchion near
the Kremlin wall and St. Basil’s Cath
edral to protest Article 121 of the Soviet
Criminal Code, which calls for up to
five years in prison for sexual relations
between members of the same sex.
He also planned to demand the re
lease o f two Soviet men imprisoned on
charges of homosexuality.
Francone said he planned the action
in connection with the Soviet Union’s
hosting of the Summer Olympics “ to
show the world repression of the body
in this country, t^ a u s e the Olympic
Games are a festival of the body.”
When the Italian arrived at St. Basil’s
at noon on Monday ready to chain
himself to the fence and to unfurl a
banner calling for the easing o f Soviet
laws, a corps of KGB plainclothes offi
cers converged on Francone.
He was bundled roughly into a wait
ing sedan before he could succeed in
handcuffing himself to the fence or in
opening his banner.
One reporter in Moscow said Fran
cone was later seen on a floor of a
police sub-station, being pummeled
and kicked by police.
Francone was still in detention at the
end of the day on which he was seized
and was expelled from the country
before the end o f the week.
During the incident, three Western
reporters were arrested while covering
the attempted demonstration, held for
questioning, and stripped o f their
cameras.
The United Press International Mos
cow bureau chief was hit twice in the
groin and taken to a holding room
inside the Kremlin where security
guards screamed that he must not cover

politics, only sports. Two Agence
France Presse reporters were also ar
rested, while an NBC-TV camera oper
ator was surrounded by plainsclothes
officers who poked at him with an um 
brella, grabbed his camera, and
marched him to a far corner of Red
Square. The Soviets also confiscated
film from four still photographers.
“ It was pandemonium,” said one of
the fifteen reporters who witnessed
the arrests.
At a press conference later in the
week concerning press coverage which
the Soviet government considered
offensive, Vladimir, Popov, vicepresident of the Moscow (jlympic
Organizational Committee, refused to
discuss this particular incident.
The incident “ is too ugly to talk
about, a disgusting case, a framed up
incident,” Popov responded to re
porter inquiries. “ The national dignity
and feelings of our country have been
offended. The individual who did this
had to be dealt with. . . . This has
nothing to do with the Olympic games.”
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and police practices which violate basic
civil rights.
How those findings will be specifi
the P.U.C. office at City Hall, or by
cally applied to address the gay com
writing the P.U.C.
plaints heard in Houston and Phila
The schedule includes a number of
delphia, the two cities where it held
timed transfers, in which busses are
public hearings last year, remains to be
supposed to wait for connecting busses.
seen. Its preliminary report, dealing
Weisman said that Muni would like to
primarily with traditional minority
hear about instances when drivers fail
groups, suggests that all the remedies
to wait for scheduled connections.
it suggests may not be applicable to
gays, but that some changes could still
SHRINKING VIOLETS: The Ameri
be made.
can Psychiatric Associât ism has re
The Commission, for example, calls
versed its May decision to honor the
for hiring of more minority police
ERA boycott of unratified states and
officers as a step to better police rela
will meet in l.ouisiana in 1981. .Accord
tions. That approach has been urged
ing to the L.A. Times, the AP.A
by gay leaders in a number of cities,
board reversed itself upon complaints
but the International Association of
from members that a majority vote of
Chiefs of Police is officially opposed
the association was being ignored, ad
to gays in law enforcement positions.
vice from counsel that the board’s
Indeed, the lACP statement does
action at the San Francisco convention
more to fuel problems with gays than
exceeded its authority, and threats of a
to resolve them. The 1978 resolution
breech-of-coniract suit by the New
includes a preamble which states, “ The
Orleans Convention Bureau.
lifestyle of homosexuals is abhorrent to
Dr. David Kessler, President of the
most members of the society we serve,
APA Gay Caucus, said the caucus will
(and) identification with this life-style
not be going to New Orleans. Along
’ destroys the trust, confidence and
with various APA women’s groups,
esteem so necessary in both fellow
the Gay Caucus will hold its sched
workers and, the general public for a
uled panels in Hoivston the preceding
police agency to operate efficiently
week at the convention of the .Ameri
and effectively.”
can Academy of Psychoanalysis.
That wording passed “ without argu
m ent,” an LACP spokesman said, al
LISTOMANIA: The Board of Direc
though the membership includes the
tors of the Golden Gate Business As
San Francisco police chief as well as
sociation is polling GGBA members to
chiefs from other cities where discrim
determine possible coûtées of action in
ination against gay police officers is
respon.se to the allegeoTnclusion “ both
barred.
as to form and substance" of its
The lACP argues that their policy
Buyer’s Guide/Directory into the sec
does not prevent them from according
ond edition of the Gay Area Directory.
gays dignified and constitutionallyThe Board itself has already “ under
protected treatment, a contention
taken action to preserve the integrity
sharply challenged by gay activists.
of the copyright" to its Guide.
No statistics are kept on the number
o f arrests o f gays in the United States,
ROARING CAMP. INDEED! TSU
or even the number of arrests on
Productions has dreamt up a great prespecific gay-related charges. An FBI
Castro Fair party for Friday, August
summary for 1978, however, reports
15. The night includes a round-trip bus
that nearly 70,000 people were arrested
trip to Roaring Camp in Santa Cruz
that year on minor “ sex offenses”
County, a ride on the Roaring Camp
charges, including statutory rape and
& Big Trees Narrow Gauge Steam Rail
offenses against morality, a .standard
road, steak dinner amid the redwoods,
charge used against gays. Over 90<7o of
campfire and square dance with live
the arrests^were men, almost all over
country/western music. The bus re
18, and primarily in large cities or
turns in time to hit the big-city discos,
nearby suburbs.
and the Trocadero is one of many
Arrests of men in gay “ lover’s
discount’coupons included in the tour
lanes” or similarly situated public set
package.
tings, while heterosexual couples are
TALK ABOUT ACCEPTANCE: How
let off with a wink and a knowing
smile, has been an irritant in gay-police
about the S.F. gay man whose penin
sula-dwelling mother gave him. for
relations, but the major provocation
has been police raids on gay estab
Christmas, a full set of custom-fitted
lishments.
leathers? Aawright!
It was just such a raid, at the Stone
ODDS AND ENDS: The Harvey Milk
wall Inn in New York City in 1969,
Gay Demo Club’s “ August 19 NO!"
that gave birth and momentum to the
buttons omit the word “ gay” from the
miSilern gay' rights niovement. That
club’s name on the button edge. The
raid resulted in police taking refuge in
buttons were printed in New York. . . .
the gay bar they had come to raid while
Now that he has the 'nomination,
thousands of angry gays pelted them
Reagan is finally willing to let Panama
with coins and small stones. For years
have the canal—Love Canal. Now, if
thereafter, the gay community has
Jerry Brown would only let them have
drawn a bottom line that distinguishes
the Peripheral Canal.
bar raids as the ultimate police insult.

with Randy Alfred
KKRRY INTKRKSTlNii: ‘Take a
ferry to the Sausalito Inn. and take a
ferry hom e," reads that establishment’s
advertisements. But you’d better not
kiss a fairy there. It’s against the rules.
'Twas just before midnight on a
recent Saturday, and my dashing, deb
onair date and I had taken a romantic
drive across the Bridge. .After two
drinks, we exchanged an affectionate,
loving, but hardly lascivious hug and
kiss. ’’T hat’s a no-no,” said the
waitress, explaining that it was the
owner's rule, not hers. The owner
w asn't present, and we departed
forthwith.
W hen I reached osvncr James
Caffaro by phone, he told me he’s
been having trouble with the city' and
the .Alcoholic Beverage Control De
partment. ’’Women from the Women’s
Club” had complained, and he’d been
written up by the ABC twice recently.
The same rules are applied to straight
couples, C affaro continued. ” We
don’t mind a quick kiss, but we don’t
think this is the place to carry on. I
don’t want to lose a $100,000 liquor
license because someone wants to stick
his tongue down som eone else’s
throat.” Caffaro insisted that ABC
rules prohibit ’’any touching by any
body in a bar.”
Not so, said ABC Investigator E.
Ichioka. ’’There are no specific rules
against touching. There is nothing
wrong with kissing, or even kissing and
hugging." Ichioka .said the ABC rules,
for heterosexuals and homosexuals
alike, prohibit lewd acts such as touch
ing in the genital areas, oral copula
tion, and other behavior "contrary to
public welfare and morals.”
TRANQS FOR THE MEMORY: The
Food and Drug Administration now
requires the makers o f Valium, Lib
rium, and similar anti-anxiety drugs to
inform physicians that these products
should not be prescribed for everyday
stress. In other words, discretion is the
better part of valium.
OW I, BE SEEING YOU: Thanks to
pressure from both Supervsor Harry
Britt and Public Utilities Commissioner
David Scott, late night “ owl” service
on the 24-Divisadero and 33-Ashbury
Muni lines will begin sometime this
fall. Anne Kronenberg, Administrative
Assistant to PUC czar Dick Sklar,
said the whole owl service is being re
viewed in the next month, and any
changes will have to be approved by
th eP .U .C .
Mark Weisman, of the Muni plan
ning department said the idea for owl
service on the 24 line appeared in a
1976 study. The planning department
is responsible for the new, easy-toread-under-streetlights, green-on-white
schedule and map of owl services. It
includes the J. K, L, N, 5. 14, 15, 22.
25, 31, 38 and 41 lines, and you can
pick up a copy at Muni headquarters.

'A Great Restaurant and A Great Cabaret"

That has not. of course, resulted in
an end to such raids. This year, Chi
cago Mayor Jane Byrne publicly re
buked the police in her city for con
ducting such raids, and the same week
Fred Paez was shot in Houston, the
police there arrested 61 patrons of a
gay bar for “ public intoxication.”
Last year, when San Francisco police
rioted against the gay community after
violent demonstrations at City Hall on
the day of the Dan White verdict, the
riot took the initial form of police raids
on gay bars.
Rarely, if ever, have such abuses
been seen as civil rights violations.
When they are halted, it usually is the
result of political pressure or elected
officials who fear they will look foolish
if they permit police to devote too
many resources to repressing gays.
Whether the L'.S. Civil Rights Com
mission will redirect the focus, some
thing it could do in its report by spe
cifically considering gays to be a “ legit
imate” minority and thus start putting
the burden on police to explain its
treatment of gays, remains to be seen.
Commission officials, w4ul£ unwill
ing to speculate on that approach,
emphasize that its recommendations to
protect all citizens, regardless of their
minority status, can be used by gay
groups to resolve some difficulties.
Those include recommendations eas
ing restrictions on police chiefs who
seek to dismiss “ violence-prone”' offi
cers or officers who repeatedly incur
citizen complaints, in-service training
o f police officers to increase sensitivity
to the “ diversity” of their communi
ties, and stronger citizen review boards
and internal investigations of alleged
police misconduct.
Tho.se steps, with the open encouregement by the U.S. Civil Rights Com
mission of their application to the gay
community, would be a step forward
in most cities.
The more difficult area, however,
will be addressing the current exclu
sion of gays from law enforcement,
despite Commission recommendations
that police agencies reflect the diversity
of their communities, and elevating the
gay community to “ official” minority
status that would permit the Justice
Department to examine police misconducl as a systemic pattern of abuse,
subiecting police to legal prosecution.
Whatever decision the Commission
reaches, it is clear that events in Hous
ton will add a note of seriousness to
those deliberations.

Jewish Gays
Plan Conference
(San Francisco) California Superior
Court Judge Stephen Lachs, the first
upfront gay to be appointed to a
judicial post,, will give the keynote
address at the opening banquet of the
Fifth International Conference of Gay
and Lesbian Jews to be held ai San
Francisco’s Golden Gateway Holiday

ROBIN TYLER DEFENDED

SUNDAY. JULY 27
Duboce Street Fair is happening on
\^15th & Noe Sts. The Jon Sugar Band
plays at 2:00. Great gay entertain
ment all day. Free.

MONDAY, AUGUST 4
Stonewall Democratic Club meeting
—Police Chief Murphy will speak on
the Gay/Police Community Relations.
MCC Church, 150 Eureka at 7:30 pm.
Coffee House/Great Outdoor Ad
ventures. Meet other gay men and
women, view slides of past trips.
621-5336 for info.

THURSDAY. JULY 31
An Eyewitness Report from Inside
Iran. Slide/lecture by one of 50 USA
citizens recently invited to spend time
with some of the people of Iran. 8 pm
at the Network Coffeehouse. 1036
Bush St. 989-6097. Donation.

TUESDAY. AUGUST 5
Women-only Coffee House/Great
Outdoor Adventures Women’s DiXU
sion. Discuss upcoming trips. 567-1875,
info.
Getting To Know San Francisco,
8 pm at the Network Coffeehouse,
1036 Bush, S.F. Donation. 989-6097.

FRIDAY. AUGUST 1-3 Houseboating on Lake Shasta with
Great Outdoor Adventures, a co-sexual
event for gav men and women. 6215336, info.

THURSDAY. AUGUST 7
More Thoughts on Loneliness and
Power. Network Coffeehouse, 1036
Bush, S.F.

SATURDAY. AUGUST 2
Black and White Men Together.

Inn over the Labor Day weekend.
Lachs, appointed to the bench by
Governor Jerry Brown, will deliver his
remarks at the August 29-September 1
conference which will include numer
ous workshops, social events, and
political discussions. Conference organ
izers expect between 3(X)-400 people to
parliciapte in the conference sessions.
Registration deadline is August I.
Conference vice-chair Irene Ogus asks
interested persons to write to the Con
ference Registration Committee, P.O.
Box 5640, San Francisco 94101.

On Monday, August 11, 1980
at 8:00 p.m.
Ivy’s Restaurant presents:
A Benefit for a Momentous
Occasion:
The Cubans Are Coming ,. .
The Cubans Are Coming . . .
Your SS donation will enable us
to film a documentary . . . a pos
itively heartwarming gesture on
the part of the S.F. Gay Com
munity for humanity.
IVY’S—398 Hayes Street
(corner of Gought & Hayes)
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SUNDAY. AUGUSTS
James Carver will speak on Sex
Surrogates and their work at the G 40
Plus Meeting—2 pm, 1668 Bush St.,
San Francisco.
Raquetball Clinic for women only
with G reat O utdoor Adventures
Women’s Division. Call 567-1875.
Tarot Workshops—every Sunday in
August. 11 am-4 pm. Good Vibes
Hall, Atlantis New Age Bookstore,
592 O ’Farrell St., S.F. Call Suzanne
Judith, 339-8645 for more information.

SATURDAY, JULY 26
Whitewater Rafting on Stanislaus
River with Great Outdoor Adventures,
a gay alternative group. Call 6215336 for info.

The

Colofed Stones
Charms. Chains

Game night/pol luck. 7:30—Metro
politan Com m unity Church, 150
Eureka. 821-9220, info.
Buena Vista Park clean-up spon
sored by Friends of BVP—9:30-12:30.
Meet at Walden House (Waller and
C entral). Pre-clean-up organizing
meeting Wed. July 30, 8 pm at Walden
House. Naphtali Offen, 863-3202 for
more info.

FRIDAY, JULY 25
Through July 27—Circus-Circus
1980—fundraising event for Operation
Concern, S.F.’s only mental health
agency served by and for gay men and
lesbians—held at the Eureka Valley
Playground (Collingwood Park),
between 19th and Diamond Streets
(19th St. will be closed for carnival
rides during the 3-day festivities). Ad
mission is $3 for adults, free for chil
dren under 12.
Big Sur & Esalen Hoi Springs with
Great Outdoor Adventures, an alterna
tive gay group. Hiking, camping.
621-5336 info.
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CURIOS & CANDLES
A complete variety
of spiritual and
occult material.
Spiritual Tarot
Readings and
Consultations
$4. $7, $12
256 Divisdaero St. San Francisco
12-6 M-F, 12-5 Sat.
863-5669
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Lunches Daily 11:30am to 2pm
Dinners Nightly from 6pm

19'

X P7

X 19 ’ h

(Cocktails & Early Diner's Special 5 to 7pm,
Monday through Thursday)

STEPHEN
JAY
PERELSO N

LAWYER
KtAllWtD OX TtLCVISIOri-

■. . . A MUST!"

EARL QALVm at the harp
lor your dining pleasure
Wednesday through Saturday

Criminal (jefense.
Personal injury. •
Domestic Relations.
State anej Federal Courts,
Trials and appeals
473 Jackson
San Francisco. CA 94111
(415l98fi-B .S 91____________ _
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CASTRO GARBAGE

An Open Letter to
Castro District Merchants
The streets and sidewalks in the Castro
business district are appallingly filthy and
trashy since this area no longer has daily
sweeping. City officials several years ago in
their "wisdom” decided to replace manual
sweeping with mechanical sweepers which
seems to work fine in areas that are not
congested. But in areas where there is a
great deal of foot traffic and limited park
ing, the mechanical brooms are not as
versatile as manual sweepers due to the
fact of congestion and cars that are not
moved voluntarily in accordance with the
no parking regulations. Consequently,
Castro, I8th and 19th Sis. are littered and
not being properly swept.
Since the city will not maintain the streets
as they should, it is going to be up to the
merchants to take the initiative and keep
the sidewalks and street curbs clean in front
of (heir premises on a daily basis. It would
not lake more than five minutes each day
for every merchant to clean these areas and
those of their adjacent neighbors. And
those slobs who are litterbugs have no
excuse for throwing trash on the street, as
there are trash containers on every corner.
Business districts that become trashed
and littered lose their charm and tend to
appear run-down and seedy. Run down and
seedy areas begin to attract undesirable ele
ments. Shops and restaurants that once
attracted customers with spendable income
find these customers going elsewhere and
being replaced by those who are not able to
support expensive restaurants and chic »
shops. Decay begins with lack of pride as
evidenced by trashy streets and it is now up
to the merchants to clean up if they want to
protect their business investments from
being eroded. Lei's clean up!
C. Wayne Eggleston
PRIDE GIVES THANKS

UNDERNEATH CLONE
CONSCIOUSNESS

Editor,
I was glad to see your article on “ Les
bian and Gay Male Relations,” two issues
back and hope this series will continue.
One interviewee, Gwen, pounded the nail
on the head when saying how gay men’s
^ “ masculine altitudes . . . are oppressive to
gay men as well as women.”
Marching in the Gay Parades in 1970-72,
there seemed a world of promise that lay
ahead. Years later some civil rights have
been gained but many gay men seemed to
have regressed. Their overconcern on being
"masculine" disgusts me because I exper
ienced enough of that crap growing up in a
heterosexual environment.
The constant occurrence of leather jackets
salutes a “ let’s make up and be men”
ideology. If gay men would exercise their
hearts half as much as they do their bodies.
San Francisco would be a warmer place
o f wonders. Pride in one’s body is great
but there's danger in limiting options to a
made in the gym body, and recoiling from
the imperfect.
I strongly suspect most lesbians are not
so silly. The image of a bar full of giggling
ladies in Scarlett O’Hara drag strikes a
ludicrous note. But aren't many gay male
bars with their calculated posing just as
absurd? Even the continual use of a verbal
and mental idiom of “trick” or “number"
xestifies to the mechanical shallow tone of
jnuch male interaction.
. I feel as Betsy slated in that article,
•'’extremely estranged and distant from gay
men." And know I’m not the only one.
"Hunky” and "hot" seemed to have
jeplaced a concept of thoughtful and flex
ible men, with chilling results. On the
glossy surface it may seem like the rain
bows end here. But underneath the clone
consciousness there’s something sadly miss
ing . . . a heart and a willingness to be
vulnerable.
Hopefully, more gay men out there will
create non exploitive alternative places to
communicate in. And maybe each of us
could examine how we make it a cooler
world by our actions, inaction AND con
formity. After all, the dire need for men’s
liberation is as essential as women's
freedom.
Lesbians have learned not to, oppress
themselves. Can’t we? Certainly, as evi
denced by that horrible anti-gay attack at
Ocean Beach, there’s still a hard struggle
for our right to exist. But gay men hurl
.each other on a deeper level . . . the
emotional.
It’s time to stop. COME ON . . . Rip off
that teeny alligator on your shin and show
some heart!
Kevin Bern

RADICAL W OMEN OUTRAGED

4230 18th Street, Reservations 621-5570
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ROBIN TYLER TRASHED

Editor.
Why should Randy Alfred pair Charles
Pierce with a loud-mouthed interloper like
Robin Tyler? She and a tiny minority
within a minority of lesbians want nothing
less than to seize power over the whole gay
community, which is mostly male. This is
democracy?
Armie Maupin never, in the interests of
peace, should have let her speak. If you
give these power-hungry, publicity-mad les
bians an inch, they’ll take a mile! You’ve
got to take a stand to show them they
can’t get away with such strong-arm tactics.
Charles Pierce? He was appearing at the
Castro by invitation, to raise money to pay
off Harry Brill’s campaign debt. But who
did their best to ruin this for everyone,
almost all of whom were gay men? A tiny
bunch of dictatorial lesbians of the Lesbian
Chorus.
Harry Britt’s own best interests don’t lie
in encouraging such rude, self-serving be
havior as Robin Tyler’s and a dozen or two
other lesbians of her ilk.
Greg Ferguson

Sunday Brunch 11am to 3pm
Entertainment Nightly in Our Cabaret
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Editor,
The Robin Tyler Incident at the Gay
Price Festival, while blown out of propor
tion by some segments of the gay press, has
distressing implications at a time when
unily and cooperation are most needed.
Why do these divisive critics, including
sadly our Sentinel, want to silence a legiti
mate gay voice? What harm is there in free
speech? Are some of our gay leaders becom
ing so rigid or so ego-conscious that they
won’t allow different voices to be heard?
Robin is an American and a Sister. She
has a right to speak at our big annual event
and I have a right to hear her. We need
no gay Castros and no gay Reagans!
Paul Cameron

^UTLOOK

Editor,
We were shocked and outraged to read
the racist, sexist, homophobic poem by
Carol Berge in the poetry magazine “ Beati
tude 29” edited by Neeli Cherkovski and
Raymond Roye and published in San Fran
cisco. With the media reviving such racist
stereotypes as Charlie Chan, and creating
films such as Windows and Cruising, we
now see that the so-called ‘alternative’
culture and small press scene is joining in
the onslaught against women, people of
color, gays and workers.
This vicious attack reminds one of the
hate propaganda that the Nazis in Germany
spewed forth to scape-goat Jews, gays,
women and other groups, and that we can
now hear by dialing a Nazi phone number
at Ma Bell in San Francisco. Berge leaves
no one out in her attack. If (he reactionary
forces in (his country were not so dangerous
today, perhaps we could dismiss her poem
as simply insane, but it is too representa
tive of the ideas of those who want to
obliterate all the oppressed. Radical Women
demands that Beatitude print a public apol
ogy for publishing such a reactionary piece
of writing, and that part of the next issue
be devoted to printing the responses which
■that poem provoked.
Karen Brodine for Radical Women

One of the pleasures of serving as an
Officer and Director of the Pride Founda
tion is the opportunity to express our appre
ciation to those who give so generously of
their lime, talents, and energy to the impor
tant work of the Foundation and all those
we serve.
Shannon Steele, our Director of Fund
Development, has demon^rated during the
past year his concern for our community
through one of the most effective fund
raising efforts in the Foundation's history.
Shannon’s energy has helped make possible
the many services Pride offers to our com
munity in the areas of alcohol and sub
stance abuse, employment, housing, legal
assistance, youth and elderly services, and
our support groups.
We wish to also recognize the over 200
businesses and individuals who have helped
Shannon during the past year with their
generous contributions of money, energy,
and good will. You all are the people who
make possible everything Pride does.
Gratefully,
THE PRIDE FOUNDATION
Jutie Kendall
Vice President/Treasurer
E F F E C T IV ^ O L IC E RESPONSE

N ^D ED
Open Letter to
\
The Honorable John Molinari,
Chairman. Board of Supervisors
City of San Francisco
You stated at your appearance at Grace
Cathedral June 27 that the City govern
ment would not tolerate violent assaults on
gay people such as that occurring earlier on
8th Street. This promise is repeatedly made
by the mayor, the Chief of Police and
other ofiicials, but we have yet to see it
implemented as a matter of practical
operations.
We repeatedly hear of incidents involving
members of the SFPD where the attitude
is one of ignoring complaints by gays, overt
or covert support by police of those who
perpetrate the violence, and errors and
omissions resulting in lack of prosecutions
of those committing crimes.
Recently the Kokpit bar was closed
because police refused to respond to re
quests that lives and property be protected.
Is this part of the mayor’s ”clean-up”
campaign to reduce crime in (he Tender
loin? This pattern is hardly unique and I
doubt if many bars would not report the
same pattern of police ignoring requests
for assistance.
This pattern is hardly unique to gay bars,
of course. If the SF Fire Department re
sponded with the efficiency of the Police
the city would bum down totally every year.
The usual explanation for this deplorable
lack of efficiency is ’’underslaffing.” This
is obviously not a problem in the depart
ment as there is no lack of staff for raids
of massage parlors, gay clubs, or the
Mitchell Brothers theaters.
In light of the survey showing that SFPD
are the highest paid in the country, the
response should be to shift more duties to
clerical and para-professionals. Instead,
Ms. Feinsiein's solution is to pul our out
rageously paid uniformed staff into posi
tions which could be handled by those
much lower paid (which might also employ
residents of San Francisco instead of the
commuters who staff the SFPD).
Despite an emotional statement that she
would not permit such acts as the raid on
the nursing home by hoodlums, a few
blocks away on July II, three blacks
stabbed a man and rap ^ him with a broom
handle, killing him.
Added numbers of police are not the
answer. What is needed is prompt and
effective police response. THAT would
deter crimes. Anfi-gay terrorists know that
they run little risk of being caught, and if
caught know the police are on their side.
We have no lack of rhetorical assurances
from government officials of commitments
to stop these violent attacks. What we need
now is specific action to make that the
policy of the SFPD. To do that there
should be thorough investigation of all re
ports of lack of police response, police
behavior which reduces chance of prosecu
tion ("lost records,” etc.), and similar
conduct. Those individuals involved should
be disciplined or removed from the force.
At that lime we will believe the promises
from you, the chief and the mayor.
. Jerry Jansen

ANGER BUILDS

Editor,
Maybe because I am both short and
slight, 1 have been a big supporter of non
violence. However, I seem to be changing
my feelings more toward revenge or striking
back these days. A lot of my friends feel
this way. too.
The reason I mention this is the infor
mation I read on a notice on a telephone
pole about some gay men who were beaten
by punks attending Everett Jr. High just
the other day.
After coming home and thinking about
this, my anger has built and built and I
have a recurring fantasy that a big group
of gay men who are tough and like to fight
and don’t take shit from anyone confront
a group of these little cowards and literally
wipe up Church Street with their chickenshit asses.
You know, I do not want to start feeling
this way on a continual basis. I really think
my fantasy is mild compared to what might
happen in the not io6 distant future. I am
talking about gay men arming themselves
and striking back. I already see men carry
ing knives and don’t think it’s the latest
butch fad. And there are a lot of gay men
who truly do like violence and hurting and
sooner or later they will give our tormentors
some of their own medicine or worse.
CUAV has the right idea generally—go
out of your way to avoid trouble. It’s just
not worth it. And CUAV gives hints on
what to do if a confrontation is inevitable
and CUAV is now giving classes in selfdefense. But, we are human, loo, and some
of us, individually or as a group, are going
to maim or kill some 13- or 14-year-old
defending ourselves. And this is a heavy
psychological burden to carry, however jus
tified we might be.
I sure wish someone could talk to these
punks but don’t know who they’d listen
do you?
\ have a recommendation for CUAV.
And I think that it should get lots of pub
licity and support from our entire commu
nity. Every lime a car load of punks curses
you or calls you fig or threatens you—try
like hell to get the license number, kind of
car, etc. Bui especially (he license. Do this
every single lime. F-uch of as. All of us.
Then send or give the information to CUAV
to keep In a special file. Lei the police
know the file exists and that they (police)
could turn to it if ever neces.sary. Then gel
the name of the owner of the vehicle
through the license number and send a form
letter to the owner saying that young people
in the vehicle have been threatening gay
men and that the police have been Informed.
Finally, I want to thank CUAV for all its
fine work, I think that a big benefit ought
to be held so that CUAV can do all the
things necessary to make our community
safer from harm. Let’s all get together
and have a great money-making benefit for
this group.
Name withheld hy request

VIOLENCE AGAINST GAYS

Editor,
I want to compliment you for keeping
the San Francisco gay community informed
on the violence that seems never ending in
this city.
It would be helpful if you could pro
vide a feature article with respect to the
wooded area just south of the Beach Chalet.
"Many” gays including myself frequent
that area. After reading your letter, "At
tack at Ocean Beach,” my visits there have
ended. Fortunately I never had any prob
lems, but obviously that was pure luck.
While watching the surfers one day last
week I overheard this remark—“ Now those
queers are buying homes in the Richmond
and Sunset” !
I also feel very strongly that the gay
community needs to take responsibility
with regard to violence. Better to lake the
long walk home and avoid being near
Dolores Park, and jogging at 2 a.m. any
where in San Francisco is not a very
sound idea. Some common sense could
avoid at least some of the hazards we face.
Howard
DOESN’T LIKE COSTUMES

Dear Brothers and Sisters:
I know that this letter is bound to stir
some shit within our community, therefore
I would like to preface it by saying that
I am not putting anyone down, I am not
entitled to that, I believe in strength thru
our diversity and don’t believe we must all
dress or think as I do. What I am looking
for are answers from responsible fellow
gays and I urge you to disagree with me. for
my own information or lack of it.
As usual I marched in the recent Parade
as I have always done in support of Gay
Pride and ultimate Liberation. The Parade
was good but I walked away with some
disillusionment.
Tell me, what do bearded nuns with
whips, badly made-up drags on roller
skates with balloons shoved down their
blouses, overly-fat ugly lesbians on motor
cycles and men wrapped with pel boa
constrictors have to do with Gay Rights?
I wish they would tell me. for to me they
merely served to reaffirm the public's view
that we are indeed all “ freaks.” You will
note that these freaks are the only ones the
media covers in any march.
I do not advocate everyone wearing
Brooks Bros, suits, but the ongoing fight
for Liberation to me is not a dress rehearsal
for Fintschio's.

RESIGNING FROM GAYDOM

Editor,
May I interrupt?
How does one denounce his gayness? Do
I cancel my membership or what? Thai's
right. I want out. I no longer wish to be
associated with a movement that has be
come increasingly fascislic the past few
years and presently is so poisoned with
hostility that nothing could cure it, not
even revolution. In short, the gay move
ment has become the most hypocritical,
deceitful, decadent, bourgeois minority
movement in America.
In the past I worked in the movement
because I believed in its goals—I demanded
its goals. I didn’t work in the movement to
see it become a tyrannical minority that
plays the old macho game of Who’s On
Top. When I left my stint as President of
the G ^^tudem s Upian at Long Beach
State
hesitanl to gel involved in
^ay politics because of the movement’s
growing trailer court mentality. Bui now I
must abandon a movement and people who
are now a threat to my own rights. There
arc other parts of my life that are more
important.
As a filmmaker I cannot tolerate any
movement that attempts to censor or pre
vent any film from being made or exhibited,
particularly when those leading the move
ment must resort to outright lies in order to
prove a pehii. With Cruising, Chairman
KKKonstanlin Berlandt and his thugs at
tempted to censor fiction. When photog
rapher Greg Day was ejected from the Gay
Parade speakers’ platform, reality was cen
sored. In much the same way that Greg
Day was denied his Constitutional Rights
as a news photographer by gay bullies on
the Security Force, my fights are being
trampled when any politically-correct arbi
ter of taste decides to tell me what I can
and cannot film in a fiction film. I would
like to make it clear that the imagination
is apolitical and I defy any and all gay
ministers of propaganda in regards to my
filmmaking. The message from the gay
community has been voiced loud and clear:
” We can do everything we want, but
you can’t.”
To hell with you.
When Obergeruffuhrer Robin Tyler an
nounced that the gay community must
reach the right wing of the community, my
fears were confirmed. I suspected the gay
movement of going totalitarian several
years ago; the events of the past few years
have only proven me unhappily correct.
Like one of its singing idols, the gay move
ment has mutated from an ugly duckling
into a beautiful monster. When Obergeruf
fuhrer Tyler and her cohorts attempted
to storm the speakers’ platform at the
gay parade this year, when Greg Day
was ejected from the platform by storm
troopers, when the monitors began fighting
each other-brown shirt against brown
shirt—the right-wing potential was fully
realized: this is the direction of the lesbian
and gay movements. As a lesbian-feminist
recently whispered to my lover upon return
ing from a lesbian-feminist retreat: “ The
new lesbian-feminists are fascists.” Another
dream over the dam.
Perhaps these sanctimonious gay leaders
should be frank and fill us in on what else
they have in store for us to avoid more
unpleasant surprises.
Who in hell are these chumps and who
gave them authority to dictate our tastes,
fantasies, films, and behavior when they
can’t even get along ~wrih each other over
what’s "positive” or "politically correct”
from one moment to the next? Why must
we be affected every lime Priscilla Alex
ander’s stomach rumbles? (And we are af
fected by these people, we are.) It’s the
same old hypocritical establishment, but
this lime it's a Gay Establishment that also
says: “ Do as we say, not as we do.”
When my lover and I watched "Gay
Power, Gay Politics” we snickered when
Obergeruffuhrer Tyler says ”We don’t
come to your from the love of power, we
come to you from the power of love” be
cause we knew she got it wrong.
Perhaps the gay movement needs to be
trashed and fragmented beyond recognition
—and then be forced to Judge itself. Pres
ently it is on the verge of individualiz
ing itself out of existence through its gang
sterism. As for myself. I'm tired of your
pendulums, your shifts from left to right,
from humane to intolerant. I wash my
hands of you. Besides, all you care about is
fucking and disco music. You are backing
yourselves into your own backlash.
Ought I wear a button that says "Not
Gay” ?
Greatest Regards,
Ken Camp

The Sentinel wishes to correct
an error in last issue’s interview
with Miguel, a recently-arrived
gay Cuban refugee. In that
article, Hedda, Miguel’s sponsor
in San Francisco, was incorrectly
identified as a lesbian. The .Sen
tinel apologizes for any confu
sion or embarrassment that ibis
error might have caused.

‘‘We are a ship of fools set sail upon a very short ride.”
So observed a colleague not very long ago about gay San Franciscans.
And he may prove to be frighteningly and prophetically correct.
Life here sometimes seems to continue almost blissfully ignorant of the
ashes to which the gay movement could be reduced in such a perilously
short time.
Perhaps it’s time the gay community here reevaluated its priorities and its
interests—not even Nero could fiddle forever while Rome burned around
him and before his own safety was imjjeriled.
In this issue of The Sentinel alone there are two stories of grave concern
which ought to alert all of us to the dangers confronting us. The first horror
is the passage in the House of Representatives this week of an anti-gay bill
(which seems certain to sail easily through the Senate as well next week) and
then the resignation of the only gay lobbyist in Sacramento.
In the last few months gay rights ordinances were defeated only a bare
fifty miles from our city limits. One gay rights bill also failed to pass in
Davis, a usually enlightened university community just this side of
Sacramento.
W hy did Congressman Larry McDonald’s anti-gay bill win so handily
and overwhelmingly in Congress?
W hy did the anti-gay forces in Santa Clara, San Jose and Davis succeed
so well in defeating us?
The answer is so simple it eludes most of us: lack of money.
L a ck oT money to fund the Gay Rights National Lobby in Washington,
which, if it held financial resources enough, might have marshalled the
strength to halt Congressman McDonald.
L a ck of financial resources from the gay community forced our Sacra
mento lobbyist to resign.
L a ck of monetary aid to gay forces and our supporters totally prevented
San Jose, Santa Clara and Davis from waging the campaigns to save their
gay freedom ordinances.
And, yet, I defy anyone to show me that there is a lack of financial
resources in the gay community.
If a ‘‘disco dolly” can plunk down S250 or more to join a club and mind
lessly bounce away night after night, why—oh why —can’t he more mind
fully send off a $25 contribution to those fighting with scarce financial
resources to protect our precious right to become ‘‘disco dollies” if we
so choose?
And why, if tens of thousands of dollars can be spent each year (the total
would stagger you) seeking meaningless “ imperial” titles, can’t just a frac
tion of the cost of the glamour and glitter be foregone in favor of dona
tions to those in the front line of fighting to keep us free enough so the
glamour, glitter and drag balls can exist in the first place?
And why should we raise funds to pay off the debts of a slain Harvey
Milk when that money would be better spent serving those still alive?
Where the hell are our priorities?
The Hyde Amendment (prohibiting use of federal funds for abortions)
passes Congress and is upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court. That amend
ment was supported by the far right.
The Republican Party platform does everything but write gays out of
existence and calls for the appointment of judicial mentalities certain to
imprison gays. Again, dictates from the far right.
The Equal Rights Amendment, which might well give gays long needed
constitutional protection in some areas, remains stalled in its march to
progress. Again, the far right is to be held accountable.
The Immigration Service bars our gay sisters and brothers from entering
this country. Thanks again to the far right immigration laws passed in
years past.
Gay rights ordinances all over the country have fallen because the far s
right marched against them.
And what—pray God, what—is the response of gay San Franciscans?
The far right is marching inAorably to destroy us if they can—make no
mistake about it. They will succeed only if we allow them.
Each of us in our own way can do far more than we are doing now. Our
freedom is a great treasure in exchange for the small sacrifices we should
all make.
Maybe the good life in San Francisco has been too good for us and,
having set our sails, we have blindly ignored the huge armada ready to
sink the flotilla of smaller craft carrying our gay brothers and sisters in
more treacherous waters.
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R eflectio n s in th e S tream of
th e D iv in e C o n scio u sn ess
by Steve W tiren

ook at it this way; If Bette Midler
had won the Oscar, how many
people would have lined up at Brentano’s on a Saturday morning to get
Sally Field’s autograph?
But there we were, some 2,000 of us
collectively representing the Great
American Consolation Prize. Some
had even slept on Sutter Street—other
than those who always sleep on Sutter
Street—to be among the first to receive
a signature and a few moments of
semi-privacy in the Divine Presence.
The latter is something Bette freely
admits (on p. 35) it is difficult for her
to give. She can handle her fans en
masse but has trouble coping when the
members of the multitude assume indi
vidual identities.
Such revelations make up a part of
A View from a Broad, the—dare one
call it a book—the Brentano’s folks
sold more than a thousand copies of
(at S12.S0 per) on that day which will
forever live in famy, which must be the
opposite of infamy.
On a scale of Bette . . . Bette-r . . .
Bette-st, the photo-filled tome is just
Bette; her autograph session was
Bette-r.
Nowadays a book is to a merchan
dising campaign what a "M cGuffin”
was to an Alfred Hitchcock film—the
thing about which the plot revolved:
what it was was irrelevant; that it
existed gave everyone an excuse to
chase and kill each other for two hours.
The content of a book, in other
words, is inconsequential; what counts
is the quality of the author’s guest shot
on Johnny Carson and any other gim
micks (such as personal appearances
at key stores) that may be employed to
market the book.
A View from a Broad will please
Bette’s fans without completely satisfy
ing them. It begins well enough; but
about halfway through the author
seems to have run out of energy and
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just tried to get it over with.
Ostensibly a log of Bette’s first world
tour in the fall o f 1978, the volume is
largely written in the inimitaW ^tream
of the Divine Consciousnessl^t in
cludes her definitive answers\/o the
questions “ W hat was it like growing
up in Hawaii?’’ and “ How did you
get your start (at the Continental
Baths)?’’ (“ 1 never laid my eyes on a
single penis, even though I was looking
real hard.’’)
History blends with fantasy as Bette
trots out her various personae, occa
sionally doing a psychic strip to reveal
the real actress playing Bette Midler.
Other people, with the exception of
dresser-confidante “ Miss Frank” are
given scant attention. Bette’s manager,
musical director and choreographer
are discussed but not identified; her
man back home, the Harlettes and the
band have only first names.
As Bette rummages through the attic
of her mind she dispenses bits of phil
osophy; “ Being moral isn’t what you
do, it’s what you mean to do.” If
the word “ gay” ever appears I over
looked it. “ Homosexual” is used to
describe the patrons of the tubs, who
are given due credit for recognizing
falent when they saw it. Otherwise
we’re only referred to in a tired pun
from the London Palladium mono
logue: “ I’m just crazy about royalty,
especially queens.”
The insertion of local references in
her act, even for one night stands, has
long been one of Bette’s most ad
mirable traits. The book offers excerpts
from four o f the seven countries on the
tour. “ Princess Anne . . . loves nature
in spite of what it did to her. Oh, my
God! Did I say that?” “ We have
played some toilets in our time. This
isn’t exactly a toilet. It’s more unto a
bidet.” “ Let’s face it, kids—once
your’re out of Sydney, every town is
Perth. . . . Melbourne is the kind of
town that really makes you consider
the question Is there life before death?”
Anecdotes from England, Sweden,
Denmark and France give some feeling

of what it was like for Bette in those
countries. Then—perhaps it could be
explained that she withdrew into her
self as the strain o f the trip got to her—
she skims over the rest of the tour with
the same lack of a sense of place that
also detracts from many of Sean Rus
sell’s. photographs—the performance
shots might as well have been taken at
the Concord Pavilion last year.
Burned out in Amsterdam she tells
us she’s taking lime out to go to
India; but the next chapter describes—
inadequately—her impressions of
Thailand. The book doesn’t end, just
fades out with the Divine One on stage
in Australia.
Designed (by Joel Avirom) as if try
ing to hold a child’s attention, A View
fro m a Broad never has more than
five pages of text between chapter
breaks or other diversions. Some pages
are while, some ivory; most are bor
dered and are highlighted by a phrase
or sentence blown up out of context.
Visual variety is the order of the day.
Form is given at least as much co n -,
sidération as content, but Avirom
the former is not as interesting as
Midler the never barefoot conteniessa.
Most of it reads as if Bette rattled it
off into a tape recorder in a single
sitting, which seems so easy that one
tends to be resentful of the finished
product; but what hurts is that most of
us copid fill enough tape to reach to
the moon and back without producing
anything as readable. If only the
Divine Energy Level could have been
sustained to the end.
The hundreds of autographed copies
around the Bay Area will be enjoyed,
as will the memories of the seven hours
Bette spent in our midst—kissing, coo
ing and complimenting; listening to the
San Francisco Gay Freedom Day
Marching Band and would-be singers
who gave impromptu “ auditions” ;
and being adored from the tip of her
Charles Jourdan shoes to the hat that
looked like a Beach Blanket Babylon
reject.
Brentano's will never forget it!

On a scale of Bette... B e tte -r... Bette-st, Bette’s book is just Bette.
by Sue Zcmcl

C ontents U n d er P re ssu re

Explodes with Fresh Air

The\&l Strough Company
Chevrolet, Honda, Jaguar, Mazda, MG, Triumph, Subaru and Volkswagen.
In its new production the Gay Theater C oliective demonstrates a willingness to address some
difficult issues facing San Francisco’s gay community.

he Gay_Theater Collective has ex
ploded on the scene witfi their
wonderful new production Contents
Under Pressure.
The play, a collective creation
evolved from a process of improvisa
tion, taping, and “ countless hours of
discussion,” explores what it’s like to
be lesbians and gay men living right
now in San Francisco.
Striking a commendable balance
between humor and politics, the people
responsible for this invigorating “ slice
of life,” display not only a wide range
of theatrical ability, but, also a willing
ness to address a variety of difficult
issues that face our communities.
While “ gay theater” unfortunately
oftentimes slips into cliche and rhetoric.
Contents Under Pressure is dimen
sional and progressive; it is, so to speak,
a spray of very fresh air.
The play’s action revolves around
what happens when the message “ KILL
QUEERS” is painted on a building
inhabited by three different house
holds—two lesbians and a gay brother,
a gay man whose lover has recently
died, and a single mother and her
teenage son.
We follow these truly recognizable
characters through their day, beginning
on the morning after the disturbing
message has appeared. As the charac
ters leave their apartments, superbly
constructed and designed by John
Exwqrthy and David de Schweinitz,
Ihey respond to the graffiti.
“ It makes me want to kill,” says
Jodi (Susan Dambroff). a feisty lesbian
plumber/acttvist who lights up the
stage wtih her feminist fury.
“ 1 thought this town was safe for
gay people.” says Lee (Gail Golden),
a likeably vulnerable straight woman
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endeavoring to raise her son without
sacrificing her sanity.
“ I don’t feel so safe,” says Rachel
(Vola Ruben), Jodi’s semi-closeted
lover who’s struggling to integrate her
professional goals with her personal
life.
Interestingly, the men in the play
first respond to the message word
lessly.
Marc (Charles Soloman), Jo d i’s
visiting gay sibling whose partying in
the “ gay mecca” seems to be getting in
the way of settling into the life he really
wants, brushes his hand across the red
letters, as if to erase the threatening
and painful image from his mind.
Daniel (Timothy Butters), an en
dearingly awkward 17-year-old newwave punk going through that “ diffi
cult stage,” barely notices the graf
fiti. He laughs a bit under his breath
and bounds off for his next adventure.
Stuart (Richard la Rose), a gentle
gay man who complains that “ before
this town turned butch there were a lot
of couples around,” is jarred by the
message. In a moment his shock turns
to paranoia, which turns to intense
anger. He is determined to find out
who is responsible for this hateful act.
KILL QUEERS—
“ Jilst a little paint on the wall, it
happens just that . . . just like that . . .”
warns one of the characters.
While Contents Under Pressure
deals with the issue of anti-gay vio
lence, the play is not about victimiza
tion. It is a positive portrayal of men
and women determined to live as
openly gay people in an increasingly
hostile world. And as the collective
manages to reveal, this hostility o p -’
presses many other minorities as well.
Says Jodi, ‘I didn’t take your jobs,
money, house—they’re sitting in some
rich man’s hat. . . . ”
In addition to its broad social con-

sciousness, the play pays attention to
the differences between lesbians and
gay men. These differences make for
some very funny material, as well as
for realistic tensions.
For example, in one priceless inter
change, Marc and Rachel discuss sexu
ality. Marc tries to describe the glory
holes to her; "Mow can I say this and
make it sound like it isn’t what it
really is. . . .”
Rachel, slightly incredulous, ex
presses her desire to have more casual
affairs with women, but adds, “ 1 don’t
think I’d enjoy touching her through a
hole in the wall.”
Throughout the play, and within the
collective itself, the commitment shown
by these men and women to working
together and supporting each other is
quite energizing and inspiring. While
the going may not be easy, the point
that it is possible for gay men and
lesbians to relate to each other pro
ductively is made quite effectively.
Directors Buzz Bense and Charles
Soloman have done an excellent job,
as reflected in each character’s unique
performances. The actors and actresses
remained vulnerable, if slightly nervous,
and the play’s pacing, with the excep
tion of some of the early scenes, was
swift. The difficult sound and lighting
cues were handled well, and the mem
bers of the production crew should
also be acknowledged for their fine
work.
Contents Under Pressure provides
an entertaining and energizing por
trayal of lesbian and gay life. Taken
from their experiences, with humor,
honesty, and integriis, the Gay Theater
Collective has created a theater piece
the community will be delighted to
support. The plas runs from Thursday-Sunday. July |7 August 10 at the
.Marina Theater, lo t reservations call
776-6999.
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ox office doldrums are serious
business, at least in the eyes and
the pockeibooks of Wall Street’s fi
nancial lords. A recent New R'esf
piece quoted two ' ‘entertainm ent
analysts” who’ve issued firm warnings
that "all stocks (in the movie industry)
should be avoided.”
Here’s the grim facts: Inflation has
nearly doubled production and pub
licity costs in just two years, and the
increasingly greedy demands of
“ nam e” stars and directors have
aggravated the cost crisis. The box
office take, moreover, was down lOI'o
for the first six months of 1980 from
the same period a year ago. In June,
the decline hit ISI'o, according to
Variety, and the trend will continue
another two or three years, according
to David Londoner of Wertheim &
Company.
What gives? Obviously, people have
less cash to spend, and are being more
selective in their movie-going (i.e., it’s
Empire Strikes Back or nothing at all).
But one studio spokesman said there’s
also “ a feeling that as an industry we
didn’t make good enough pictures.”
United Artists, meanwhile, is hoping
to reverse current attendance patterns
with a promising fall lineup of Woody
Allen’s latest (untitled) picture, Martin
Scorsese’s Raging But! (with Robert
DeNiro as an overweight boxer) and
Michael Cimino’s Heaven's Gale. UA
is at this moment disappointed with the
receipts for Fartte, Roadie and Carny
(with Gary Busey and Jodie Foster).
MGM doesn’t seem too pessimistic,
either. They’ve got 38 projects in the
works: five in the can, 10 in active preproduction, and 23 more in develop
ment. Did you say financial crisis?
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Reol Estate
San Francisco BEST BUY. Six units
on SUNNY, WARM Nonh East side ol
POTRERO HILL. Sales price equals
less than ten times gross. Good trans
portation and within easy walking
distance of the BAY.

DANA’S CASUALS
Bib Overalls...................... $19.95
Ely Jeans........ .................. 14.95
Fashion Jeans................... 16.95
Leather Jackets and more
at the Lowest Prices!
. 369 Turk (Near the “Y” )
441-8319 • 10-6 M on.-Frì.

Call for your appointment to see.

566-2131
REAL ESTATE SALES. Excellent op
portunity for experienced licensees to
sell In Upper Market & Twin Peaks
area. New licensees will receive indi
vidual, personal training. Top location,
generous commissions. For Interview
call TOM HARDACRE.

566-2131
673 Portola Drive
MIRALOMA SHOPPING CENTER
Opening soon In OAKLAND too.

CBCCCOm
Our magnet board
allows you to visualize
the took o f mat and
frame next to your art.

Vito Russo, gay writer and film his
torian (The Celluloid Closet), is back
home in New York after five months
in London as guest reporter for the
London Gay News. Though he’s way
behind on the movies (” l haven’t seen
Can’t Stop The Music") and typically
overextended, Vito is already planning
a trip to Stockholm August 20 to
speak at the gay pride festivities there.
Then it’s back to London for another
month at the Gay News, and home
again to Manhattan in early October.
Vito’s book of The Celluloid Closet,
his exhaustive study of gay imagery in
Hollywood films—based on his own
filmclips-and-lecture presentation of
the same name—will finally be pub
lished by Harper & Row next spring,
probably with a $ 15 price tag.

“ Everybody’s expecting me to go
out and do the presentation again since
the book is coming out,” Vito said.
“ But I think The Celluloid Closet will
be retired soon. I’m tired of it and I’d
like to put it on TV.”

Vincent Canby’s Valentine to Robert
Duvall, in last Sunday’s New York
Times, called Duvall “ the most con
sistently surprising and rewarding” of
today’s leading film actors. On the
strength o f his performance in The
Great Saniini, Canby said, ” I think he
may well be the best we have, the
American Olivier.” Saniini, directed
by Lewis John Cartino and co-starring
Blythe Danner (thank Cod), will be
released in New York this month,
followed just two weeks later by its
Home Box Office debut. Such stun
ning lack o f confidence is the result of
some disappointing test screenings:
Saniini seems to be a favorite with
critics, but not an audience-grabber.

Are you listening, Mitchell Brothers?
The Lumiere’s incredible success with
Caligula, called "an embarrassment of
riches” by one insider, seems unstop
pable. After 18 weeks, the X-rated
Bob Cucciont/Penthouse film is still
doing good business at S6 a head and
has broken house records with a
$250,000 gross to date. A Surf Thea
tres spokesman said Caligula should
play through the middle of August at
least, followed by Immortal Bachelor
with Giancario Giannini and Monica
Vitti, a Brazilian film called Amor
Bandido, and in October, Nicholas
Roeg’s Bad Timing, starring Art Garfunkel and Harvey Keitel.
Caligula star Malcolm McDowell, by
the way, recently described Guccione
(who claims he directed a large chunk

of Caligula) as “ the most evil man I’ve
met in my life.” McDowell said Gucci
one is big on gold medal necklaces,
and even sports a gold phallus from
time to time.

Jean-Luc Godard has found his
American angel. The French director’s
first theatrical feature in eight years,
Sauve Qui Pent La Vie (with Isabelle
Huppcrt), will be sponsored stateside
by Francis Ford Coppola’s American
Zoetrope. The distribution deal was
made in tandem with Coppola’s pledge
to co-produce Godard’s next film, to
be shot in the (J.S.
The Coppola connection marks a
renaissance of sorts for Godard, whose
immersion in radical politics proved
non-conducive to a commercial film
career. After Tout va Bien, a little-seen
film with Yves Montand and Jaae
Fonda, Godard made an attack on
Fonda called A Letter to Jane, and
then disappeared. When Fonda ap
peared at the 1975 San Francisco Film
Festival, she lamented Godard’s condi
tion, saying “ he’s talking to himself
more and more.”
Coppola, after his similar generosity
toward Hans-Jurgen Sybcrberg’s Our
Hitler, is now the undisputed Ameri
can Big Brother to foreign filmmakers.
Japan’s Akiro Kurosawa and Ger
many’s Wim Wenders (now directing
Hammett for Coppola) are also recipi
ents o f his largesse, as well as veteran
British director Michael Powell (Red
Shoes, Peeping Tom), who told me last
April that he may direct a film for
Sir Francis.

Albert Finney will play Daddy Warbucks in Ray Stark’s film of Annie.
And while it is true that John Huston
will direct the picture—for a 1982
release—the famed auteur will not
supervise the musical numbers. That
will be tl]e work of Joe Layton, cur
rently a hot item with his Barnum a
solid hit on Broadway. The title role
of Annie is now the subject of a huge
Scarlett O ’Ham-like talent search,
with veteran child stars like Margaret
O ’Brien and Jackie Coogan helping
select the actress from nationwide ap
plicants. For the role of Miss Hannigan, the shrewish orphanage kee'per
played by Dorothy Loudon on Broad
way, Stark keeps soliciting Bette Mid
ler’s participation, without success. . . .
Mel Brooks’ next is called History o f
the World—Part I, and it will be no
surprise th’at his cast includes Madeline
Kahn, Cloris Lcachman and Harvey
Korman. . . . Lee Remick and Jack
Lemmon are reunited in the film of
Bernard Slade’s Tribute, their first
picture together since Days o f Wine
and Roses 18 years ago.

>

2358 Market Street
at Castro, San Francisco
863-7144
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Circus-Circus Carnival 1980

(Photo by JO0 Attmanj

Operation Concern, the San Francisco mental health agency operated by and for gay men
and lesbians, is sponsoring a three-day carnival extravaganza as a fundraiser for its continued
operation.
This year's event features rides and amusements, gaming booths, rattle prizes, and non-stop
entertainment by local singers, marching bands, and jazz troupes. All this, under the open sky
at the Eureka Valley Playground (between 19th and Diamond) on July 25, 26 and 27. Admission $3.
SyStl.-- S

(}ueen: “ The Game” (Elektra Records)
Here it is: the album of the t-shirt,
or something like it. Rock for people
who’d rather wear it than listen. Em
bellished with a jetload of elaborate
production tricks, these flowery but
feeble pastiches of old rock styles are
neither funny nor true.
As the Beatles once commented
about some other queen: “ Her majes
ty’s a pretty nice girl' but she doesn’t
have a lot to say.” Safe and attractive,
this British quartet’s musical talent is
undeniable. Within this spectacle of
energy minus emotional content, how
ever, their technical smuggery is about
as impressive as a monogrammed cube
of margerine. A well-placed boot on
their royal buttocks might recharge
their frozen theatrics.

as

also starring

MIICIHIEILLIE
as Vera Charles
A N D A N ALL-M A LE CAST
directed by

GEORGE JOHNSON
Jeff Beck: "There & Back”
(Epic Records)
Life isn’t always easy for ex-axe
heroes. Beck, for example, sounds
thoroughly slick and tired on this
journey.
Reunited (at least for part of the
trip) with synthesizer gladiator Jan
Hammer, the duo meshes in seamless
telepathic communion along a tepid
trail of moogy funk . . . racing along in
an escalating guitar-synth entangle
ment, only to run out of gas before
hitting the freeway.
Beck’s sound—somewhat sullen and
generally feline—is clawless and neu
tered too much of the time. Sensitive
but sluggish. And drummer Simon
Phillips is a classic prodder who makes
me shout impatiently, “ C’mon, step
on it, schnell, schnell. Get off the back
burner and cook, rkrissake!”
The finest moments of the entire
affair ("T he Pump” and “The final
Peace” ) glow with a soft blue flame.
Without suspense, surprise or a pal
pable sense of resolution, the rest of
the material simply wilts in place.
Etta James: "Changes”
(MCA/l-Electric Records)
Soul erosion’s not the problem here.
This speak-mean mama’s voice hasn’t
withered. In fact, her musty scowl
hasn’t sounded this full-bodied in
years. But her brazen approach is
wasted on this extremely weary collec
tion of no-snap soul strollers. A skimpy
portion of instant mashed potatoes
with brass.

musical direction by

music and lyrics by

CHRISTINE KHOURY

JERRY HERMAN

choreography by

book by

GEORGE LOWY

JEROME LAWRENCE

costumes by

ROBERT E LEE

and

PAT CAMPANO

Boz Scaggs will m ake his only Bay Area appearance this year
at the Greek Theater in Berkeley on August 15 and 16,8 PM.

Dave Davies: “ AFLl-3603”
(RCA Records)
As long-time lead guitarist for the
Kinks, Davies is extremely adept at all
modern styles of popmusic. His guitar
playing is more heavy-metallish here
than it’s been on all but the latest
Kinks live LP.
The tunes are a melodic yet fairly
anonymous bunch. Lyrics are flower
child utopianism with twee social com
mentary. Though a bit obscure in the
head at times, the high-pitched earnest
ness of his vocal delivery makes it easier
to accept his naive optimism. A mod
estly successful solo effort.
Silicon Teens: “ Music For Parties”
(Sire Records)
Are there farfisas in outer space?
Or more specifically, is there money

after death? If you were one of the
Silicon Teens you’d answer ” yes” and
“ yes” again. A quartet of trendy elec
tronic minimalists, the Teens have revivied a bunch of ’50s-60s dancehits
(“ Do You Love Me,” “ Memphis,”
Tennessee,” “ You Really Got M e,”
etc.) and fashioned them into a pro
gram of gnu wave muzik for the Mod
ern Disco.
Goofy pellets of cdmics-coated syn
thesizer currents, there’s absolutely
zero depth beyond the surface charge
of electricity. All toy-tone and spunsugar inane as AM radio, the Teens
are the ’80s equivalent of the Archies.
(Remember “ Sugar, Sugar” ?)
These twitching rinky-tink signals
are surprisingly tasty if taken in moder
ation. Especially danceworthy is the
loony " J u d y in Disguise (W ith
Glasses).’’

JAPAN C E N T E R T H E A T R E
4 Weekends Only!
August 9 to August 3 1
FRI & S A T: 8:30
S U N : 7:30
I matinee: Sunday, Aug. 31,2:30
Tickets $12.00
Tickets available at; Macy’s,
Emporium/Capwell, D o w n 
tow n Center Box Office &
Gramophone outlets.
RcMrvatlont A Croup Sales call:

San Francisco (415) 864-5488
Los Angeles (2 13) 467-8409

DREAMLAND

Candy Coated Jazz
by Mary Golden

leo Laine and John Dankworth
attracted a genteel crowd of ladies
and gentlemen to their pop and jazz
concert at the Masonic Auditorium on
July 12. There was one young man,
however, who was unable to restrain
himself from calling out at intervals
in an affected voice. “ Ooooooo—sing
it to me, Cleo, babeeee!”
Over the past two decades. Laine
and JJankworth have perfected the
ability to put themselves and everyone
else at ease. Nearly everything about
the concert was pleasant: their music
was comfortably familiar and their
band was jolly. Dankworth’s eagerness
to share the limelight in a collective
spirit with his fellow musicians, and his
casual patter, invited the audience to
consider him a friend. He seemed like
someone you’d want to know because
..he wanted to know you.
Sexy and exciting, Laine and Dank
worth project the image of the ideal
parents many of us wish we had—
urbane, witty, warm and rich.
Alternating roles o f M.C., jealous
husband, proud parent, musician,
clown and teacher, D ankw orth
smoothed over the insecurities suffered
by those who came to hear Laine’s
well-known ballads and found them
selves confronted with unfamiliar in
struments and the sounds of jazz.
Briefly describing the instruments, he
jokingly referred to the soprano saxo
phone as “ the ill woodwind that (some
think) nobody blows any good.” One
of the outstanding jazz selections was
the band’s original composition, "Kite
Flight,” a piece of lonely exhilaration.
Dankworth and Laine give music
seminars in England and around the
world. Their approach in concert edu
cates, but never deviates from its pri
mary objective, to entertain. By the
end of the first half of the show, the
mostly white audience had been pried
loose from their deep, padded chairs
and was ready to swing.
Laine arrived like an exotic butter
fly, floating around the stage in a dia
phanous, hand-painted Art Deco gown
sashed below her derrière, talk-singing
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It's the opening of a new Great Frame Up
Store! To introduce'you to the "Fram ing Ex
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a medley from Hollywood and Broad
way. The audience loved this vulner
able spirit with the presence and expan
sive gestures of a big woman. Laine,
who has some knowledge of the mys
teries of witchcraft, wove a spell .with
her hands and arms as she sang “ Mood
Indigo,” “ Skylark,” love songs by
Barry Manilow, and English folk tunes.
Those who had followed the Laine/
Dankworth concerts were not dis
appointed when Laine scatted into a
battle with Dankworth’s sax, a per
formance for which they are justi
fiably famous.
Laine, who is half-Jamaican but
identifies herself as a European, loves
classical music and introduced a song
by "M ozart, a keyboard man who
worked . . . until he found a ditty
for a Cleo Laine recital, and he called
the number ‘Turkish Delight.’ ”
The eclectic concert concluded with
a melody Dankworth wrote to accom
pany one of Lainc’s favorite poems,
“ Teeth,” an English patriotic tome by
Spike Milligan. This was followed by a
medley drawn out to some length of
their most popular pieces, “ just in case
you brought your great-aunt all the
way from Ohio to hear them .”
Many o f the gay people in the audi
ence were particularly responsive to
Laine’s moodier numbers, such as
“ Send in the Clowns.” When asked if
she knew why so many gay men are her
fans, Laine responded, “ Why? I don’t
know. I don’t question it. If you’re
gay, I wouldn’t know, and I would
like you.”
That attitude reflects their perform
ance onstage and in conversation.
Dankworth and Laine don’t try to
challenge an audience, but to accept
them and to make them happy. And to
enjoy themselves as well.
"W hen I sing, each song becomes a
little playlet. I imagine lovers walk
ing along together. I visualize myself.”
Laine hopes her listeners also exper
ience what she’s feeling, although she
has never imagined gay lovers “ prob
ably because I’m not gay.”
In England, Laine is appearing in
the title role of The Life o f Colette,
a musical written at her urging by
Dankworth. They first presented it in

a little theater which they started and
support, apparently similar to the one
in Topanga Canyon started by Will
Geer. The play will open in London’s
West End in September. A male actor
plays both her husband and her lesbian
lover “ partly for reasons of economy,
and because it’s easier for me to re
spond romantically to a man.”
Leaning forward, this beautiful, in
tense woman confided, “ Besides, there
is a question about whether Colette
had lesbian tendencies or whether she
was just so fed up with men, she just
slipped into it. She was married for
25 years.”
Laine acknowledged that if a person
had a heterosexual lover, she would
not question whether there were hetero
sexual tendencies about.
” l ’ll have to think about th at,”
adding as an afterthought, "I have read
all of Colette’s books.”
Laine has never analyzed the image
of women in her songs and doesn’t
want to. “ If I start. I’ll play up to it.
I just go out there, and whatever hap
pens, happens. If I analyzed it, it would
eventually become stylizeA” which is
antithetical to jazz. Lain'? does not,
however, see herself as a jazz singer.
’T m more of a twentieth-century
lieder singer. I love to sing American
ballads. They are particularly fine.”
Contemporary American writers she
likes include siondheim, Paul Williams,
and Hamlisch. Laine has recently re
corded with James Galway, the flutist.
This album is evocative of that inti
macy and vulnerability she expresses in
the tradition of Ella, Sarah, Nina,
Peggy Lee and Judy Garland.
Laine and Dankworth bought a
house this year in Sonoma to be near
their son, a graphic designer, and to
be near San Francisco, which Laine
ingratiatingly called "my favorite
American city.” It is hoped we will
have the chance to hear them in rooms
smaller than the cavernous Masonic
Auditorium, where the cymbals echo
and Dankworth had to struggle hard to
wrap the audience in a cocoon around
the stage and provide Laine with the
warm welcome she needed. He deserved
her introduction as "my husband and
my best friend.” They are truly likable
folks.
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GRACE JONES
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General Public $25
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G a y Theater C o lle c tiv e

MOVIES

A Documented Descent

an ensemble of Lesbians and Gay men
presents:

Into Despair

> iJiit, -y'
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IN A YKAR OK THIRTF.F.N
M OONS.

M arina Theater
Fort Mason
Uuly 17 - August 10
Thurs.-Sun.
(or reservations and c h ild ca re
call 776-8999 or 562-6992
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“ THE C LU B d eserves your s u p p o rt— it d e live rs th e
la u g h s ."
KCBS Radio
" . . . a g o rg e o u s s e rie s of m u sica l sta g in g s and d a n c e "

New York Post
“ W ic k e d ly w itty , d e lic io u s m u sica l.”
Cue Magazine
★ ♦ * ★ " . . . An e x tra o rd in a ry e n te rta in m e n t, a s u b tle ,
c o m m e rc ia l jo k e a b o u t pow er, m oney and men.”

SF Examiner
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In his latest film, Fassbinder has created a complicated work of
art that is both troubling and eloquent.

five-day descent into despair. But what
could Elvira have expected, venturing
drunk and in disguise into such danger
ous turf?
Her lover leaves her. Throughout
the film, Elvira sees herself as a victim.
But in some ways does she not conspire
with her assailants? Is she not guilty
of deception and of willing at least
some o f her own ills? Is she a victim or
her own tormentor?
Fassbinder appears to be asking the
unanswerable. The world which Elvira
inhabits is one in which all sense of
moral balance has been irreparably
destroyed. It is yet one more time the
modern wasteland shattered by the
cataclysmic dislocations that go by the
names of Bergen Belsen and Hiroshima.
There are several other scenes that
examine with similarly detailed ambi
guity a number of philosophical and
ethical double-binds that eat at the
modern soul.
One scene in particular caused a con
siderable disturbance at the screening
which I attended. Elvira takes Zora
(Ingrid Craven), a friend and a prosti
tue, to a slaughterhouse where as
“ Erwin,” Elvira used to work. (Zora
is dressed like Giulietta Masina in
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EARTHA KITT

NANCY LA M OTT
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SUZANNE LAKE: Every Wednesday in July $2.

885-6800
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T H E L .A . SHOW .

Directed by Curt McDowell.
A t the Roxie Theatre.
by Sieve Beery

b> Ned Brown
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TODAY IS FO R THF:
C H A M P IO N S H IP .

Produced and directed by
Dan E. Weisburd.
With H'erner Erhard.
Palace o f Fine .-Xrts Theatre.
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bv Ned Brown

Nights o f Cabiria and her scenes are
accompanied by Nino Rota’s musical
themes.) A long tracking shot follows
Zora and Elvira as they enter the
slaughterhouse and walk past the cattle
waiting to be butchered. The camera
focuses on the cattle in their chute as
Elvira’s disembodied voice tells about
her boyhood as "Erwin,” his marriage,
his daughter, and his job at the slaugh
terhouse. At first Elvira appears to be
calm. There was nothing horrible
about Erwin’s job. she tells Zora, it
was man’s work. “ It’s blood and death
that gives an animal’s life meaning,”
she replies to Zora’s protests that such
work is anti-life.
At this point many people would be
well advised to cover their eyes so
that they can still read the sub-titles.
What follows happens everyday in
every city of the world, yet in its
mechanical savagery and repetitious
horror it is one of the most shocking
cinematic images ever recorded.
Reeling under the impact of the
carnage about her, Elvira’s voice grows
hysterical. She seems possessed like the
priestess o f some ancient cult: ” We
were expected to be men . . . to do our
jobs . . . We were supposed to have

good bodies, good cocks, to earn our
livings as men.”
After the cattle are disemboweled
and their brains hacked from their
skulls, Elvira screams for a god to tell
how much she has suffered.
Later, Zora stays at Elvira’s apart
ment. As neither can sleep, Zora tells
Elvira a fairy tale about a witch who
changed a little brother and sister into
a mushroom and a snail. When the
little girl-snail complained that she was
hungry, the little boy-mushroom of
fered himself to be eaten.
These two scenes are at the core of
Fassbinder’s dark vision of the world.
” To eat or be eaten—that is the ques
tion.” Must humankind conform to a
reality principle mired in struggle, vio
lence, and death? Or is there some
sacrifice or transformation that might
deliver man from the destruction he
seems to be preparing for himself?
Elvira’s wanderings through the
labyrinth of despair represent some of
Fassbinder’s pessimistic reflections on
life in 1978 and on the chances for
positive transformations in the world.
Elvira experiences some tenderness
and love from her ex-wife and daugh
ter and from Zora. But most o f her
encounters are with people as lost
as she is.
For Fassbinder, life is its own Day of
Judgment. There are no simple solu
tions to real life in the real world.
True happiness, if possible, is only a
brief interlude, and is somehow bound
up with the process of creation and
play (i.e. non-alienated work). False
happiness is seen as escape into the
artificial paradise of drugs, power, egocentered positivism, and conformity.
Fassbinder is among the most un
compromising of contemporary Hlmmakers. In this film he exposes the
compromise and contradictions of a
particular human life in an attempt to
discover whether that life is “ worthy
of rejection, of understanding, or
perhaps even of acceptance.”
In a Year o f Thirteen Moons is the
work o f a true auteur who hsis handjcia£t|d his film with the help of a stock
company of brilliant artists. Together
they have brought forth a difficult and
perverse work of art that is as pro
foundly troubling and eloquent as any
thing by Buñuel. It will confound some
viewers, -enrage others, bore a few.
Feminists and some gay political think
ers may find the film to be equiyalent
to a manifesto about the destruaiveness o f a while male heterosexual dopiinated world. But whoever sees the
film will never be able to forget it.

One Doesn’t Add Up

I

B and D Lesbian Vampire Fiick
Beginning Saturday, August 2 and continuing every Saturday at
midnight until further notice, the Castro Theater will present Daughters
O f Darkness, a new vampire film with a lesbian tw ist. Director Harry
Kumel spices his creation with lots of vampire dirty talk, and an over
abundance of B and D innuendos. Sound enticing for a Saturday midnight
fare? Only i-f-you’re too stoned or too'desperate to do anything other than
sit in a theater for 90 minutes.
One can only hope the theater management will soon recognize
this movie for what it is— an aborted attem pt at tongue-in-cheek sur
realism with few thrills and no class.
Stunningly beautiful Delphine Seyrig as the Countess Batori delivers
one good line, however. When asked how she manages to stay looking
so young, the svelte vampire replies, “A strict diet and lots of sleep.” ,
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Executive Production. Screenplay,
editing, art direction, camera,
and direction by
Rainer Werner Fassbinder.
With Votker Spengler. Ingrid
Caven. and G ottfried John.
Surf Theatre.

ainer Werner Fassbinder ai 35 has
already directed more than thirty
films, including Fox and his Friends.
Despair, and The Marriage o f Maria
Braun. He stands along with Werner
Herzog at the forefront of the Nesv
German Cinema.
Fassbinder is also an out-front gay
man who has declared that his sexual
orientation is “ a factor in all of (his)
films."
In a Year o f Thirieen Moons is
one of Fassbinder’s most complex and
disturbing personal visions. Part docudrama, part morality play, part night
mare, it is an account o1 fisc days in
the life of a transsexual named FIvira
Weishaupt CVolker Spengler).
Fassbinder's passionate views on
economics, politics, philosophy, and
sexuality leap forth in nearly every
frame of Elvira's story. Fassbinder, in
fact, almost swamps the viewer with
ideas. Merely staying alloat for 129
minutes in this intellectual Sargasso
Sea may be a problem for many
movie-goers.
The film takes place in Frankfurt in
1978, a lunar year which also contains
thirteen new moons, a dangerous time,
according to Fassbinder, for those who
are primarily influenced by their
emotions.
The melancholy adagieiio from
Mahler’s Symphony No. 5 accompanies
the credits and the opening scene (re
calling the beginning of Visconti’s
Death in Venice). Dark figures prowl
at night in a riverfront park. ,\ hustler
and a John meet. Money is exchanged.
The younger man gropes the older,
then suddenly attacks him. The John
turns Out to be Elvira dressed in men’s
clothing. She barely escapes with her
life after being beaten by the gay man
and his friends.
The violent scene begins Elvira’s

The Big Red One is the picture the
writer-director says he’s wanted to
make for 35 years about his WWIl ex
periences. Its budget (reportedly $6
million) is almost equal to the com
bined cost o f his other 19 films.
With his customary lack of subtlety,
especially in pointing out the ironies of
war (as when a mental patient witness
ing a battle grabs a rifle and starts
shooting random ly, crying “ I’m
sane!” ). Fuller has created a small epic
that follows five men through three
years of war.
Little time is wasted on character
development, perhaps because Fuller
Fans of Samuel Fuller will flock to
T H E B IG RED ONE.
had the unaccustomed luxury of shoot
The Big Red One, and their numbers
With M a rk Hamill, Robert
ing three times as much as he would
might deflect pedestrian traffic if the
Carradine, Lee Marvin.
use in his final print and this seemed
film were showing in a phone booth
A t the Alham bra.
expendable to him.
rather than the Alhambra.
Lee Marvin plays the Eternal Ser
The 66-year-old Fuller became a cult
by Steve Warren
geant for whom each war is just a
director when FrerKh “ new wave” (not
prelude to the next. Picking up somen a summer when calculated, com
to be confused with the current music)
thiqg that’s fallen from a soldier who
critics lionized him in the late 50’s for
mercially crafted entertainments are
tripped a land mine, Marvin tosses it
his output of B movies (you may re
dropping like flies on Castro Street,
away saying, “ Just one of your balls,
member Pickup on South Street for
who in hell is going to go see a war
Smitty. You can live without it; th at’s
movie?
Thelma Ritter’s performance).
why they gave you two.”
"The other charaaers become known
as his “ four horsemen” because they
continue to survive while the rest of the
.-Î *^-.5
squad is made up of replacements—
“ dead men who temporarily had the
use o f their arms and legs.”
Except for Robert Carradine, the
cigar chewing novelist who represents
the writer-director, the youngsters may
as well be interchangeable. Mark
Hamill has trouble killing in an early
battle, but the problem is ignored until
near the end when a look into a con
centration camp oven shows him What
We’re Fighting For (or at least What
We Were Fighting Against) and we
know he’s “ cured” (“ sane” ). Bobby
Di Cicco is o f Italian descent and Kelly
Ward is blond and has hemmorhoids.
So much for characterization; and the
actors stay within these parameters.
The war itself is much more real,
with ear- and gut-crunching sound ef
fects that let us feel tanks going by
over our heads. One o f nfltny fine com
bat sequences shows men crawling to
their deaths while trying to assemble
an unwieldy bazooka on an almost im
pregnable beach.
The human sidelights of war provide
■ the film’s other highlights—an Italian
boy bartering to get his mother a dig
nified funeral; and an American soldier
delivering a French baby in a German
tank.
There arc enough of these excellent
vignettes to make The Big Red One
worth seeing, even though it doesn’t
add up to the masterpiece Fuller was
hoping to make.
'The title, incidentally, refers to the
insignia o f the First Infantry Division,
Mark Ham ill (left) has trouble killing other men, Kelly Ward (far
whatever imagery it may have triggered
right) Is blond and has hemmorhoids, and Bobby Dicicco (with arm
in your head.
around Ward) is of Italian descent. So much for the film 's character
d evelo p m en t________________________________________________ _

n the fall of 1978 Werner Erhard
set out ” to discover what it would
take to empower people to live their
lives in a way that really makes a dif
ference.” He chose as a testing ground
for his theories the world of auto
racing.
In order to get his operation under
way he established a research group
called ’’Breakthrough Racing” and
solicited contributions from over 2,000
donors. With these funds he was able
to assemble an extraordinarily talented
crew of technical advisers and auto
motive specialists in order to prepare
him (a novice) for the big-leagues of
Gold Cup racing.
The research funds also enabled
Erhard (the founder of EST) to engage
an equally talented and professional
film crew of over two dozen people
to document his experiences. After
costs, the proceeds of the film will go
to help people in rural areas and
ghettos worldwide. The data from the
project will be sold to other groups
and corporations.
On a technical level the film is
masterfully crafted. As documentary,
however, it gets stuck in the minutiae
of crumpled fenders, kvetching, backslapping, and bravos. Breaking A way.
it ain’t.
The problem with the film is the
process which it is recording—that is,
with EST. EST has always appeartd
(to an outsider) to belong to that broid
scattering of self-actuali/ation pro
grams derived from pop psychology.
These theories tend to hold that people
arc screwed up because they have not
properly tooled the strategems which
will help them to adjust to the world
as it IS. Winning in life (everyone's
aim, right?) seems to be equivalent to
successful conformity to what our
technical society considers to be achiev
able goals: a sound mind in a sound
body, teamwork, and freedom from
anxiety. But most importantly: daring.
Challenging. Conquering. All and
everything. Inside and out.
These theories very often ignore the
(act that all loo much of our world is
organi/cd along lines laid down bv an
iiiucsponsnc and rapacious power elite,
t onlornn's to sucli'a structure is unaccepiahlc to iiuiny, if not irhpossible
lor them.
The world ot super-fast auto racing
is as good a metaphor as any for this
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urt McDowell’s L.A. Show pre
sents a dilemma for (hose of us
who may want to admire and support
local experimental film. While there is
much here that is fun and occasionally
engrossing, we leave wondering if this
isn’t perhaps the wrong material being
screcne’d at the wrong time.

C

This is a collection of short works
from 1974 and 1975, most of which
already appear old-fashioned. So
named because these particular shorts
were assembled for a screening at
U.C.L.A., the L.A. Show exhibits the
so-called ’’underground” style of film
making in the classic Andy Warhol
mode: black and white photography,
grainy images, scratchy sound, and
plenty of sex. Interested parties are
advised to go stoned.
The show opens with Fly Me To the
Moon, and immediately we see
highly technical power system. The pit
crew hones its precision instrument to
test its phallic skill against . . . ? Itself?
Others? Vaginal space? It is the world
of the male performance principle in
action.
Racing has long been a metaphor for
competition and achievement, if not
exactly transformation. It has a direct
personal connection to Werner Er
hard’s life. One day on the freeway he
left behind his outworn past, including
his former name and family, and took
off down the road to freedom and a
new life. It’s an old American story—
the man on the move, risk-taking, rest
less for change, pushing the frontier
ever further into the setting sun.
According to his scenario, more and
more people will prosper when they
invest themselves in these projects as in
some sort of global pyramid scheme.
People will contribute their time,
energy, and money to such projects
because (in the words of one contrib
utor) they get "satisfaction, clarity,
enjoyment, and growth.” They learn
to handle themselves better. They be
come part of a team. They are
"needed” by Werner in order that he
.ichicvc again for them all. It may cost
them, even strain them, but that seems
to make the effort even sweeter. Such
beliefs can build pyramids, as well as
hierarchical institutions and bureau
cracies—and even boring movies.

McDowell’s funniest and most engag
ing performer, Ainslie Pryor. She
looks like a cross between Ginger
Rogers and Patty Duke. In this short
piece she emotes in the wilderness,
crawls on hands and knees through
nettles (ostensibly for her " a rt” ) and
tapdances on a picnic table. This is
billed as a satire of movie-making.
Miss Pryor is put to better use in
Weiners and Buns Musical. She por
trays Trixie, and George Kuchar, long
time associate of McDowell and screen
writer for many of these bits,,is her
husband. They drink Heineken beer
and sing a very funny song about their
life together and their baby, who has
mysteriously passed away.
Ronnie is a brief look at a male
hustler and was filmed in San Fran
cisco in 1974. He takes off his clothes
for the camera while, on the sound
track, we hear him telling of a similar
incident. This segment parallels so
closely the kinds of things Andy War
hol was doing ten years earlier, in short
works such as Bike Boy and Blow Job,
that it’s impossible not to compare
McDowell unfavorably with Warhol in
this instance. Ronnie presents us with
a nice body to look at, but there’s no
wit involved, and the film just isn’t
very interesting.
There are lots more nice bodies in
the next short. Nudes: A Sketchbook,
and Mike and Hugo are the men to
watch for. The women nudes are given
surprisingly short shrift. We do hear
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the “ Ave Maria” as one woman ex
poses her breasts, and this is a nice,
lyrical moment, but, by and large, we
are reminded of a certain camp style of
five and six years ago (largely founded,
in fact, by Warhol), wherein the male
bodies are lasciviously admired by the
camera in slow, lingering detail, and
the women are shown nude only briefly,
then expected to act as comedy foils.
This was the hompsexual style of an
earlier era.
McDowell’s work as collected here is
not precisely misogynistic. He coaxes
wonderful performances from Ainslie
Pryor and from Marion Eaton, who
stars in the final, truncated epic, Thundercrack, a spiook of The Old Dark
House type of mystery. We see only
bits o f this longer film here, and the
cutting works against it. Eaton, osten
sibly a real woman, is basically playing
a drag queen. In a word, she is a
mess, but she has a fake-histrionic
way with bad dialogue that is amusing.
The upshot of the storyline is that she
uses cucumbers for sex and keeps her
husband’s brain in a pickle jar in the
cellar.
McDowell is definitely a filmmaker
to watch, although these musty relics
from the past serve mainly to whet our
appetite for some newer, more modern
work. Watching naked bodies is always
fun, but the L.A. Show suggests that
this local director may have the talent
and the power to begin to produce
some really memorable movies.
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FuhMachine.
Just sit down and start playing. And the FunMacHine begins!
Add a boogie-woogie pattern to swing rhythm. Or even play a
whole orchestra rhythm section. All with just the touch of a finger
Or play it like a standard spinet organ, with full chords and
pedals. It's two instruments in one!
And now this easy play organ saves you 5200. thanks to a
quantity purchase. Regularly 51895, it's now only S 1695, including
free lessons, book, bench and headphones. And a full Baldwin
warranty.
So com e in soon. And play this exciting Baldwin organ for
yourself. 'You may discover a whole new kind of fun.
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The Intangible Cultural
Property of Japan
MANZO N U M U R A IVfEMORIAL
PROGRAM.

Herbst Theatre, San Francisco.
July 18-19, 1980.

by Renee Renouf

lassical drama is usually in no
tearing hurry to ‘get somewhere,’
particularly if it is Asian. Certainly for
kyogen, classical Japanese comedy,
and noh, the classical Japanese trag
edy, this is very much a truism. These
two forms equal the Greek tradition
for profundity and clarity of human
emotion. The Japanese choose frag
ments for their theme and they can
float in time and space with spirits
dislocated from death different physi
cal locations. Their characters, partic
ularly in kyOgen, need not be noble.
Greek tragedy usually requires royal or
noble characters as principals and a
larger theme. A lot of Greek comedy
is a mixture of political aspersions and
parodies of godly interference. Kyogen
seems thematically centered on some
form of domesticity.
The Nomura family of Kyogen and
Noh actors came to the Bay Area for
three performances and one lecturedemonstration the week o f July 17-19,
1980, honoring the third anniversary of
the death o f Manzo Nomura, desig
nated by the Japanese government as
a Living National Treasure. O f the
four sons o f Manzo here on this trip
and one grandson, three are designated
as Intangible Cultural Property of
Japan. The somewhat quaint term at
least conveys a governmental apprecia
tion of the individual artists who con
vey a familial heritage of many gener
ations of theatrical endeavor. (The
local program arrangements were made
by Yuriko Doi Walker, herself a stu
dent of Mansaku Nomura, the number
two son and a kyogen exponent. It is
phenomenal that kyogen is taught out
side a family as well as taught to a
woman. Yuriko Doi Walker and her
. Jellow student, P o n Kenny, who resides,
in Japan and has an English-speak
ing troupe of his own, are amazing in
their efforts to spread the quality of
the art. Their teacher, Mansaku, started
his stage appearances at age three,
indicating why it is difficult for a non
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family member to master kyogen and
nearly impossible for a non-Japanese.
Fukuro Yamabushi, or Old Moun
tain-Priest, concerns a brother who
asks a mountain priest to be exorcised
of the spirit which his younger brother
seems to have acquired. The mountain
priest, or Yamabushi, agrees, believing
himself to possess occult power. Un
fortunately, for all the prayers o f the
priest, first the brother and then the
priest himself become infected with the
owl’s spirit.
Boshibhari, or Tied to a Pole, relates
the antics of two servants who are tied
up with the quick-wittedness of their
master, seeking to keep them from his
sake in the cellar. But both, one whose
hands are tied to a pole, the source of
the plays title, and the other who has
his bound behind his back, manage
first to smell and then to imbibe the
sake, drinking themselves into a happy
stupor and mistaking the reflection of
their master for his ghost.
What raucous, simple laughter a

kyogen actor can produce! They are
the epitome of the little boy in Ander
son’s “ Emperor’s New Oothes.” And
what a superb example they provide in
the. economy of gesture which tradi
tional Japan has raised to such a high
art in the tea ceremony. What makes
the Nomura family so wonderful is the
absolute comfort with which they enter
the vigorous tradition of classical com
edy. Trained from childhood, their skill
is a seamless web and the matter-offactness of the ultimate professional.
It also is the casual quality of an
ambience breathed in as a natural en
vironment in which to inhabit.
The colors o f the traditional Japan
ese male costume defy conventional
Western taste, but manage to be lively
without being loud. Checks, ombre
patterns and circular designs can be
found within one costume, along with
a tab which looks like a much-refined
version of a native's G string, complete
with tab design, bamboo leaves for the
priest, circles for the brothers. The
priest's white pompoms, tiny hat and
the voluminous over garments make
one realize what the Japanese imagina
tion has done to render tolerable some
of the more rigorous aspects of tradi
tional scKiety. It regularizes and legiti
mizes the male animal’s peacock capac
ities, cloaking the austerities of ritual
with a collectively-approved form of
display. That’s enough to gladden any
eye, and to assist the lesser elements of
society in avoiding more blatant forms
of vulgar ostentation.
Like other Japanese theatre forms,
kyogen provides many forms of
aesthetic appreciation; tonal delivery,
sartorial splendor, and controlled

An exhibition of photographs by Stephen Savage at
Centerspace, 2840 Mariposa, August 3-31.

W atercolors by Stephen Gibson will be on view at the Chrysaiis Gaiiery,
451 Castro, beginning Juiy 28.
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movement with its exposition of emo
tion. It also conveys an extraordinary
layering, particularly when one of
Manzo’s sons assumes the role played
by Manzo and so identified with him.
Shiro Nomura’s rendition of Utoh
is a lengthy part of a Noh drama and
deals with the personal pain of a hunter
who has been a highly-proficient killer
of birds. The costume with its wild,
shaggy wig of black hair, the drawn
mask which registers emotion with
changing light and position of the head,
is both austere and exotic. Its apron of
feathers is a perfect symbol of the char
acter’s occupation. One small staff,
slender and frail, and a fan which is
opened and simply flourished and
closed at the end are all the props,
except for a blackened hat, which is
taken away by a stagehand. In a dem
onstration Yuriko Doi Walker indi
cated that in noh seventy per cent of
the drama is expressed, thirty per cent
retained within the actor. This is hardly
daily fare for theatre goers, in Japan
or the United States. I can assure you
it is as close as one can achieve to the
alpha state in drama as anything you’ll
ever see.
Fortunately for us, the sons of
Manzo seem to be approaching their
acting prime. We can, therefore, antici
pate future tours of the Nomura fam
ily. Mansaku indicated through a
translator that Japan is noted for being
able to retain a balance between the
very new and the most traditional.
That’s lucky for us, because kyogen
is something to refine and gladden the
theatre-goers taste, and to enjoy and
nestle into like a loving, intimate fam
ily picnic.

s]t for the closet at your local B. Dalton or
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Where the
Southern California
men go to dance

Lesbian Art in the City

$1/hour
with this ad

$1 / hour
with this ad

Rainbow Skates
S.F.'s Largest Selection of Skates
Safety equipment included in price of rental
Choice of wheels on rental skates
Mon Fri 10-7
...n .c. n,. ?? igao
Free Parking
Sat Sun 9-7 780 St any an Street 387-2579
Kezar Stadium

by Paris Poirier

New play by Pulitzer Prize winner Sam Shephard

Not Enough Magic in True West
by Neil Obslat, Jr.

t may amount to near sacrilege, but
1 must suggest that Sam Shephard,
Robert W oodruff and John Lion, the
Blessed Trinity of established San
Francisco theater, may have erred in
their most recent creative act. I found
in Shephard’s new work, now premier
ing as the Magic Theatre’s final effort
of the 1979-80 season, not enough to
venerate. To vary some of the play’s
terms. True Wes! gambles with our
imagination and leaves it cheated.
Although it was evident that the
playwright and director Woodruff
were after some Ipughs, I failed to see
what the press night audience found so
thigh-slappingly funny. Perhaps this
overreaction was due to their relief at
recognizing early on that Shephard, in
a significant shift of dramatic means,
was going to spare them any further
grisly developments in the Dust Bowl
Gothic family saga that has been a past
concern, even if he did win a Pulitzer
for one of its installments.
There are no slaughtered lambs or
disinterred babies in True West. Neither
is there a saxophone or a percussion
instrument on the scene to lure us into
altered stales, nor are there any lengthy
solo flights of language. Frankly, I
miss these elements that reverberated
so effectively in Shephard’s earlier
plays.
In place of these True IVesi employs
the sound o f crickets between nearly
all of nine scenes, and a little bit of
Flank Williams between the two acts.
These devices seem merely mechanical
substitutions for an otherwise frustrat
ing lack of tension in the play’s atten
uated action. The details of the clash
between brothers caught up in a bitter
power struggle proceeds along a single,
rarely relieved plot line.
Austin, the younger, is a writer who
has temporarily ventured from the
sanctuary of his own family nest in the
north to his mother’s house in South
ern California in order to complete the
outline for a screenplay to sell to a
Hollywood TV-movie mogul. Austin’s
concentration as well as his prospects
for success in Movieland are shattered,
however, by the unexpected arrival of
his vagrant and hostile brother.
Lee lurches in from the desert, where
for the last several months he’s been
diddlin’ a female botanist and nurtur
ing his pit bull. Austin is not so much
interested in visiting Mom, who is
vacationing in Alaska anyway, as he is
in casing the neighborhood so that he
might better perform the community
service he ordinarily provides, which is
relieving folks of their household
possessions.
•O n the surface, these antagonists
seem vastly different people. But as a
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True West gambles w ith our imagination and leaves it cheated

result of Lee’s machinations a reversal
ensues which finds each trying his hand
at the other’s occupation. More sig
nificantly, we discover that these twe
are essentially the same. Although up
to now each has employed his own
resources in individual efforts to find a
measure o f life-supporting authenticity
to give focus to his life, they are at
heart fellow anarchists. If threatened,
both are willing to employ any means—
thievery, blackmail, desertion of family
or social responsibility, even attempted
murder—to win out in the universal
struggle to prove who’s on top in this
dog-eat-dog contest.
This is a provocative dilemma, but
there are too many elements in Wood
ru ffs direction that fail to temper this
. grim situation with comedy or to make
it theatrically convincing. The “ True”
o f Shephard’s title suggests multiple
ironies, but the choice that seems to
provide the key to the directorial de
sign is realism. If this is the case, then
W oodruff is guilty of some grievous in-

Could your club use a shot of adrenalin?
Something New! Blue! Unique!
Hire RUBY, an anatomically unaltered (but spayed)
comedienne for some good, tasteless, dirty fun .. .

Call 626-3131

Leave message

D ivo rce s — W ills — G eneral P ractice

attention to consistent detail.
The largest problem is with the oneunit set that so reduces the available
performance space that the actors look
like giants squeezed into a doll house.
The minutely detailed, monotonous set
creates additional problems. If artifi
cial plants belong in Mom’s kitchen,
why are they made to appear dead? Do
they suffer from the same neglect as
the real ones? It is also difficult to
accept the ridiculously small breakfast
table that a writer might consider using
as an adequate work space.
We must also ponder how, not four
or five, but nearly a dozen electric
toasters might conceivably be plugged
in to operate simultaneously in this
cozy bungalow kitchen, unless there
is an industrial generator backed up
to the rear of it. And are we not to
wonder how so many of these appli
ances actually got there, since their
appearance seems to be the result of
only one short night’s raid on a sub

Inflation-fighter Perm$30 complete
Cut and bio—
Men and Women
Men’s short cu t— $10

urban neighborhood? These phenom
ena create funny sight gags, but the
aggressive literalness of the setting
cheapens the laugh and undermines
any further impact.
The performances also often operate
against the production by working
against each other. This could conceiv
ably be the result, however, of the
actors’ vengeance for the notoriously
stingy salary John Lion pays them at
the Magic and for his failure to include
their biographies in the program along
with his own.
Casting Peter Coyote, a former
member o f the California Council of
the Arts, as Austin may have been
politically astute, but this performer
seems unable to invest the character
with sufficient reason to trust him or
to grant him sympathy when it is called
for. He is more convincing when he
can rely more comfortably upon aggres
sive instincts. His most characteristic
hand-on-hip posture, even in moments
of agitation, frequently disrupts the
numerous moments he reverts to it. He
could find more variety of means to
depict frustration than running his
fingers through his hair.
Jim Haynie provides a supercharged
performance as l ^ , demonstrating
that through consicterable experience
he has become a virtuoso of the country/western mode, as well as an expert
one-man demolition derby. It may be
sufficient reason to see True tVesi to
watch him leave the stage looking like
the aftermath o f an explosion in a
Montgomery Ward houseware depart
ment. Haynie has several fine moments,
particularly a very funny attempt to
track down one Mellie Ferguson
through a Bakersfield telephone oper
ator. His enormous energy seems
tapped too soon, however, especially
juxtaposed with Coyote’s Act I cas
ualness.
Hollywood producer types have
hardly fared well in Shephard’s previ
ous treatments o f them. They have
been oily, lizard-like creatures, about
as charming and altruistic as anacondas.
The slaphappy glow of Tom Dahlgren’s
portrayal of Saul Zimmer is far from
this mark, although Dahlgren does
communicate the vacuousness it would
demand of Saul to be taken in by
Lee’s treachery.
As interpreted by Carol McEIheney,
the brief appearance of Mom seems
merely perfunctory. McElheny surveys
the scene as though sleepwalking and
thus fails to give us much more than
an inanimate footnote to what may be
one of Shephard’s most illustrious con
tributions to the American stage: his
devastating portraits of motherhood.
Despite these reservations, there are
compelling motives to see True West.
Its sobering revelations of the evils
that destroy interpersonal relations,
just as they corrupt artistic values and
dessicate the morid and physical land
scape, are important reminders o f a
deepening malaise in the contemporary
spirit. It seems to me, however, that
these ominous suggestions need more
careful means to support them than the
kind o f laughing matter this inaugural
production attempts to make of them.
The play continues in Building D at
San Francisco’s Fort Mason Center
through August 10. Call 885-9928 for
reservations.

f a fascination with visual variety
motivates you to attend local art
exhibits, you’ll be delighted during
your tour o f “ One or Two Things I
Know About Her—Bay Area Lesbian
Artists Exhibiting,” running through
July 27 at The Goodman Building. A
full range o f genre, technique and sub
ject matter is displayed at this show,
and its coordinators have—with aptparent instinct—designed the gallery
layout in a style underscoring the rich
ness of artistic range that a small com
munity can sptawn.
The show was conceived, initially,
by Linda Lorraine, who developted its
m ajor p ro m o tio n al effo rts with
G.A.L.A. (Great American Lesbian
Art Show). Lorraine attracted other
artists to the project by psosting notices
'in as many Bay Area women’s bars and
establishments as she could.
After formulating the concept, came
the idea to use The Goodman Building
—in which some of the featured artists
live—to house the exhibit. Next under
taking: a m ajor bulk mailing of flyers
to art galleries, political organizations
and personal friends. (By this time the
number o f contributing artists had
swelled above twenty).
The hard work p>aid off. More than
two hundred showed up at the show’s
opjening, and the artists have been
pleased with viewer turnout through
out the month. Special dramatic, dance
and multimedia p>erformances have
complemented the exhibit on weekends.
Space requirements limit a just treat
ment of all artists app>earing in the
show. Here, then, are a few represen
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"Treasures from the Rietberg Museum’’ of Zurich, Switzerland, an out
standing collection of 66 art objects from China, Japan, India, and
Southeast Asia, opens July 28 at the Asian Art Museum of San Fran
cisco in Golden Gate Park. The exhibition remains through Sept. 28.
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Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8:30A.M.—12:00 Midnight

531 Castro St., San Francisco
Tel. 621.4640

ROMANO
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
580 Market Street, Suite 500
956-3200

Birds

Wide variety of pet supplies:
cages, seed, and related products.
Anything your pet would desire.

474-9251

Attorneys at Law

Smith, Baedeker and Comiskey
Law of Prison
Probation. Parole
Criminal Law
Family l.au’

Civil and Criminal Matters
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Reasonable Fees
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Personal Injury
Small business
and other civil
mailers

1317 18th Street. (Potrero Hill), San Franciaco 824-7080
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In the Mission
The Bar with the Woman in Mind
For Openers:
For the Pleyers:
Thursdays:

Sips 'n Snacks 4 -6 M o n .-Fri.
W e ll— 75e Dorn. Beer— 50c
Pocket Billiards, Pinball, Cards,
Games or just relax In the lounge.
Live Music 9:30 on; small cover
Ladies single elim ination pool
tournam ent— no entry fee. Cash
prizes to the winner & runner-up.
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Good News for Gays & Lesbians
P.O. Box 11353 — San Francisco. CA. 94101

Sandstone Sculpture from Cambodie

1st & 3rd Sundays:

760 Market at Grant
Rm. 401-6, Phelan Bldg.
362-5198
Tues-Sat

If you're serious about working try our sincere approach to
job "matchmaking." The best in temporary jobs are
available at high hourly rates. Join our family of "Tem
porary Specialists "...you'll enjoy the difference!

BUT
Don’t Believe Them

• • • all say God will burn you for gay acts. God is not such a
monster as these presumptuous hum ans would have you believe.

Apart from her
singing talents, sex
goddess Grace Jones
is well-known for
her enthusiastic
advocacy of sensual
pleasure. “ I’m a truly
beautiful woman and
a true artist,” noted
the demure, 6 f<^ot tall
disco star in a recent
interview.
Grace will have
the opportunity to
strut her stuff before
an expected capacity
crowd of other
stuff-strutters at
Dreamland on
Saturday, August 2.
Doors open at 10 PM.

Animal Sale
15-50% off
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THE MATCHMATER
775-9169
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A Gay Introduction Service
for the San Francisco Bay Area
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tative highlights.
Interesting dream movements em
anate from Anahid’s acrylics on canvas
works, with a nice merge of fire/liquid
"fleshm elt” imagery coming through
in her “ Fire Spirit—The Coming of
the Dawn.”
Winner to the "squeezing the most
fun from watercolor prize” goes to
Donna Ferstermaker for her “ Lil Red.”
Lisa Falls’ still lifes are highly con
trolled: her oil, “ Lula’s 2Ist Brithday”
is exceptional in this vein.
Dramatic use of color is shown in
Rosalie Ann Cassell’s "W inter Howl”
with its eerie purples stirred with blue.
Her image of an angular nuclear plant
spiraling' down to flaccid lumps is
moving in "M eltdown.”
In terms of state-of-the-art tech
nique, Deborah Yaffe does a fine job
with “ Pink Sac” and “ Jewel.”
Roberta Dili’s untitled photograph
of a nude literally falling against green
is exceptional in its dimensional quality.
Laurie White nicely managed to
merge images of nature with inner
physical female dimensions in her oils.
Her etchings “ The Rising of Astounded
Souls” and “ Black Lake Unicorn,”
are fairy tale delicate and complex.
Ilene Cutler’s untitled color photos
carefully capture emotional hightones
—particularly in facial expressions
playing against moody lighting and
color contrasts.
Maria E. Gonsalez gives the exhibit
a clever dose of mixed media pieces
with her “ Extras I, il and III.”
I'll say it again; the above descrip
tions serve as a mere example. Catch
the show and enjoy the real elements.

HAVEIGOTA MAN FOR YOU!

HOURS
Monday'Mdov 9-6

A c c e n t on
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Tw o Locations
4 0 8 0 24th Street (near Castro)
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Jack O a k ie ’s D o u b le Takes,
b y Ja ck O akie, 214 pp . Ulus.

$10.95
1980 San Francisco. Strawberry
Hill Press.
b> Rcnr« R enouf

y only real memory of Jackie
Oakie in movies was the wartime
feature Something to Shout About,
but whai he represents in motion his
tory is an ambiance 1 grew up with,
even in my country setting. And for
"Down Memory Lane” and the palmy,
innocent, egocentric days of being a
Hollywood ’star,’ Double Take is
a primer.
The book doesn’t really have any
logical sequence, but you don’t expect
a star’s reminiscences to be logical,
do you? Nor did you ever really expect
a star to stick to a script when he’s
responsible for its format? Well, hardly.
So what you start with is a shining
example of Oakie’s mother’s presci
ence, and then you wend your way
through the foibles and exploitations
of actors in ’’The Good Old Days,”
guided by an energetic unflappable pro
with an excellent instinct of being
where the action is. You journey
through Jack Oakie’s career in a variety
o f cars known to the stars of the day,
including Gary Cooper’s and Clara
Bow’s, and arc taken in for dinner and
parties at the homes of the likes of
Bow and Zazu Pitts. The practical
jokes are ram pant and the sense of
good fun and no expense spared for an
excellent laugh is equally runaway.
The pictures arc enough to entice
you into dreams o f nostalgia. Some of
the movies, like Little Old S ew York,
were part o f the weekly fascination of
the old Life magazine I used to thumb
through, a part of the world ’out there’

M

so distant from my country existence.
The glamor of Carole Lombard re
minded me of the movie star fantasies
all of us had in junior high school,
just as World War II was changing
whackiness and happy-time pranks to
the era of successful cocky top-of-theworld exploits.
Dotted through the book are letters
of reminiscence. Budd Schulberg’s
letter reminded me of the sister of a
starlet 1 knew when 1 went to college.
The sister was signed and groomed
for stardom along with Arlene Dahl.
Somewhere along the line, the girl got
mixed up with a Hollywood type who
came in along about the late ’Thirties.
The starlet wound up dead. But this
’other’ side of Hollywood is missing in
Double Takes, for Jack Oakie had the
knack of extracting the best, and being
in the swim early enough and being
busy enough never to have to linger
near the human eddies of Sunset
Boulevard or Hollywood and Vine.
Film buffs should love this book.
For those who revere Charley Chaplin,
Oakie’s observations on the set of The
Great Dictator alone are worth the
price of the book.
The aura is minted authentically and
Oakie comes across as a man with the
extraordinary good sense to have had
two canny women in his life, his mother
and his wife Vickie.
It is difficult to convey to anyone
born after 1940 just what a ’feel’ for
the times Oakie conveys, before Cali
fornia was overrun by the post-war
boom and they started digging up the
orange groves east and south of Los
Angeles. But Oakie does exactly that.
With his knowledge of the movie
scene. Double Takes is a remarkably
happy social document to come out of
tinsel town. I think it also may very
well be an enduring one.
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M erry W ives w ith Frien d F a ls ta ff

The Berkeiey Shakespeare Festival opened its 1980 season with
The Merry Wives of Windsor, a wild romp with Falstaff and his
boisterous tavern friends. The Festival continued through Septem 
ber with The Tempest (Aug. 6 -3 1 ) and King Lear (September 3-28).
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LIBERTY BATHS
A PRIVATE MEMBERSHIP CLUB

1157 Post Street
San Francisco, 94109
(415) 771-1300

NOW!

543-7753

2 2 5 6th Street
BETW EEN FOLSOM AN O HOW ARD

12 noon to 6am

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Rearranging Logic—Gay poet Steve Benson (left) with Steve LaVoie in Carla

Harryman’s Third Man, a dramatic holiday where conventional logic is
cut up, rearranged, and played out. Shows July 26, 8 PM and July 27, 2 PM
at Studio Eremos, Project Artaud, 499 Alabama Street.
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if you are not com pletely satisfied w ith the lubricating qualities of
P E R F O R M A N C E C R E M E L U B R IC A N T return the unused portion
to Hedys Irtc., P.O. Box 1 4 697, San Francisco 9 4 114 for full
refund of your purchase price.

AT 10 45 A M ON WEDNESDAY JULY 30 THE DOORS WILL OEEINIIEIY OPEN TO
SAN ERANCISCO S MOST SPECTACULAR MALE CINEMA CLUB FEATURINGOUR FAMOUS
SUPER VISION SCREEN PLUS A UNIQUE CENTURY CLUB LOUNGE
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AND THEY ARE OUT TO GET YOUR DRIVE SHAFT!

Starring

NICK RODGERSI
— i4

KIP NOLL
and iniroducing

LEE MARLIN

hot men
hot music
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5 pm-7 pm, M-F

STARRING

2348 market street (between noe & castro)

s c o n TAYLOR.
KIP NOLL ANO
EMANUELLE BRAVOS

4é.

also starring
«DEREK STANTONI
«T O M ROSS
«ROGER JONES
«N O EL SCOTT
«R IC H IE SHAW
«THOMAS PREUX
«STANLEY BECK
w rilltn and diraettd by|
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HAS GONE GAYI A

THC CITY OF «AN FHANCItCO HAS ORANTED OUR LICEMM

1F A N T A S T IC !

MEMBERSHIP WITH THIS AD

Tke Sw eertutg ^rem

A M A N ’S CLOTHING STORE

I t ’s about time that we had a
club o f our own. And not just a
club, but the kind of plac* that the
fun-seeking sensualist in you has
been searching for. There are a lot
o f things you could loin — Discos,
Encounter Clubs, Glory-Hole Clubs
- the DRUMMER KEY CLUB is
none o f these. We have taken the
concept of a place where OUR
people can enjoy themselves wellrun, friendly, exciting and inexpen-,
sh/e and come op w ith a concept
you can't resist.
Memberships in many places can
cost you anywhere from a few to
thousands of dollars and about all
you get is the privilege o f paying
five to fifteen dollars at the door
fo r admission. People like to as
sociate w ith their own kind and are
usually charged considerable for
that right. Ours is a different
concept. We are expanding the
Leather Fraternity, including all
its privileges and benefits, and

M A C H O M ALE
adding a great new Cfub.to use. Our
first w ill be-in San Francisco, where
we are. Cost stays the same - $60
- which IS less than most Disco
memberships. What do you get
for sixty bucks^
□ DRUMMER SUBSCRIPTION.
Twelve issues of the hottest maga
zine around. If you already sub
scribe, weTI add a year to your
present subscription. That's $40
w orth right there. Pick up your
free copy of DRUMMER at the
club or w e'll mail it to you.
□ CLASSIF lED ADS Twelve in
sens in DRUMMER no less.
Included.

□ M A IL BOX A N D FORWARD
ING SERVICE. No charge for
forwarding your mail to your box
number.
□ LE ATH ER FRATER N ITY
MEMBERSHIP w ith full privileges.
YOUR DRUMMER CLUB KEY
w ith fu ll guest privileges.
□ THE DRUMMER KEY CLUB
w ill be open this summer in the
Heart o f the Folsom-South of
Market area w ith POOL and
recreational tacilities.
□ YOUR CREDIT CARDS VISA and MASTERCHARGE are
welcome. Lim ited Check Cashing
w ith your membership.
Enioy the DRUMMER KEY
CLUB and all its benefits and make
this coming year one to remember.
Now, more than ever, you should
have a Leather Fraternity member
ship and DRUMMER CLUB key.
H urry! Charter memberships at
this price must be limited. Get
your ass in gear.

mOkOiarter Mcniiersliips Now$80. Hurm!
DRUMMER KEY CLUBS / LEATHER FRATERNITY
15 Harriet Street / San Francisco, CA 94103
I surrender Here is m y $60 Gel my membership k it. my subsi.ripliun <incl
olde r goodies going and make it snappy' I am 21 years of <»gt- r,r better
----------------------------------------------------------------------(signature)

N A M E ____________________________________ ______________________
ADDRESS ______
c i t y , s t a t e , z ip
CDCharge it to m y
Card Number '

l J v is a

□ m astercharge
__ Expiratiun D a te ___

FR O M THE P R O D U C E R
O F “ TH E I D O L ”

I t u $Y s h o o t f i r s t

to y s ™

“

X-RkTED

COLOR

.

V’

ÁPPÉÁW^jSSner

BOB BLOUNT

STARRING
MUSCUMAN DAN PACE • INTRODUCINO ERIC CLEMENTj

VISIT OUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX! INCLUDING.
MEN’S ROOM • THE MINES • BACK ROOM • PLAYROOM

SereeM M
i Rùom TkuU ta
220 JONES ST„ SAN FRANCISCO « 673-3384

S u n day
C ham pagne
B runch
REEF’S
RESTAURANT
501 Balboa at 6th Ave.
11 to 3
387-5756

AUDIO AND VIDEO SYSTEM
design, co n su lta tio n , c o n s tru c tio n ,
home, club or pro 415-921-1307, Wayne.
CLASSIC —1963 CORVaTr
120K MILES, RESTORED IN A OUT
ASKING $4800, MAKE AN OFFER.
KEITH, 334-3994

Contra Costa Home

$20— HOT DEFINED JOCK
HUNG NICE, 6’1", 170
SENSUAL MASSAGE
BILL (415)441-1054

Rooms
With
Flair

SUPER
HUNG
DO M INANT

Away From the
Madding Crowd

Solar heated & filter pool
with secluded back yard.
Four bedrooms, 2V i baths
with family room.
RV parking. $144,950

*PLAYQIRL D ISCdVERr

Ruth Gandy

FXCLUSIVELY
FOR THOSE WANTING A MAN

Suburban Realty

HOT STUDI

IDEREK
1^—

827-0123

Your Inspection Invited

■ ii- ii

O

P

E

N

M

A

2 bdrm apt (near 16th A Guerrero—
w asher/dryer, dishw asher, garbage
disposal, garden, sun deck, mahogany
window shutters—$450-f deposit. Call
861-6185 from 6-10 PM!

__ Call RAOUL: 861-8686
4 9 2 GROVt

S a n F ra n c is c o ’s L a rg e s t/
A ll areas

■

^

T )T s ? ^ r c H e j>

m

PHONE

m iA u T V ^

BEAUTIFUL SECLUDED
building site in exclusive
area. Build high on hill
for view, or in rustic set
ting near creek. $34,950
Call (707) 869-9011.
Guerneville

552Ì 040

V ista

P < 1 ^ ^

R E A LTY

CoURTbSy /^OVlNÔ VAH

OPEN
MARKET
ADS
can now
be charged
to your
Visa
or
M aster Charge

For S ale
CASTRO FLAT FOR SALE
2 bdrm deluxe flat, fabulous kitchen
and bath, view, fireplace, garage. Owner
will carry w ith $30-$35,000 down. Call
Dan Denman, 864-4900 or 474-4900 .__
Fine English 1920 oil painting. Nude
male 39 in. x 25’/ i in. $950. 383-8340

MOVING VAN SERVICES
FOR VISTA C LIEN TS

JDbs Offered
POLICE OFFICER— SFPD
$1579/Month (entrance). SF residency
required. No special processing for
lesbians/gay men.
Gay Outreach Program (415) 775-1000
^ADVERTISING REP
Looking for an alternative? We need
a high energy salesperson. Min. 1 yr.
exp. Grow professionally. Gd money +
benefits. Resume to: Ad Dir, Bay Guar
dian, 2700 19lh St., S.F^, CAWIIO^^___
TRUCK DRIVER/MOVER
Experienced preferred. Must like hard
labor. Call 431-4257. ____________
PANTHEON WANTS HOT MEN
for erotic films/photos. Top fees paid.
If young, built & uninhibited, call (415)
626-3489 for info., interview.

WANTED
Part-time Sentinel
driver/delivery man.
One 8-hr shift every other Fri.

Call 864-2178
for further information.

P rofessional Counseling
for Individuals
and C ouples
in; anxiety, depression,
or conflict,
by Joe France

^Services
RUSSIAN RIVER DUPLEX
Two solid 2-bedroom units in a great
secluded setting, yet only a quick
walk to the beach and the ACTION
Only $69,950

Reasonable Rates
Call (415) 863-7645

HIDEAWAY
You'll find this comtortable two bed
room home set in the trees with
plenty ol sun. Midway between Occi
dents and the River A great place to
relax with that special friend $65,000
FOR THAT ALL-OVER TAN
Your rural homestead in west Sonoma
County on an attractive 6/10 acre
with variety of truit trees, big garden,
views of valley and surrounding hills
Only 10 minutes to town. 15 min to
Russian River. Unique older 2 or 3
bedroom home with sunny living
room, excellent freestanding tireplace-woodstove. remodeled country
kitchen $91.500
SUNNY FORESTVILLE HOME
3 Bdrm and 2 baths on 2 levels
assure your privacy From the new
redwood deck you can see the Gey
sers Low maint . quiet hillside loca
tion close by the Rusty Nail Luxuri
ous new carpeting just installed The
best buy in Forestville at $68.000
CONTEMPORARY AND ELEGANT
This line home artfully combines the
finest materials Oak tile, redwood,
mahogany and cedar in an advanced
and efficient solar design. A large
solar'um is accessible from virtually
every room in the house Close to
town and GG transit Secluded by
fruit trees on 1 6 view acres in Sebas
topol 3 bedrooms. 2V? all tile baths
price reduced to $254,000 with the
buyer receiving solar tax credit
COUNTRY CLASSIC
Vintage farmhouse on 85 acre on
private lane Privacy and view from
large deck Del 3rd bdrm would be
great in-law unit Room for large 4in
bdrm upslairs $125 000

Area C ode (707)
823-5351 or 795-8262
1550 Grevenstein Hwy. So.
Sebastopol

YOUNG BLOND MASSEUR
5 '1 0 '1 5 0 # SEXY SHOT
IN/OUT7TRAVEL 673-RYAN
HOT BLACK MASSEUR
5 '1 1 '1 6 5 # MUSCULAR
______ IN CALLS KIM 441-3509
Massage—W/m—5’7", 135, 23, brn Hair/
eyes, moust, smooth, muse, honest,
discreet, very gdikg. Rob, 986-7949.
MUSCULAR MASSEUR STRONG
BLUE EYES TAN HAIRY VERY GDLKG
HOT IN/OUT WES 752-5032
$25—SENSUAL, RELAXING AUSTRIAN
MASSAGE-FOR MEN ONLY
IN/OUT SONNY (415) 778-3409
PHONE S ADD VERIF FOR OUT CALLS
HOT MAN W/GREAT BODY
INTO LEATHER—LEVIS
YOUR FANTASY—YOUR LIMITS
JIM (415)863-9252________
Release stored tension with 1V; hour
revitalizing, non-sexual massage—$20.
John, 563-3013, after 11 am. Certified.
STUDENT—21, VRY GDLKG,
athletic. 5’ 11", 155, brn hr/eyes, nice
tan, well-hung, vers, discreet. For com 
plete sensual massage, call
PETE, (415)663-9625________
$25—HOT YOUNG STUD
5'9", 150 LBS., WELL-HUNG
SENSUAL MASSAGE
SONNY, (415) 776-3409
Masseur: Athlete; Films; Toys; 552-9025
Kevin — 19 Ex. gdikg smooth blonde
student for hot massage, SF 441-2158

Experience wholeness
and well-being through
massage.

]M(ld darvis.

863-2842

(non-sexual) Classes also available.

Models/Escorts
BUL(3fNG JOCKSTRAP
on a tall tan blond with firm white
buns A hoThung horny handsome hunk
STEVE—921-5595
PAUL MUSCLE STub928-0135

CP.M

Apartm ents-Castro Area

Tasteful—Newly Remodeled
Balconies with view,
w/w carpets
Parking & Laundry Facilities
All Electric Kitchen
1 bedroom—$425 & $450
2 bedroom—$650
For Appointment Call:
626-4988

C O M M U N IT Y
RENTALS

start a new career! Become
a New Age H olistic Teacher
and Professional Hypnother
apist through home study.
Earn legal degree. Become
financially independent. Send
$2.00 for sample lesson and
exciting details. College of
Clinical Hypnosis, P.O. Box
3829, Honolulu, Hawaii 96812

Cl u b k e y w e s t “ l o d g e "
Call or write today. 1-800-327-7076 for
free brochure and reservations. 621
Truman. Dept. T, Key West, FL 33040.

Rentals
Studio & 1 bdrm apts on Pine St. near
Polk, wall to wall carpeting. Indry facil
ities, sun deck, no pels, no waterbeds,
mention ad, 673-5678 for appt.
Clean quiet rooms In redone Victorian.
Sw itchboard, sauna, lounge, share
kitchen. Rooms from $15/night. $59^ 9 /w k 417 Gough. SF 431-9131.
$150-$200 furn units Polk St. 474-1721
ON ALAMO SQUARE
Lgr studios & 1 bdrms $3(X)-f hdwd fir
crpt/drps, very clean, bright 921-9186
$275-$380— LRQ 2RM STUDIOS
and 1 b/r—312 Fllmore SI., #23. 6213722 or 543-2320.
Antique complex has a space avail
able for quality merchandise In their
successful operation. Contact: Deanna.
431-6950
ALL GAY APT BUILDING
Sunny lop floor spacious 1 bedroom
choc carpet new kit Oak & Buchanan.
Locked lobby $365. Call Phil, 621-0740.
SHARE RENTALS
Private rooms, all utilities paid, you pay
phone, gorgeous Victorian mansion.
Parking, gay roommates, good security
low deposits. 861-8060, 431-1489
Choice Guerneville units: 2-4 brs.
Sunny, deck, knotty pine, new carpets
A paint nr tennis & private beach. $365
& $425. 869-2859. agent.
UPP/ASH LOVELY VICT $575
5 RM -I- PORCH 788 CLAYTON
665-6970 WEEKOAY/EVENINQ
$325 Sunny 1 BR flat on Pearl. Cynalar
Mgmt. 563-8921 Wkdys.
Polrero Hill, 3 rm Vict fla t—carpet A
hardwood, nu dec. Call 641-0229.
NEW WORLD BED A BREAKFAST
Open your home to visitors from around
the world. If you have a spare bedroom
and would like to earn extra Income call
us for a host application. We handle
your bookings, you enjoy your guests
Call 864-4741

'Btntkhousejtpts.
O ffice: 419 Ivy SI..
San Francisco.
C ountry Living
In the H eart o f the City
FOR RENT:
BUNKHOUSE.
STUDIO. 419 I w
SI. #26
$250.00
1 BDRM. APT. 419 Ivv St. #18
$225.00
1 BDRM. APT. 419 I w St. #2.'i
$275.00
BUNKHOUSE ANNEX.
STUDIO. 514 Hayes St. #10
$250.00
I BDRM. 514 Haves St. #8
$300.00

• Over 1300 Apts, flats "S
houses each month.
• Vacancies in all City areas.
• 2 convenient offices.
• Open 7 days a week.
• Gay owned/Gay staffed.

If you need a roommate, our
Gay Roommate Service has
helped l(KK)’s of Gay men ®
Lesbians.

Apartments
in
Secure
Gay
Buildings

ONE OF A K IN D
$1250, 2-STORY,12-ROOM
PENTHOUSE, 5-BDRMS, 3
BATHS. Dbl P arlor, huge dng
rm A kitch. top flo o r silting
rm plus sunriock. spec:tac:ular
view . Full tile in kitch A
baths, in'cl floor. cpIs in all
oth e r rms. C urtains A shades,
a ll elec baseboard hirs. all
elec kitch. 645 H.'ives St.,
Pels OK.
STORE. 560 Haves. $250.
STORE, 564 Hayes, $250.
STORE. 516 Haves. $400.
STORE. 500 Hayes. Corner
O ctavia. $950.
'
F irst and last m onth’s rent re
quired. no deposits. Must be
em ployiki.
O w ned and managed by
BUNKHOUSE PROPERTIES,
largest
Hayes
Valley
landlord. We live here loo.
See M gr. at 419 Ivy St., or
c a ll fo r appointm ent to see
these e x c e p t i o n a l a p a r t 
ments.
NEW OFFICE HOURS
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Mon. - Fri.

$295 STUDIO APARTMENT
nr. Alamo Sq.

Spacious, quiet,
garage, laundry.
$295 STUDIO APARTMENT
on Duboce. Quiet,

new decor, laundry.
$375 1 BEDROOM APT. nr.
Alamo Sq. Spacious,

quiet, garage, laundry.
$495 2 BEDROOM APT. on
Duboce. Spacious,

quiet, new decor,
laundry.

R U SS IA N R IVE R
VA C A TIO N H O M E S
BY M O N T H
OR S E A S O N
Secure Gay Buildings

Phone Michael, 621-6223
or Ginny, 552-8175

NEED SOME SPACE?
Apartments, share-rentals
Commercial space
,,Trip-ride sharing

pen Doors
A sensible
rental location
service
PrevieWall listings free.
Fees from $10,00

8 6 3 -6 2 6 2

Room m ates
1 person to share 2 bdrm 1 bath small
house; Graystone Terr fTwin Peaks).
Fabulous view, firepi, secluded, modern,
$350. Includes all utilities. First A last.
No pets. Smoker o.k. Call Mike Scott
621-7616, e v e s ._____
OAKLAND NR LAKE MERRITT
Share 4 + bdrm home w/gay W/m teach
er. FrmI Ir/dr w/frpis, mdrn kit. 2 -f bath,
deck, yards. Nr frwy, Bart, bus, shop.
rNon smokers, good Incm, cpIs ok. Oc
cupy 8/1. $275-325. Negot. w/g paid.
Gary, 658-6893._________________
Photographer seeks roommate to share
3Vi room upper Haight apt. Photograper preferred; darkroom. Alan, 864-3608
Share hom e-two gay men-near oceanown room-$250/month. 661-335^eves^
PRVT RM WITH WTRBD
INBRKLY2BDRMAPT
Rent In exch fo r hsctng ckng light
attendant wk for gay disabled man.
nc apt gd Ictn. Skng honest gay/m rmmt
Call Don, (415) 849-1257 for Info.

Services
A DIFFERENT CLEANER
Houses, stores, apts. by man who can
guarantee an added touch: trust.
Jon (415) 929-7965 24 hours
D.E.F.Q. FURNITURE
Custom furniture, bookcases, stereo
cabinets, etc. In solid wood, plywood
and plastics. Eric and Danny 431-5036
IS YOUR VW BUGGING YOU?
Then call The Buggery! Meticulous VW
repairs by gay activist mechanics.
864-3825 for appointment.
QUALITY PAINTING

2317 Market (Noe/Castro)

285-2247

864-5555

ALEXANDER’S CLEANING
Apartments A Flats.
776-3595

List your vacancy
or ride free.

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS?
Experienced attorney has lots of solu
lions. Free Initial consultation. Walter
R. Nelson (415) 355-0583.
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Certified Public Accountant

Ib S O FjrxvIl St . Sir 401
Sjn Franciico. CA-^102

OF IT A L U Inc.
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S ab a sto p o l

4 1 5 -863 -4188

707-823 -6509

* ííá

1(XX)'S OF ROLLS
IN STOCK

861 - 6662

•
•
•
•

MfislerCharge

1
1

1

DONALD M. COONAN
INTERIOR - EXTERIOR
FREE e s t i m a t e !
Phone: (415) 824-6628 1

1
1
1

2660 H A R R IS O N ST.
near 23rd
Tues.-Fri. 1 -6 , Sat. 9-1
PERSONAL C H E C K S O.K.
NO CASH, PLEASE

THE
MAGAZINE

OLIVER K A R TtiE IS E R
So
u ;x
(D z

Landscape Gardening

s

863-4500

B artenders

Billy

CUSTOM MADE
STAINED GLASS

FINE SURFACE PREPARATION
«.DETAIL WORK

Individual Investment Consultant
625 Post Street, Box 645,
San Francisco, CA 94109

Procrastinating is responsible
for most regrets.

A bo ve also available for singing &
musical telegrams.

Jon
864-3524

• Invest NOW for the future.

Daniel
621-3882

FREE ESTIMATES

5 6 1 -9 2 3 3

General and Finish
Carpentry

SAN FRANCISCO

Ph. 863-5286
8 —5 P .M .

IN

• No Active Account is too
smajl.

The Highest Quality Available
at a price you can afford.
Specializing in

Boggs & Salletta
Constructìon

FULLY INSURED
UNDER LICENSE #386315

SPECIAgSTS IN STUCCO,
WOOD & VICTORIAN HOMES

431-4257

C h a rle s K. S iv aslian J r .

any Fantasy

Answering Service—leave message
(41S)673-6023x 106
M on.-F ri. 9:30 am-5 pm

• Tiffany Lamp Shades
• Stained Glass Windows
and Panels
• Gifts

Immediate help
M on.-F ri. 5:00-7:00 pm
(415) 398-2197

MicfiAeh m m m
ASgOeiATBg

Member ofthe Golden Gate
Business Association

San Francisco
282-1297
¡ f SHOWER ENCLOSURES & SECURITY DEVICES m

M O T O R C A R R E P A IR
S E R V IC E
.

FLOOR
IT

Quality Repair Service
Rcaionable Rates
10 Years Experience
Free Pick Up and Delivery
Personal One Man Service
Estimates Given On All Repairs
285-2185

1

all phases
o
B

'j

I John Ivey

Igi

n=

z>

CaliforniaLicense **379957
r
r

O fm

C/1

Gel il all done with
OIK call By com
bining many ser
vices we oiler a
repair & improveloent service ihafs
geared to all those
small & medium siae
lObs that no one
else wants to do

>

s

z
«a
to

|j415) 8 6 I-5 I2 5

VICTORIAN

Residential
Commercial
Quality Work

Fireplace & Firebox
Rebuilding
Smoking Chimneys
Cured & Cleaned
Cap & Extensions
Made to Order

i
è <
Ul TZ
o

(4151 929-1148
(4151 567-4097

R elo catio n S e rv ic e
& D e liv e r ie s

t ^ A lo v in p O i j ^ W i ü j ^ y ^ o lj

BATHS

Renaissance Co.
" '

• C i^a l wPm
• KftSOMau u n s

PATCHING
PLUMBIfUG
TILING
HAULING

Free Estimates

COUPON

_ State,

^

(415)563-3886 »
Our 6tti Ytar Sarvfng Our CammunNy

Gptûc

• SKILLS EVALUATION
e EFFECTIVE NESUMES
• INTERVIEW STAATEOIES

The Sentinel reserves the right (o reject,
in whole or in part, any advertisement
which it determines lo be objectionable
in appearance, character, wording, or to
be inconsistent with the best interest
and/or policy of The Sentinel.

Zip
Enclosed is $________
f o r _____ insertion(s)

(With my signature I certify that I am over 18 years of age)

Account No.

□

VISA

Expiration _

□

MASTERCHARGE

R e g u la r ty p e — .16 uniis per line

Ph. 861-2401

I t ’s easy to place your ad:
Use one space for each letter, each unit
o f punctuation, and each space between
words. Please print plainly.
Type choices:
R e g u la r ty p e — 36 units per line
B O L D C A P S — 24 units per line
Rates; $3.50 for first line. $2.00 for each
additional line. Include Area Code in
A L L telephone numbers in ads. Payment
must accompany orders for classified ads.
M a ke check or money order payable
lo; T h e Sentinel
D o not send cash. Classified ads may
also be placed in person.

B O L D C A P S — 24 uniis per line

I

$ 5 .5 0
$ 7 .5 0
$ 9 .5 0

V)

a - s

BONDED

$ 3 .5 0

3‘ S X
:
p ^ ■
s t nX

ac
C

M IT C H
House Cleaning

Classification;

Signature

ec
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Û

^

DO S O M E T H IN G G O O D
FOR YO U R S ELF

2 8 5 -9 8 4 6
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Gay M«n and Women

Apt. #

OC
UJ

Lone
Star
Plumbing

p

864-8445
MOVING & HAULING

Street L

IIlght-'K t ( jiiu lit y w o rk
a n d m a te ria ls .
I iil. / H x t . W o rk - F ree lis f.

431-7227

|

N am e.

BÜLLD00

456-5111

v, 1'-^

MAINTENANCE

CompHif* Cm m i
CounMimg Serven for '

OPEN M ARKET
City __

Painting and
Floor Reflnishlng

Fine Quality Kitchens
Bathrooms & Additions

y -V T

^COMPLETE LAMP WORK ■PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

W E ’L L T A K E
YOUR LOAD

2 8 2 -8 0 8 6

License *359335
• • •

I

“Lstusmsksyourklssssrssllty'’ >

§

SAN FRANCISCO

824^9211

I
1
2

t
i

Michael
alter 6 p .m .

C a ll A r t

y'

A BREUER ENTERPRISE
CARPENTRY
ELECTRICAL
GLASSWORK
PAINTING

L

Free E stim ate s

E L E C T R I C

Since 1973
Large Enciosed Van
Every job owner supervised
Reasonabie Rates
Extremely Carefui

/

James M. Reid
Construction Co.

; w ood floors
call C h a rlie

—2 O

Moving Co.

7 days a week

(415) 552-4432
1

<s

OO

Starving Students

LIcentad A Insured
C il-T -116.478

so
Om

m z >
m 0 Z
h

• Design
• Installation
• Maintenance

4Í

O x
2 o

839 Larkin at Geary
M on—Sat 12-7
441-7737

Fast
Efficient
Intelligent Movers
at the Lowest Legal Rate.

4 1 5 -( > 2 1 - 4 4 ,1 0

TS •I

- dependable
- insured
- affordable - guaranteed

TraeJe—
OLD MAGAZINES
and
Hot New Ones

S T E P H E N ’S CO.

EXCELLENT REFERENCES
VISA

S 2 1 -6 7 7 2

References Our Past Customers
(75% ol our calls are from
past customers)

C o w bo ys - C l's • Lifeguards Leathermen - Jocks - or

Home Cleaning Specialists

S e ll-

P

Our new enclosed
truck will handle
up to 7 rooms of
furniture

PARTY PEOPLE
USE US!

CUSTOM COLOR
CONSULTATION

overruns
closeouts
seconds
m ill ends

519 C astro St,
r x p r n r n c e d 15 yrs

The

SAVE 6 0 -8 0 %

é e tte n im f

eu4tom

No job too big
or too small.

ExDeiienced Men
• Enclosed Trucks and Vans
• Near Or Far • Local Deliveries
• Insured

C .ilil Lie 319905
C lass C 36 & C 44

rei»

FACTORY OUTLET

insured

Buy—

Since 1973

JO Y

San Francisco

DESIGNER
W ALLPAPER
& FABRICS

HOUSE
COAT

From
Capt. Billy's
Whiz Bang
To
Drummer

In fo rm a tio n .

J y e a r w a r r a n ty

TRUCKING &
CLEANING
SERVICES;
Demolition & Trash Removal

Available O A HRS
8 6 1 -8 4 3 9

REALTORS— When you need
someone to clean the house
or condominium before you
show it, call THE CLEAN
TEAM. Or. of course, to have
your own home cleaned regu
larly, call THE CLEAN TEAM.

HURRY!

Tri. (4151 986-32J2
Rr». (415) 434-2599

O ii.r lilv K ilc h p n & B .ilh
" -.1,III,.lio n s a ls o i

Large truck

T E N A N T S — W o u ld n 't you
really rather have someone
else clean your empty apart
ment after you've moved out
or your new one before you
move in? Call THE CLEAN
TEAM. Or, of course, to have
your home cleaned regularly,
call THE CLEAN TEAM.

P lu m b in q

D e a d lin e lo r 5 5 °o Tax
C re d it is D ec. 31. 1980

C a ll fo r

COMPLETE HAULING SERVICE

L A N D L O R D S — W hen you
need someone to clean an
empty apartment, call THE
CLEAN TEAM. When you need
someone to clean the com
mon areas of your apartment
building or condominium, re
place the light bulbs, wash the
windows, etc., call THE
CLEAN TEAM. Or, of course,
to have your own home
cleaned regularly, call THE
CLEAN TEAM

Granny’s
Truckers

T im e is L im ite d

P H O E N IX HAULING

664-1312

San Francisco
Trucking Co.

K H ./a t in q

SHEETROCK TAPING A REPAIR
LG. A SM. JOBS. DAN 431-4547

Two men

QUALITY
I NSTALLATI ONS
ONLY

t

Decks A only Decks. Photos o l work.
Free est. Von Meyer, (4151 285-2884.
HANDYMAN SERVICES
Carpentry, windows, decks, stairs, locks,
hauling. For est: JACK, 641-1270. __

LARGE STUniO. Fireplace.
554 Haves St. #6 $300.00

HYPNOTHERAPY

TRAVEL

M assage

661-5400
A.MO

University faculty member
and published author
on stress and crisis.

C re a tiv e
lÿ o p ç r tv '

.'
“ Professional”
PROPERTY /MANAGEMENT
SERViCE

P

Robert John Dern

. 'Ara/ft Pi

661-8110

y ïâ A

T

KAQ TRUCKERS
Haul Relocate Deliver! Clean yards,
basements, propenles.
626-5493
MARC'S CUTS-$8
Call 8-11 am, 5-8 pm 7 days. 663-3225.
~
PRIVATE BARTENDER
For your parties.
KURT
563-2328
GARDENING, MAINTENANCE
and Housecleaning^_
Call 663-2642.
New A Improved house cleaning by two
agents with extra strength.
Call Ajax or Borax @ (415) 346-1625.
HOUSECLEANING—MARK—681-1410
TEL-STAR COMMUNICATIONS
CALL FORWARD AND MAIL
Free call forwarding Installation during
month of Aug. Let us take your per
sonal and business calls for you. We
also have numbers available. Low rajes
-good servlce-7 days-prime hours and
dally mall pickup. For Information call
Kevin or Jim at 563-4231.

‘N O FF.E R E N T A L S ’

Heavy 5'11", 220 lbs, hairy body, good
face, 28—wants strong topman 28-40
for good times, hot action, warm mo
rne rits_Bo^_55225934^
W/m—24, br hair, gr eyes, 150, 6'.
a ttra c tiv e -lo o k in g for a guy (prefer
20's) to build a lover relationship. For
dale call Tom at 441-3305.
G/W/m—21, blue eyes, beard, sensual
masseur—looking for sweet, sensitive
acct/bkkr who's fam iliar w/taxes. Lei’s
com bine business w/pleasure. (415)
776-3409—Gregg.
SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA-Guy-24, British
good looks, intelllgent-w ould like to
correspond with guys from the USA.
Write: John Bramley, 3/13 Poate Road,
Centennial Park, Sydney, Australia 202J^
NATIVE IRISH MAN 42 DESIRES
LOVE FRIENDSHIP DEVELOPMENT
WITH SAME 25-38
BOX 99077, S.F., CA 94109
BLACK AND WHITE MEN
TOGETHER
A Gay social support group. For infor
mation call Harold, 821-9220 or Allen,
826-7116.____________'
WRITER NEEDS TO TALK TO
PEOPLE WHO GET VENEREAL
DISEASE REGULARLY AND
are willing to talk about it. Story Is
being done as a public service. Confi
dentiality or anonymity no problem.
Call (415) 777-7221.
__________

E

EXPERT PAINTER
25 yrs. exp. Superior wk., ret. Free est.
Reas, rates. Call Alfred Perry 346-0315.

|

Personals

K

S A \ FHAMCISCO9-1102

I

928-4256j

R

O

$ 1 1 .5 0

oc
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a.

$ 1 3 .5 0

_i

$ 1 5 .5 0

O

$ 1 7 .5 0

VICTORIANRmODCLRK
SPECIALISTS

$ 1 9 .5 0
$ 2 1 .5 0
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Clip and mail to:

The Sentinel

D EA D LIN E: 5:00 PM Friday before publication

1042 Howard Street

San Francisco, CA 94103

(415) 864-2178

NEW 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model 985)
With Sound Quality So
Fantastic You Won’t
Believe Your Ears!
Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room.
S149 each [$298 for the pair].

Although these
speaker systems are rather large for
the average room, their beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.
T h e se speaker system s are one of M a r a n tz ’ s
new est m odels. (So new that most stores
d o n ’ t even have th is new series in stock.) Do
not confuse these high q u a lity M a ra n tz
speakers w ith th e lower priced M a ra n tz
sp eakers, such as th e 1 5 M , 1 2 M , 2 M , etc.
T h is new m odel (the 985) is an in cred ib le
sp eaker system .

This is
*

So Powerful They Can Be Used With The Maionty Of Receivers On The

NEW^ONEH!

M arket

5 Y E A R S E R V IC E P O L IC Y IN C L U D E D FREE

(Model SR2000)

A t a price so lo>V/
It w ill shock y o u , an d
d riv e oth er Stereo Dealers Insane!!!
76 W A T T S R M S !!

This powerful AM-FM Receiver has an ample 38 RMS watts
Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous
ower output from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than
.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.

8

But now you tan buy
this great Marantz
Receiver, [Brand New
in factory sealed carton],
for only...........................

Go to Any Stereo Store in the City,
and ask if they will sell you this same
receiver, (Brand New), for less than
the Manufacturer’s list price of $325.00

Dual Speaker Control
AM-FM Stereo
Signal Meter

Power

Dual Power Meiers

Muting
Loudness /

Y\

G y« Touch Tuning
Volume

Ba«« Midrange
_ *
T reble Tapi
_ ' Monitor
Bass
Selector

[that’s
right, only
one dollar],

when you buy one pair of
the speaker systems shown above,
at the price Advertised above.
Your cost for the Speaker systems
above is $149.00 each, for a total
of $298 for the pair,
plus $1 for the Marantz Receiver.
Thus, your complete cost for the
complete 3 piece group
is only...............
................. $299

Irving S treet - San Francisco

